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No gushers here 
This isn't Terrace's latest resource boom. 
A crew from Peace River Drilling of Prince 
George actually were drilling for oil in this 
vacant lot in the 4500 block Lakelse Ave., 
but they were hoping they wouldn't find 
any. 
The lot is the site of an abandoned ser- 
vice station formerly operated by Chevron 
Canada Ltd., who•still own the property. 
Th~'ve confirmed that a sale to an 
uiiidentifie d local party is]n the works, 
and that's why they.hired the drillers, 
• Waste Management Branch regulations 
require that lots occupied by gas stations 
have to undeigo environmental ssessnient 
before they can be sold for certain types of 
applications. Fred Moore of Chevron's 
property management division said, "We 
I I 
want to satisfy ourselves and the Waste 
Management Branch, so we'll wait for the 
results •and take action if necessary." 
Moore said the station was shut down 
more than 10 years ago after the Dudley 
G. Little Bridge opened, redirecting traffic 
flow and making the gas outlet "redun= 
• dant". 
Although he indicated that the environ- 
meiital assessment is part of a general 
ongoing program for abandoned Chevron 
sites, Moore did say, "We're talking with 
some local folks" about sale of the lot. 
The Peace River Drilling crew said the 
soil samples they punched through the 
asphalt to get will be sent to 'a laboratory 
in Edmonton for analysis. 
• I I I I  | 
Terror underground 
Witness tells sto  
• of mine explosion 
Following the • coroner's inquiry in Terrace last week 
into an explosion at Newhawk Gold's Sulphurets mi'ne 
site north of Stewart hat occurred in February, a jury 
has called the death of two miners homicide and asked 
the RCMP to continue their investigation i to the cause 
of the incident. The jury also recommended that the 
B.C: Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum 
Resources examine procedures for the storing and 
handling of explosives, and that Newhark be required to 
institute a mine safety program at the mine site. 
by Tod Straehan 
The inquiry was presided over 
bY;~ northern> :regional/coroner 
John,Wolse~,of~Prh~e C_)e~ge, 
The explosion occurred short- 
ly after 1 p.m. on Feb. 2 when a 
powder magazine containing 
about 1,000 pounds of dynamite 
exploded. Killed were Newhawk 
underground supervisor Claude 
Weber of Richmond and a 
Canadian Mines Development 
supervisor, Otto Sawatsky of 
winnipeg. Three other miners 
~vere injured and transferred to 
Stewart by helicopter. It was 
reported that the 72-kilometer 
flight to Stewart ,was a 
dangerous operation in i t se l f -  
winds were gusting between 30 
and 60 miles per hour at the 
time. 
Two of the injured were 
treated and released in Stewart, 
but 20-year-old Mike Anderson 
of Terrace, a chip sampler at the 
Sulphurets, uffered fractures of 
his right leg, ankle and cheek 
bone and was transferred to 
Mills Memorial Hospital a few 
hours later. He was released a
week afterward but is still 
unable to return to work. 
Earlier this week, Anderson 
described the explosion and life 
at the Newhawk mine site to the 
Terrace Review. Transportation 
into the site was at one time by 
helicopter, but now workers are 
flown in to the nearby Brucejack 
Camp by DC-3 propeller air- 
craft, From there, it's a 14-mile 
drive to the mine site - -  the 
Knipple Camp. Workers live in 
Atco trailers and work seven 
days a week, on four-week rota- 
tions. This is:followed by two 
weeks out. There are two shifts 
per day, and in their "off-time" 
workers read, talk or watch 
MIKE ANDERSON: Never 
work underground again. 
questionable quality satellite TV 
- -  there are no recreation 
facilities. "They've promised 
that for months," says Ander- 
son. 
Everything seemed normal on 
the morning of Feb. 2, Ander- 
son said, and at noon workers 
left the mine for a lunch break. 
At about 1:15 they returned to 
work. Anderson says he was 
among the first to return to the 
mine on the uppermost of four 
levels of tunnels and smelled an 
unusual odor. A short time 
later, Weber entered the mine 
with chip sampler Mike Cassidy 
- -  a resident of  Vancouver. He 
told Cassidy that the odor was a 
fuse burning but seemed un- 
concerned. 
Weber met Sawatsky near a 
turn in the tunnel, and leaving 
Anderson and Cassidy to collect 
samples, the pair continued 
walking and rounded the bend in 
the tunnel. Weber was apparent- 
ly on his way to check on a rock 
driller about 800 feet away at the 
continued on poge 26 
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an 
dt~:$5 million Okanagan Skeena 
shopping center on Lakelse Ave. 
has!;b~n delayed for'one year 
according to the company's real 
es~temanager  Bob Guy. But 
" G~/~says they're not "walking 
a~' i :  from the project: ~' .~'~ :~:~. . , 
"~ !~:I-le e~plalns they have already 
.S~ '~bout  $400,00Oion /dcsig~ . 
~/!.other Costs for ti~e pz.ojec 
~dldley remain confident in the 
econ0mic future of the North- 
west'.: There are two problems,. 
"however, and one 'may be that 
tlie:economy is too .good at the 
moment. 
Gay says the company has 
foi~nd that all construction 
trades people and contractors in
the region already have more 
than~enough work and none are 
available. 
A second problem, says Guy., 
is~tl~at he completion time for 
the: project could be as long as 
seven months. He says this 
meam that even if the project 
were, to start today it probably 
wouldn't be completed until 
mid:January. He says tenants 
would therefore miss the peak 
Sales~periods of back-to-school 
and Christmas while existing 
tenants would have their opera- however, ',in case they change 
lions severely disrupted. their minds ~'. that bylaw, citY adminstrator 
Guy says that by starting next But that isn't likely to hap- BobHallsor says that Okanagan closure of Ottawa. City director 
February it's hoped the project pen. Guy says plans have; al- Skeena signed a memorandum of engineering SteW Christensen 
can be completed before the end ready been drawn: up that, ex= o f  understanding, for. up,.. to  sayS they, hav.e'i'efeived aprelim- 
of August nextTear, elude, the .0ttawa: St. property .$5,00Otor:costs!incurredb.ythei inary rel~offpn that =study but 
In the meantime, Terrace city and they have no intention of city:in rp~sing ilthe!;byla~v, thei'because the closure is being •re- 
council mustdecide .what to do spending~money to re~aw those c0mpany will:.r-th'et fore be peal~l he's:not" sure i f  thestudy 
with..a bylawlallowing the:cl0, plans:-: .. : - " .-. " " bil!ed..,,Guy :had-Httle~."to say '*.is Still, wdid:. He', says he will be 
sure- of half the width, o f>a Bt/t t.his still -leaves.. the :city I. regarding .thisdetail because ~he :fOf~ardlngthereport to CounCil 
portionof Ottawa St. Okanagan with some cleaning up.to doas a • says he hasn't Yet heard from the for consideration at their June 
Skeena originally asked ::for a result:of::the partial closure,by-' "city. ' " 26 meeting. 
total Closure between their prop, law. First;'thecityincurred su'r,.0 The second item to be cleaned.. 
erty and that of the Terrace 
Shopping Centre last year, but 
that was declined, instead, . the 
city agreed to a partial closure, 
But even with the passing of the 
bylaw, Okanagan Skeena had to 
wait for the provincial govern- 
ment O agree. Thisprocess, ays 
Guy, was taking too long and a 
decision was made to go ahead 
on the project without he addi- 
tional.property; 
This meant hat the city had 
to write a new bylaw repealing 
the partial closure bylaw. This 
bylaw was given third reading by 
council last month and will 
probably be adopted at their 
June 26 meeting. Mayor Jack 
Talstra has suggested that it may 
be wise to delay final adoption, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  
miidihg  L pr, . . . .  ) ,  
vey.and legal costs in drafting up is a traffic study that::was: : : 
initiated as a result of the l~a~tiai . • 
, Thornhil  I, fireftight,ers ithink 
bush fmres delmbrerately 
Intermittent showers yester- 
day brought temporary relief or 
forest fire fighters, but authori- 
ties say the relief will only last as 
long as the wet weather holds. 
Last week 13 new fires ,were 
reported in the Kalum Forest 
District, including five in the 
immediate area of Thornhill of 
special concern -- the Thornhill 
Volunteer Fire Department be- 
lieves they were set purposely. 
The fires occurred.over a peri- 
od of five days, all were reported 
Cat. Ewen Harvle, Terrace RCMP crime prevention officer, and Terrace Victim Assistance 
coordinator Karen Walker recently took delivery of a new vehicle they'll both be using. The 
Ford Aerostar van was donated by the Terrace Rotary Club, represented here by Gerry 
Martin and Joe Whitney. A portion of the sign work was donated by Northern Signs and 
Screen  Prints. ' , 
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MONDAY: Tg~ 
TUESDAY: K~ 
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in the late afternoon, and all 
happened in the same area. 
Thornhill assistance fire chief 
Harry Smith says the fires were 
suspicious because they started 
"in areas not normally travel- 
led" -- that is, away from road 
and trail access. All the blazes, 
however, began within ,'walking 
distance" of dwellings, Smith 
said. 
Erie Holt, head protection 
6fficer for the Kalum Forest 
District, said in one case the 
remains of an autombile tire 
that had been set ablaze were 
found at the site. "They were all 
fairly small, but the potential 
for something serious was 
there," Holt said. 
Terrace RCMP Cpl. Don 
Cann said yesterday that police 
They 
with minimal damage. Thornhill 
volunteers were aided by a For- 
est Service initial attack crew. 
The fires all occurred within a 
two-mile radius in the Thorn- 
heights and Copper Mountain 
areas. 
were put out quickly have stepped up patrols in the 
area on request of the Thornhill 
fire department. 
The Forest Service has re- 
stricted logging operations to 
early shift, and Skeena Cellulose 
said last week they have shut 
down all. woods operations,. 
 ce -lnteriors  Ltd. 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'A 11 the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6b00 
ACROSS [ 
1 Type of rubber I 
5 Type ol widow ) 
8 Share 
i2 Too 
13" Equal 
14"Space 
15 Horse color 
16 Gnome 
17 Be outstanding 
IS'Mistakes 
20 Inserts 
22 Vague 
23 Branco, 
Brazil dyer 
24 Gaps 
2T Flow 
31 Tune 
32 Ktngof Judah 
33 Moderate 
37 Crafty persons'~ 
40 Load 
41 Beat 
42 Creating 
45 Rest 
49 8o be it 
50 Biblical ion 
52 Kiln 
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53 Twosome 
54 401h pres,, faro. 
55 Palm starch 
56 Hostelries 
57 Archeqloglcal event 
58 N,C. c~ltege 
DOWN 
l"Pdce 
2 Swan genus 
3 Glacial ridge 
4 Atoms 
• 5 Gets angry 
6 Grease 
7 Puts off 
8 Minister 
9 _ . _  Johnson 
tO Bring up 
11 Sailors 
19 Boy's nickname 
21 Young Insect 
24 Tabby 
25 Hasten 
2fl Inlet 
28 Heed 
29 Request 
30 Feast day, 
comb. form 
34 Tines 
35 Sea eagle 
36 Esteem 
37 Hoax 
38 Garden tool 
3g Place In 
, Juxtaposition : 
42 Upper Nile native 
4Q Thebes deity 
44 Sharp 
46 Racetrack 
47 Utah state flower 
48 Biblical country 
51 King. Ft. 
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i ' oppings destmed 
for lakeside resort-: ..- 
TERRACE --  The accidental: 
Spilling of a truck load of chick- 
en manure belonging to Sam- 
son's Poultry ,Farm last Satur- 
day not only ,aroused the ire of 
residents in the 4800 block Hal- ' 
liwell where the excreta landed, 
it also baited the curiosity of 
, some community officials. 
by Ted Strachan 
• According to a news report. 
carried on CFTK radio on Mon- 
day,; the rear gate of a ~truck 
' c .~ng a load of the foul-. 
smelling stuff popped open. The 
driver apparently didn't realize 
what was happening rightaway, 
and as a result, an even'layer of
• ,manure was spread for ~hat:was 
deScribedas a City block .... " .... 
-According to .the citydirect0i" 
,of !'e.ngineering, :StewChfisten- 
came up with nothing .but 
blanks. Only a secretary was 
available at the Smithefs WaSte 
Management Branch a~d ~':~he 
simply said that everyo.ne>~::Was 
out. It was discovered faaLat  
least two of these people were in 
Kemano. A phone call .tb'Al ~ 
can's Construction Service]s :.Of- 
fice in Kemano verified:iithat 
fact, but they Were all out:in a 
helicopter- and there was no 
rel~ly to  a message left with ~.the 
receptionist by •press time• There 
were also no replies from :stan 
Kinkead of Samson's PouKry 
F~, :~)r  Bert Orleans from'M[. 
Layt~oh, Hot Springs. W, at- 
rn(5~igh,s questions, for the time 
~,being, remain unanswered. '~ 
NDP expects Terrace Shell celebrated the grand opening of their Gas .Bar last. month, and $1,000-raiSed 
dUring that event from the carwash,.gas ales and juiceand hot dog sales, as well asan'ad- sen~'.Saznson's :i:leaaed: uphthe 
:dltlonal$1,500 donated by Shell .Canada's'Community Service Fund, has been donatedto. me~;>themselvesandeity :crews .n Ornin at ion 
the Terrace Child Development Centre: Above,.Terrace Shell owner/manager Glannino Pret- Wei~fi,t curled out..BUt headded ___- ,,_ ~_ __ 
.,it0:.offersthe donation toCDC director MargotHayes, while Danlelle Ward, KarlaGreen, " ~':: " ' •  m e t :,Shawn Evans.and Eunice StanleY play with some Of the toys Purchased with the money., that,f~e,odor could, remmn for e I n g ~om~ time --.:at,least until!.' the ' , , 
" P:ro fir'i ' gcod" rain:' C stensen ! ' n f a I I 
veH~ed the fact, that S~on 's  test cookies sent off -.. had~beent°ldb~'-theMini'~°f~CEi'--TheSkeeqalrid" 
• " , Env~onment toremove~thema- ing.association f the B,C. New 
n~af ter  it was~found-:to be Democratic ,Party will pro~ably 
f inanc -e ,  m in i s te r  W i l . son  .... . . . . ,  , ,  -,s,o,.. 
~..~ " - : ." ' ~- -":'m~:.at he ministry'.s '-,waste 
menthas failed to fudfillitselec- 
tionpromise to expan d andsup 
port the child care system, they 
said, and it has.-done little 
despite thegrowing demand •for 
high quality; universai]y.accessi. 
• ble child care servi~s. 
Child care centers :.frequently 
• hold. bake sales and raffles to 
.raise,- operating, funds. The idea 
behind the hake-off campaign, 
organizers explained, is to let 
Wilson hold his own bake sale if 
he feels short of funds. 
• The local event was well at- 
. tended and support was express- 
: A'  big batch of oatmeal spice 
cookies Was baked at the .Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre ~on 
the' :afternoon of• June 7. The 
bake-off was sponsored by the 
center as.part of a nation-wide 
campaign to protest he•lack of 
child care funding presented in  
Finance • Minister Wilson's re- 
cent budget. 
byK~eleen Bruce 
Organizers of the event said 
that famili." "us, child eare workers 
and advocates feel burnt by 
broken promises." The govern- 
...... The  Independent Order of FOresters " 
would like toTHANK the following 
merchants who,donated prizes for our, 
Car Rally last fall, With your:kind 
donationswe reached our goal on the 
: purchase of two wheel chairs for 
_ TerracevlewLodge 
hold-its nomination convention 
in the~fall of this year. ,,., 
Riding association p~dent  
Helmut -Giesbrecht had., indi- 
cated in May. that the convention 
wouldn't be hdd until after ~he 
provincial riding bouadafies had 
been;redrawn in accordance with 
a decision from the B,C,  
Supreme Court. Last week, 
however, another high court 
decision gave •the government 
leave to  hold the next election 
under the existing system of 
boundaries. 
Giesbrecht said that decision 
hasn't altered the local associa- 
tion's intent to hold a ,fall con- 
vention. " I f  an election's called 
we'll be able to mobilize quick- 
ly," he said. 
At this •point no one has 
indicated interest in running for 
the nomination in Skeena, he 
added. 
ed by •working mothersUnable to 
attend. 
Several 6hildren :pai~icipated 
and volunteered formixingand 
• tastingddties:' "~. < " ? 
The small packages of cookies 
were wrapped and addressed to 
Wilson at the House of Com- 
mons. Many women enclosed 
personal notes explaining the 
importance of childcare. 
Mary Bowering, Women'.s 
Resource Centre co-ordinator, 
expressed the Wish that .the 
finance minister's office will be 
.inundated with baked goods 
• from across the nation. 
. "Hopefully, the-impact of 
• this strong statement will force 
the government to fulfill its 
previous commitment to place 
:~hild care at the top of its 
priorities," she said. • 
Management  Branch  in 
Smithers also verified that, fact 
~.Tuesday afternoon. . :  :. 
• !But i f  the manure, was robe .  
/ . /  / " 
removed,, where was';:R i~to :,'be <: 
taken? Regional district'director 
Les, Watmough 'taiked>/,~'6~,the 
driver and was ,told thfit::-the. 
destination for: 3;O00...cubic 
yards,, about. 100 <.truckYloads, 
was Mount Layton Hot. Springs. •. 
But .  what Watmough real ly 
wants to know was stil~ a mys- 
te~"at press time. What can the 
Hot lSprings use that much ma- 
• nure for? If there W~ a leaching 
• problem at Samson's, wouldn't 
there also be at Lakelse Lake? 
• And finally, have all the appro- 
priate permits been issued for 
the transfer? 
The  Terrace ,Review tried to 
sort these questions out but 
The Ter race  MusiCians Associat ion 
and friends are  • proud to present 
"The  Second Annua l  Bandshe l l  Concer t "  
" in Lower Little Park ' 
Father's Day, Sunday, June 18th 
There will be plenty of "Live Music" 
and a variety of other entertainment including: 
, Contests -A- P r i zes ,  (and Fun. Fun. Fun 
The Royal Canadian Legion will be on 
vide plenty of grub and refreshments. 
they do an excellent lob at that. 
."U 
r 
hand to pro- 
We all know 
Kalum Tire Service Ltd. 
Yoke Hama Tire (Canada) Inc, ,. 
River •indUstries'Ud. 
Terrace Totem Ford Sale Ltd. 
Hilltop GrocerY& Texaco Ltd. 
Independent Industrial Supply. 
Acklands Limited 
Auto Marine Electric Ltd. 
: Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
Columbia Auto. Haus Ltd. 
Jim McEwan Motors Ltd. 
Elker Auto Supply Ltd. 
Michelin Tire (Canada) Ltd. 
18RL 
Lightweight and. efficient design for comfortable 
use. Has dependable ignition for reliable starts, 
handy controls and smooth power at any angle. 
TERRACE '~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~. LTD. , 
4441 Lekelse Avenue, Terrace Ph. 636.6384 
,%.¢~J 
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Long-time Terrace residents 
Len and Margareth Needham 
are leaving our city to make 
their home in Summerland, 
B.C. Both came to Terrace in 
1964. Len was employed by 
WillislCunliffe Cons. Engineers 
until~!1970, when he went to 
work for the District of Terrace 
as a Surveyor-Technician. I  
1972 he became the Assistant 
Superintendent of Public 
Works. That followed in 1978 
bybeing appointed the Super- 
intendent of Public Works. Len 
held that position till his retire- 
ment.on May 31,1982. 
since his retirement he has 
spent lots of his time fishing, 
working in the garden and cut- 
ting: the grass. Summeriand for 
Len is going back to the Old 
Stomping Ground, as he is 
originally •from there. 
Margareth worked in the 
hospital in Pentict0n before she 
came: to Terrace. She arrived 
here to assume the duties as 
Supervisor and Assistant Direc- 
tor~0f Nursing, This followed 
by., becoming the Director of 
f~,~: Nursing in 1966. In 1968 she 
,~.: wentlto work in, the Hospital 
~i~ Pha~acy, a job she held till 
'~ ~ 1972. From there she went to 
theOperating Recreate work as 
a Post Anesthetic Recovery 
Room Nurse until her retire- 
ment in 1978. This did not 
mean that she was sitting 
¢y~,down, doing nothing. She is an 
• "avid gardener and spends a 
_ good deal of her time tending 
the yard. As a friend tells me, 
• her:back yard has real 
character. She also likes to play 
a game of golf. 
Thething she will miss most. 
when leaving Terrace is Tai 
ChL Tai Chi is a Chinese 
system of physical exercises. It 
is not always easy to master all 
the moves and do them correct- 
ly,: but Margareth as done ex- 
ceptionally well. Her perse- 
verance and good humor cer- 
tainly paid off. We will all miss 
her/From all of us to both of 
youi our very best wishes for 
the future. 
The Terrace Order of the 
RoyaiPurple held their annual 
Seniors' Tea last Wednesday at 
tlie Elks Hall. In order to spon- 
sor events like this they put in 
many hours at the Bingo 
Parlor, and cater to weddings 
and:other local events. The 
money, they raise goes to sup- 
port many worthwhile charities 
• . . . .  . • - ~ : ,  . L ,  ~ . ' . .  ' "~ '  ' " - "  ~"  
Bi ts  i 'n" : P teces  : . . . . . .  by Alb Toop : 
Seniors' Tea is only one of 
them. 
About 100 seniors enjoyed 
the t~a and shortcake. The 
entertainment was topnotch. 
Shelley and Saudra Mantel 
delighted the guests with some 
nice piano playing. ~ Toby 
Nunn's rendition of the .Wolf 
and Little Red Riding Hood 
and the piece about he 
Rhinoceros were priceless. 
Elizabeth Trappl of the Ker- 
model Physiotherapy Clinic 
gave a talk on health and safe- 
ty. 
Many businesses and in- 
dividuals donated prizes for the 
many draws. It was a great 
afternoon, very much enjoyed •
by everybody. 
For the last few years the 
Terrace Kinetic Club has been 
providing babysitting courses 
for students 11 to 14 years old. 
Kinette Sheila Pearse is very 
happy with the response. So 
far, two classes have beenheld 
this year and, of the 42 cllil- 
dren enrolled, 39 completed the 
entire course. They are taught 
the basics of babysitting, get- 
ting along wellwith ichildren, 
and skills such as infant 
holding and changing and 
bathing babies were high priori- 
ty. 
They also learn about acci- 
dent prevention. As babysitters, 
these children do not only have 
a duty to perform; they are 
also taught he fights Of baby- 
sitters, In order to pass and 
receive a certificate,: the student 
has to get.a mark of 60 percent 
or higher ~n the final exam. 
The marl~ from this grouP 
were between 71 and98 per- • 
ten1"/ "":" 
High marks for the February 
class belonged to Debbie Stain- 
ton and Lana Garner. Each 
passed with 98 percent. Highest 
mark in the May class was 
Erica Larson with 95 percent. 
All three girls received flowers 
for this worthy effort. 
Not only were there 10ts of 
girls taking the course, there 
were also a good number of 
boys. Shauna~ Austin was the 
winner of the doorprize. Hats 
off  to the Kinettes for pro- 
riding avery worthwhile ser- 
vice to the community. 
The Terrace Coop shopping center marked Its 44th annlver- 
saw Saturday with a cake-cutting ceremony. The associa- 
tion's Member #1•-- Floyd Frank - -  took oare of the cutting, 
while Pat Sheichuk, president of the Co-op board of direc- 
tors, and Corbln King, a former general manager of the •. " " " 
store, looked on. As it enters its 45th year, the Terrace Co-.-"i ~,~. • ' 
op is considering,a major expansion and renovation pro- ,,0 
Ject. ~ Alie Toop photo. 
Trained babysitting grads ready to work 
This is the most recent graduating class from the Terrace Kinettes' babysitting course, an extensive program .,. 
that teaches  all the essent ials  of chi ld care, including accident prevention. AU:e Toor~oto, ~ 
and services. The annual ~: 
f a  " " ¢ .  no,, h,,v  vo,.t   on of  mport :"635 6300 
COLD BEER and INE STORE 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday --  Open Holidays --  , 
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 9 s.m. to 11 p.m.,  11 a.m. to 11 p.m. . : 
• i•:i~ ~:! ¸~ '¸  
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: ; :::~:OUR:NEWEST PREMIUM 
;:~ ::::,i~::; ALl,: SEASON RADIAL 
! i 
I 
k 
: : • . :  , : . - .  - ' - :  . . 
. :: HIGHWAY RADIAL FOR 
: : ,i::: :,I~PiCK.UPS, VANS, RV's 
GET 4 :~,~: :S:A L E :I N T (~ S U M M E INVICTA eL ;:': 
P155180R13 #254.85 $ 84,95 
290.85 H .96  -'~" 
314.85 104.95 
326.85 108.95 
338.85 112.95 
383.85 127.95 
350.85 116.95 
386.85 128.95 
368.85 122.95 
404.85 134.95 
97 "~; 95 BUY 3 r ~ ~ " ~ . 
. . . .  . .  ~ . . . .  WRANGLER LT 
• -'BLACK SERRATED LETTERS 
P 165180R 13 
P 175/80813 
P185180R 13 
P185175R14 
P185170R 14 
P 195/75R 14 
P195/70R14 
P205/75R 14 
P205170R 14 
P195175R15 377.85 125.95 
P205/75R15 392.85 130.95 
P205/65R15 416.85 138.95 
P215/75R15 407.85 135.95 
P225/75R15 419.85 139.95 
P235/75R15 449.85 149.95 
P235175R15XL2 497.85 155.95 
i 
-•• k 
SUMMER RIB RADIAL 
-s49" 
. . .  . -  
• ! ::.1: 
my 
raze P~ng sak Pdoe 
:~:: ; :  I~700R15 D8 $114.95 
:750R16 D8 132.95 
~: i 800R16.5 08 129.95 
• - ~ • 875R16.5 D8 139.95 
950R16.5 D8 149.95 
: "  ~', 8R19.5 D8 157.95 
195175R 14 C6 97.95 
" 215/75R15 C6 104.95 
235/75R 15 C6 113.95 
215/85R16 D8 124.95 
235/85R 16 D8 129.95 
245/75R16 310 104.95 
OUTUNE WHITE  LETTERS 
235/75R 15 C6 119.95 
255/75R 15 C6 164.95 
255/85R 16 D8 187.95 
CUSTOM POLYSTEEL 
WHITEWALL  
Size Sab Pdce 
P155/80FI13 $ 49.96 
P 175/80R 13 59.95 
P1 B5/80R13 62.95 
P185175R14 68.96 
P195/75R 14 71.95 
P205/75R14 
P225/75R14 " 84.95 
P205/75R15 
P215/75R 15 
P225/75R15 
P23"5/75R15 
P235/75R15XL2 
74.95 ~' . : ' - :  , 
77.96 " -. 
e1:96. " - 
87.96 
t3.96 " i ~ 
N,9S , : 
z 
e 
~~ ) r  " ,1,3 95'~'"'" 
TIEMPO. • . .  , . • 
WHITEWALL  
e 
r , 
P155180R 13 
P185/80R13 
P185180R13 
P185175/~ 14 
P19517F, R14 
P205/7 ~ 14 
P205/75R 15 
P215/7 ,r~q I 5 
P225/75R 15 
P235175R 15 
Sde Pdce 
~TIm 
$ 53.95 
60.95 
85.95 
71.95 
73.95 
76.95 
79.95 
84.95 
89.95 
94.95 
o i  
| v 
s~ ~t  
~s Salq nto Summer, when yo. 
taGL's, :~ u get thefourth one at 
Pins nmy other sa gs o: 
t Go Ktyear Ures. Sale ends June: 
] l  i; ~ r~ ...... i i ; ;  ~ l i  .... H'l . . . . . .  i 
Kal Tire's own Road Hazard WananWis honored at over 70 locations throughout BiC; and Alberta 
CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
49.29 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE: 635-6170 
At Kal Tire you must be completely satisfied - we gusrantee itl ! 
.:i 
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: .',,! ,." EDITORI.",' 
:i;~:,!: .~:i~;i~:~:~i,:~:,:!y~:S:::l!,!;~.~.!/~. ' :.., 
, :  ,rmchair democracy I 
: : While the world's attention has been drawn to the ii ~ 
extraordinary events in China over the past two weeks, } 
We!re been looking at things a bit closer tO home and " .~ , -  ~ i~  ~  g 
s~ing some curious comparisons. ~ • .. . .  
~ Few witnesses could fail tobe  moved by reports that : .... - ~ ~ __  
theilargest demonstration of this centu~ occurred 
because a mass of people on the other side of-the " ~ .~ ~'~ 
world wanted an active role in the  way their country ~ 
andltheir lives are run. The sympathy generated by the ~ 
peaceful demands for democracy made the outcome ~ ~ :  - " "  
an acu[e shock, as we sawn group of obstinate old , I'1~ 
menexe~cising power through the barrels of guns. " '4 
Meat.while in Terrace, with a distinct absence of 
tanks barring the entrances to polling places, only ~ [~]]ZA]~0~I 
three of every 100 eligible voters bothered to cast ~ 
ballots in last month's byelection for a school trustee ~L~TiO~I  , 
position. YARD l 
Perhaps that's the nature of byelections, but par- ~ ~ ~ i  7 ~ ~ . ~  
ticipation in the regular election last November can't .,. ~,,,--~.,,,,~,~,,,, 
really be called a resounding affirmation of the ~ ~ - - * - -~  
democratic process either. Democracy, like charity, ~ " " -' 
begins at home, and it's clearly ironic that we cheer on 
theChinese from the sidelines and don't bother to use Let tem ~,h Ed i to r  
thefights that they can't get even by standing the to  e 
most populous nation in the world on its head. 
one thing the Chinese have shownus  is that, R~ a[ ]S  IT I  i r l  that 0ur innocent children's ears From 1982 to 1988-89, the 
economic systems aside, democracy is the only known are virgin, should casually walk revenue for education from pro- " through the crowds at public vincial government grants and 
meansto prevent hose in power from transferring I a ['1 g U a g ~  school recess, and they might non:residential property taxes 
that power to their relatives - -  ideological or other- learn a few new terms. Kids do rose from $1,242 billion to 
wise.  To the Editor; An interesting approach that has been suggested for Brian Koven put his butt 'on not talk to other kids in the same $1,426 billion. In that figure is a language that kids talk to adults, drop in the revenue from non- 
the l ineto help.others, and I don't mean that every child residential property owners 
determining who runs the country - -  or province or mun ic ipa l i ty -  is compulsory voting. The standard somebody has kiekedit, uses "bad words", but I don't from $662.2 million to $501.8 
When a, professional person feel that they have been in- million, a decrease of 24.2 per- 
argument against forced ballot-castingis that govern- takes a daring risk for a worthy trodueed to any new language cent. These two combined give 
ments at all levels should be elected by people who cause he or she believes in, con- through seeing "Squeeze". an increase over six years of 14.8 
care enough to become informed and vote voluntarily, troversy and personal attacks Anyway, my opinions on pro- percent (about 2.5 percent per 
• On, the other side, it could be said that the electoral ean be expeeted. A man has been fanity are not the issue -- a year). This clearly wasn't 
process is too important o allow indifference to misquoted -- mistakes happen man's professional reputation enough to meet inflation over 
• - -  and as a journalist I under- has been tainted, and I just the same period, so where did 
undermine it. stand how this can occur. But in wanted to protest any rumors they (the provincial government) 
Part of the problem may be difficulty in identifying a town of this size, the record saying that Mr. Koven en- get the extra from? You guessed 
exactly What we're voting for, as illustrated by the must be set straight, and rumors courages his students to cuss. it; from the residential properiy 
latest federal budget. Is it time to legislate compulsory squelched. Brian. Koven cares about his owner. While the increase in 
"Project Squeeze" had high students, cares about this pro- provincial grants went up 14.8 
delivery on election promises? What political party aspirations: to educate the jeer and its influence on its percent, he B.C. home owners' 
would pass that one? young people about the effects target audience, taxes went up a whopping 45.5 
Oppressed and embattled as the Chinese are, at least of alcohol abuse. Who better to Mr. Koven, his students, and percent. 
:they know now what they up against. Can we say the speak to those kids, but other all those involved in "'Squeeze" Here in Terrace overthe same 
same? kids? The Skeena Theatre Arts and "Juice" deserve a round of 1983-to-1988 period, the picture 
worse for the home - - c ~  students took on the respon- applause for daring to speak to is even 
sibility to influence their peers our kids on their own level, owner. Terrace non-residential 
- ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ L . ~ D  and younger kids in a positive about a problem that many peo- property owners presently pro- 
way, and they were allowed the pie deny the existence of: youth vide less school tax revenue than 
, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~  freedom to speak to others in related alcohol abuse. I would they did in 1983 by 35 percent, 
"~ .......... ........................ ~ ~ ~ i ~ [ 7  ~J~ '~.^ their own language, on their like to thank them for that ser- while residential property own- 
, f i i~~ w.- ~v ~ ,, I,- v l~ .~ own level, about a world they vice to our community, ers. provide more than they did 
could understand. Mr. Koven Stephanie Wiebe, in 1983 by 134 percent. 
Established May 1, 1985 Second-class mall The Terrace Review Is published registration No. es0e. was an advisor, a director, but Terrace. This information didn't make 
each Wednesday by A. material appearing In the Terrace Review Is the students did the script my friend any  happier about 
Close.UP Business Services Ltd. protect~ under Canadian copyright R~¢lstrl- development, writing, and act- ~ paying his taxes, and it is not go- 
lion No 3~,17, and cannot ' .s l lY I)e repro" Res ident i  I " • - duced for any tenon  without perm salon of the ing --  aimed not toward parents a ing to  make it any easier for the 
'~ / :  publisher. If we want a ~ ,¢:: " Pub l i sher :  ~rem ,~d m,,,~.. Ad,e~,,,n, ,~.=¢,Pted and teachers, but toward other general public. 
, o. ,,. oo.,,,,o. ,,., ,n ,,....., 0, t b rd  e change to fair taxation, we are 
typographical error, that portion of the ad~fl l~- students. 
'.o .t=.- .cup,.  t), t... .onto.. , , .  *,. I witnessed a rehearsal during aN.  U n going to have to change thegov- 
y not be charged for, but the balance of the adver- 
tisement will be INIId for i1! the ilpDIl¢|l~l rate. which Mr. Koven talked, to the ernment. 
it: Adve~lleers mutt Iiiilumo responsibility for er- 
n rorslniny©lMslfledadwhlchlssUpplledtothe s udents about "bad language" To the Editor; Source of figures: B.C. 
Terra¢~ Review in handwritten form. oer: ~n compliance ith the B.C. Human Rights Act, and its role in the play. He ad- I recently had a conversation Ministry of Education, B.C. 
,o ~vea~.mnt *,~ m, ~,~,,~e~ w~lc~ vised them to tone it down, to be about school taxes with a friend Assessment Authority', Roll 
discriminates gaiflst i person due to age, race, 
¢ellglon,©olor, sex, nltlonll lty, lnceslryorplsee cautious about its use and limit of mine. He was justifiably an- Totals, Notices of Final Deter- 
o~ o,¢,. the use of certain words. In a noyed at yet another increase mination. 
~ger:. 4535 Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. few rare scenes, certain, words and after a suitable tirade at the Helmut Giesbrecht, 
. " ' :  Va~ 1M? added. . to the believability of a municipal culprits, he started to Terrace. 
tl~lercer Phone: e35.7840 sttuatton, At no time did I ever comment on the education 
Fax :  eas.?2eo , hear Mr. Koven encourage the taxes. He was a bit kinder to the 
' students to use profanity. At one education system - -  I guess my Me 
' ~', ~:~/:~':~ -'~':~; ,. c~n~*~4.0o pomti Mr, Koven and I discuss- explanatiom over the years have 
. . . . .  out a ctn,e, re.e0 ed the issue, and I expressed my had some ffect -- but his part- 
.... . . . . . . . .  Marl Twyford - ~ 8salem In Terrace and Olltflet 112.00 :: ' :>~:~ own opinion of the use of the ins comment was that someone letters 
:: ::!~/:! Harmlnder DoslnJh : mm~r~ out of TMrllce lid mstrm S~S.O0 ' ~ "S.word". As the mother o rs  should tell the public how the • 
10,year,old, I have many times provincial Socreds have trans- on 
walked into a school and heard ferred the burden of school taxes page 7 
ii far worse language coming from from themselves and non- 
the mouths o f  six and seven- residential taxpayers to the local 
year-olds, Anyone who be i l~  homeowner. So here goes . . . . . . .  . ~ "  r ' ' "  " ~ " "  ~ ' -- [ " T . . . . .  • ~s" ~" 
. . . . . . . . .  . , .  
• : . . , , . 
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Letters:" to the: Editor': ::: 
, . . . . .  . ,  
Half-Pints th ks ' "  
. , : ,  '::> :: :: :< ~ o~o=,¢~nun .uu~[u  pmparl 
: :  you for the future'., 
AI Flelschmann Dennlse Kluss Bruce Neld 
"1 don't think they've "1 think they do a good "Yes. It has prepared 
'done the best job. Often job in everything they of me well. I'm going to 
students can miss the fer but they should offer graduate and plan to go 
point or pass by Important more than they do. I don't on to college and later get 
things. But if students are need half the things I had my Bachelor of Science 
willing to work, it's hard to take. They do prepare with a Math major." 
not to succeed. Teachers you for someth ings -  (Bruce is a grade 12 
are like a book -- and but not for me. They need caledb'r)la Student 'in- 
students can open it if more business courses." terested in a future in a 
they want, and every- (Dennise is a "C+"  mathematics-related field 
thing's there." (AI is a average Caledonia stu- who has a "B +" average 
"B +"  average student at dent who plans to go on to and achieved an "A" in 
Caledonia and is looking college as a hairdressing Algebra 12.) 
forward to a career in student and hopes some 
medicine.) day to own her own : ,  
business.) - . . . .  - .... '.' ,,:":<,:- :::' :~ 
!" . 
Rose Leneer 
"Yes. Teachers have 
taught me everything I 
need to know." (Rose is a 
"B +" average Caledonia 
student who plans to 
enter medical school.at 
UBC.) 
To the Editor; 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
extends its appreciation toover 
100 merchants and businesspeo, 
ple who purch~ed tickets to.the 
Canadian Half-Pints' games 
against, the Caledonia Kermodes 
and the Terrace Selects. Their 
support, along with referees 
Willy Chemko, Barry Eyjolfson, 
Dave Kirkaldy and Tyler 
Eastman, the team of Terrace 
Selects (members: George ~lark, 
Paul Clark, Tom Hamakawa, 
Phil 
Merle Alexander 
"They offer enough 
choices and there are a 
lot of options to choose 
from -- sol feel prepared. 
They've done everything 
they can to prepare us." 
(Merle is a Caledonia "B" 
average student who 
plan 
an .;
Neeve, Remta Neys, IBob J )~ : i  
Cary Rodin, je remyiS~s;  
Doug Smith, Geoff Stmker;:Bill 
Sturn, .Mark Twyford, William 
Wesley andcoached by Lea 
Harrington), made it possibleto 
raise almost $1,500 for Cystic 
Fibrosis and the Caledonia Ker- 
modes' traveling fund. : 
A special thanks to a l l  those 
who supported this entertaining 
event, 
Eric J0hansonf0r: 
The Kinsmen Club 
Letham,, Corp. George : of Terrace. 
Challenge well covered 
To the Editor; are confident that a lot of pro- 
Terrace Parks and Recreation motion of physical activity was 
would like to thank you for your a~complished:through the whole 
help with last week's Canada effort, and that really is what it's, 
Fitness Challenge. As you know, all about. 
Prince Rupert.won for the first ' 
timei-:(We had to encourage Luc Gagnon, 
them somehow!) However, we Parks and Recreation.. 
COME AND TALK TO US!  
Project Squeeze invites you to an 
"Evaluation Evening" 
We want to hear YOUR reactions to Squeeze 
• was it effective? 
• did it  reach the target audience? 
• should there be more projects like it? 
• suggesUons for improvement? 
. 
V is 
en0ug,./,   
• where do we go from here? 
Portions of this meeting 
may be used in a television documentary. 
Monday, June 19th at 7:00 p.m. 
Skeena Health Unit Auditor ium 
3412 Kalum Street 
For more information contact: 
Dr. D. Bowering or Gall Murray 
at 638.3468 
.:.::.. ,-.~:.~:~" .. .':.,..~.....,.. 
~~J 
The Hutua! Group 
Facing Tomorrow 
Together 
The Mutual Group since 1868 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Accessible &Attractive office 
• ! 
Frank Donahue 
AGENT 
Maureen Buck: reception 
Pare Biffle: sales assistant :: 
Courteous * Caring * Competent 
STAFF 
Family Financial Planning 
reasonable programs: attainable ::-:.~ 
goals. Solid Performance ~ .,i! 
SERVICE 
WE OFFER . . . .  . 
Trust Deposits (C.D.I.C.) :~:~i: 
Mutual Funds (7 investments) 
Deferred Annuities (float to 15 years) ~ i::>.::, 
R.R.S.P. (RETIREMENT Canadian top 10) : : i  
R.E.S.P. (EDUCATION Canadian# 1) :?: 
R.R.I.F. (PENSION shop 50 co's) 
Denise Cam 
"1 think so. I find the 
teachers here really sup- 
portive in both academic 
and non-academic 
courses. They're available 
at lunch time, after 
school.., anyt ime." 
(Denise Is a "B" average 
Grade 12 Caledonia stu- 
dent who has spent a year 
In France as an exchange 
student and is Interested 
in travel and tourism,) 
Life Insurance: term & universal life plans 
Disability insurance: customized to your needs 
Group Benefits - 
We Do It Better 
Call 635.2387 or drop by our office 
Monday to Saturday 9:30 to 6:00: Friday til 9:00 
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* !!:Time 
.... ~ : chief o:f Murphy's " . . . .  "-' Bennett, police s 
r, is looking forwardto ome:' : 
time, spent in the company of 
'riend Freda and his dog' Sam, 
he had hoped to do so, but 
given a part in a film, leaving 
~ptly to his own devices, and it 
; if time will hangheavy. Then 
is offered $25,000 to find 
.old Jason Michaels, who has  
ff for Northern Ontario to'j0in a 
e,-~-,- -ff mercenaries Who are being 
bY/U~dree Deakln trained for service overseas. It all looks 
straightforward enough: ~ 
The mercenary group, Freedom for Hire, is run by a brutal un- 
principled ex-sergeant.in theBritish paratroopers, Col0nelGeorge 
Dunphy, a man who trains green young men seeking adventure 
and,sends them off to fight in-foreign wars while he collects the 
pay. Reid knows that he is up against a professional when he sets 
out to bring young Michaels home. What he does not know, 
what puts his life in jeopardy, is the vicious; revengeful nature of 
Dunphy and the complexities of the col~spi~acy. Dunphy is in- 
volved in. No one is exactly what they appear to be. As Bennett 
probes deeper, murder follows murder, threatening Beline~t's 
reputation --  and his life. 
Ted Woods never lets up on the tension and excitement in his 
new Reid Bennett novel, When the Killing Starts. A fast-moving 
labyrinthine plot, strong characterization a d a graphic sense of 
place make this a gripping novel. Ted Wood,s When the "Killing 
Starts is published by Collier Macmillan at $23.75. 
• Bill McNeil Presents. Voice of  the Pioneer is the third inn 
series based on h~s ~adto program and it marks the 20th anniver- 
sary of the show. Since many of the reminiscences are of the 30's 
and !the 40's, the people interviewed are hardly pioneers, but the 
sketches do give a vivid idea of the period, However, there are 
people like Gordon James Duncan, who arrived inlCanada t the 
age:of 21 in 1905, joined the old North West Mounted Police and 
Was eventually posted to thePeace River. Hugh Mackay Ross ar- 
rived from Scotland as a lad in .1930 and joined the Hudson's 
Bay Company in Northern Ontari'o. He has some striking and 
amUsing comments on life in the north. Those who enjoy 
McNell's program willfind plenty here to savor. Bill McNeil 
Presents Voice of the Pioneer is published by Doubleday at 
$24.95. 
We know that we live in a beautiful land, one that can fill us 
with awe, one whose beauty may. contain a sense of the 
mysterious; butsurely strange sights, mysterious events, unusual 
. sightings, belong to lands older in:human habitation. We don't 
=' have ghosts. 
Well... John Robert Colombo is ready to show us that we are 
not immune to the mysterious and the unusual, and show us he 
does in a most entertaining and intriguing collection of tales from 
around the country. 
Margaret Atwood and Graeme Gibson moved into a house 
southwest of Barrio. There they were visited by the sound of a 
woman's footsteps. A young woman who carries a candle walks 
through Bishop Fuller House near Thorold, leaving behind her 
the scent of lavender on the air. The Angel Inn in Niagara-on- 
the-Lake stands where a three room log cabin burned when the 
Americans torched the town in 18i3. Captain Swayze, a British 
officer, was tortured to death here by the American invaders in 
1812, His spirit haunts the inn, and a portrait of him had an in- 
explicable tear which used to appear below the right eye. 
Manitoba has stories of Mother Damnable; Wampohama,  
treated like a shaman by the Cree on the shore of Lake Win- 
nipeg. She left behind her a series of prophecies, including one 
that foretold the birth of Manitoba. Nearer home there is Art 
Folden's film, shot in August 1968, which shows some creature 
submerging three times and moving at some speed across the 
waters of Lake Okanagan. 
These are only a few of over 500 mysteries Colombo explores 
in Mysterious Canadt~, published by Doubleday at $29.95. 
Members, Media and 
I n teres ted  Persons  
ANNUAL GENERAL MEET ING 
Kermode Friendship Society is holding i 
it's Annual General Meeting on 
:Saturday, june 24, 1989 
beginning at 2:,00 p,m, 
A light buffet W~II be catered by the 
Elders; elections and general business 
tOof~!ow,i Old and new members w e l -
Terrace Salvation Army Captain John Harker recently received a donation 0f $200 from the 
Kermode Friendship Centre, presented by board chairman Ran Bartlett. The money 
donated by the center will be used to help those in need.i i 
4 . f *  .egton ladies attend convention 
Contributed by 
Llsel Saran,on 
The 49th Ladies' Auxiliary 
convention to the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion got underway: in 
Prince George May 7 with a 
parade to the Cenotaph. One 
hundred and fifteen flags led the 
• long parade with a total atten- 
dance of just under 700 ladies. 
Business sessions started at 
• 9:30 a.m. Monday and finished 
Wednesday~ at around 2 p.m. 
after elections. 
The Ladies' Auxiliary presi- 
dent for the next two-year term 
is Sheila Gauvin, first vice Lor- 
raine Irvine, second, vice Pat 
MacLean, treasurer llene Blue, 
immediate past president Hazel 
Stoddart andehalrman for the 
1991 convention isLonie Ander- 
Son.Since the last convention i  
This: week in schools 
Fddny;:~June 16, 9 ~[.m. to  
2:30 p.m. - -  This is Sports Day 
at Parkside Elementary School, 
weather permitting. For more 
information, phone the school 
at 635-3513. 
Monday, June 19 --  Final ex- 
aminations begin at Thornhill 
Junior Secondary, ending on 
Wednesday, June 21. 
Thursday, June 22, 12 p .m. - .  
This is a Professional Develop- 
ment Day at Clarence Michiel 
Elementary and all students will 
at noon• 
Thursduy, June 22 - -  Canada 
Fitness Assemblies will be held 
in the Uplands Elementary 
School gym. 
Friday, June 23 - -  Caledonia 
Senior: Secondary Graduation 
Ceremonies ..take place ~ in the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The eve- 
ning begins at the Caledonia 
gymnasium at 6:30 p.m. before 
the formal exercise at 8 p,m. at 
the theatre. A parent/grad social 
will follow the ceremony. 
• i" 
I ¸... !1 , Grill 6as.66ao- " 
~ ~  Thlsspot¢ouid [ Ter race  ate i /  
[~~ | be yours ~: : I For your dining pleasure we have I /  
~,~J~[~ ', . [ expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant . [] 
1410 I~VJI l hours~ ' / 
~b.~g ii 7 a.m. ' o  9 p.m. Ii 
l , ,  
Fine Dining 
in quiet eurroundingsl 
: ~ ~  5P.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
.... " " eae.s141 
RESTAURANT :~,~ II in Ch/nese 
~r~Chinese  & Canadian Food -'~,~- I t • Spe.ctaliz ~ 
T ~ ~ S  AWE._~_ ]i*,~ I I Cuisine and Canadian 
(ir~ Won-',~a?_!-30-m.--/.O;q,.,,.~,=J I I  , Dishes , 
- I ' °"  " " " ° =  i 
. . . . . . .  - m m m a e a =  . . . .  ' . . . .  " " 
&P ily's Care. 0 
. Chinese & Western  Cu is ine  
Mon.--.Thum. 10:30 a.m. 7" midnight 
Fd. & 8at. 10.30 &m. - -  1 s.m. 
80ndsy 12.tD0 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Kelth. Avenue, 
638"1848 or 638.8034 
ii{i~:.ii~iii~i::: 
Vernon in •1987; 281 ladies have 
passed away. : • 
"Father in thy gracious keep'il 
ing, 
• Leave we now. thy servant 
sleeping," , • / / / , 
Also present at our conven- 
tion was  Pacific Command 
president Derek Eyles, provin- 
cial secretary Larry ~ Harrison, 
Saskatchewan Ladies' Auxiliary 
president Emma Carter: and 
,secretary Marla Howie, .and 
Alberta Ladies' Auxiliary presi- 
dent Sunny Barton. 
Deputy :zone commander 
Denise Fulljames, incoming 
zone commander Pat Lovegren 
plus I0 other Ladies' Auxiliary 
members from the northwestern 
zone attended the convention. 
The 1991 convention site is 
under consideration and will be 
announced at a later date. 
Anne Payne and Lissi 
Sorensen would like to thank 
Ladies' Auxiliary Branch 13 for 
sending them to convention as 
delegates. 
Itwas ~th  shock and sadness 
th~/t!the '~people of Terrace 
learned of the unexpected death 
of Gordon Lindsay Little at his 
home on Cedar Crescent. He 
passed away peacefully in his 
sleep May 30. 
Gordon was the younger son 
Of Terrace founders and 
pioneers George and Clara 
Little. Gordon was born in 
Prince Rupert Jan. 22, 1921. He 
was raised in Terrace and re- 
ceived his education in Kit- 
sumgallum schools, where he 
was always an excellent student. 
He graduated from Kitsum- 
gallum High in 1938. 
His education in logging and 
sawmilling began in his very 
young years, and he retained a
love for it all his life. 
Following his marriage in 
1941 to Julia Simpson, they 
moved to Kwinitsa where 
Gordon built and operated h i s  
own sawmill for l0 years. Dur- 
ing World War II he was an of- 
ficial observer for the R.C.A.F. 
and a member of the P.C.M.R. 
at Kwinitsa. 
After his return to Terrace, he 
became involved in the logging 
and construction business dur- 
ing the 1950's. Gordon owned 
and operated the John Deere 
dealership until 1967. During 
this time he was an active 
member of the Terrace Hying 
Club. Gordon was also an active 
and interested member of the 
Kinsmen Club and the K40 since 
1953, 
Just months prior to his 
death, Gordon realized two 
lifelong dreams. One was a trip 
to the Orient, which he took in 
February of this year with long 
time friend Doc Calder. The 
other was the purchase of his 
second motorcycle. It is great o 
Budget-cut 
dilemma 
for CBC 
!! 
, . .  : . " ,  , ~ ' .  i .~ ~ : . :. • 
realize that he recaptured some 
Of the joys of his youth while 
riding around town on his 
motorcycle. 
Over the years Gordon had 
couver. He leaves to mourn his 
wife Julia, son Bill and wife 
Mirja, daughter Linda Bee and 
husband Bob, and daughter 
Elaine Auriat, all his grand- 
earned four tickets of Qualifica- ~ children, 
tion: Third ClaSs Power 
Engineer, Log Scaler, Heavy 
Duty Mechanic and Millwright. 
These skills were valued by 
many who sought his assistance. 
Gordon was predeceased by 
and sisters Edith 
Kawinsky of Terrace and Clara 
Foy of North Carolina, as well 
as numerous cousins, nieces, 
and nephews. He will be sadly 
missed by all. 
Many friends and relatives 
his parents, his son George at ~ gathered at Knox United Church 
age 19 years, and brother onSaturday, June3, whereRev. 
Dudley, all of Terrace, and sister Stan Bailey delivered a very fit- 
Dorothy Mangnall of Van- ting memorial service, including 
The B.C. radio network of the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corpor- 
ation is still trying to deteonine 
the extent o which it's going to 
be damaged by this year's feder- 
al budget. 
In an interview last week CBC 
public affairs officer John Ly- 
saght said the network "is exam- 
ining all aspects" of its opera- 
tions, but no service or person- 
nel cuts have been made yet. 
In the budget federal Finance 
Minister Michael Wilson an- 
nounced funding reductions to 
CBC of $50 million over four 
years. Lysaght said the "cumu- 
lative impact" will be equivalent 
to $140 million. 
"Pierre Juneau (president of 
the CBC) said he's going to be 
very surprised if we'll see the 
same CBC four years from 
now," Lysaght said. 
Last year the B.C. radio net- 
work underwent a major re- 
structuring that resulted in a 
• substantial reduction in the re- 
sources of Prince Rupert's 
CFPR, the CBC's northwest 
programming service. 
When asked if CFPR might 
shrink further under this latest 
round of budget cuts, Lysaght 
replied, "At this point, noth, 
ing's protected." 
a poem written by: grand- 
daughter Vanessa Auriat," age 
11. This poem waswritten short- 
ly afterher grandfather's death. 
Tom Harris, son Of Gordon's 
cousin Mary Hart'is, spoke with 
truth and humor in the eulogy 
which he delivered. Donna 
Thompson, a long-time friend, 
played lovely organ music for 
the service. 
Following the service a recep- 
tion was held at the Little 
residence on Cedar Crescent. 
Kinsmen and Kinettes very kind- 
ly took complete charge of the 
''Th re's a n( 
visiOn for th 
future of 
dvanc 
educ'ation 
in 
Gordon Little 
catering and serving of 
refreshments. 
d 
Honourable Stan Hagen 
Minister of Advanced Education 
and Job Training 
March 20, 1989 
There's a bold new commitment to advanced education 
in British Columbia. It's the resultof more than a year of 
work and consultation between the government and 
thousands of people in dozens of communities around 
the province. It's called Access for All and it meansalot to • ~ 
British Columbia: 
• 15,000 new spaces inuniversity.programs at ~ 
universities and colleges by 1995 
• 1,400 new spaces and thirty new programs for ~~: '
career/technical,vocational and adult basic education ....... 
• An expanded range of programs, particularly I 
umvers:ty-transfer courses, at Northwest College in . II - 
Terrace 
• An Implementation Planning Group named to report 
on the establishment ofa self-governing degree- 
granting institution in and for the North 
• $1 million to literacy training and special financ!al 
assistance for many more literacy and adult baszc 
education students in 1989190 
• A task force on Native education 
• $1 million for advanced education for the disabled 
• It all adds up to an advanced education system producing a
"i 
J 
TOGETHER. 
A BETTER B.C. 
Pmvlnce of BHtlzh C~Im~bla 
Ministry of Advanced Education 
and Job 11'eining, and 
Ministry Responsible for 
Science and Technology 
Hon. Stanley B. Hagen, M~mste~: 
highly trained, competitive work force ready to face the : 
challenges of the 19~0" sand beyond, 
m 
ADVO0t-6 i " "*~ . . . . . . . . .  
L i~ ~ .~ 
~t~ ~ ~ 
:•~ ;i  
• • . ; . .  
5 : .} )  • 
Siam-dunking has nothing to do with height, as the Cana- 
dian Half-Pints • demenstrated during their recent ap- 
pearance in Terrace add Thomhill. 
Half.Pints help 
ifin fundraising 
The •Canadian Half-Pints 
brought a very successful fund- 
raising show on the first visit to 
western Canada last week, and 
the Terrace1(insmen are ecstatic 
with:the result~/:of their spon- 
sored event. 
The team of midget pro- 
basketball players packed 
Thornhill junior high school 
gym for two nights as they took 
on the Caledonia Kermode boys 
the first night, then a team of 
local~ celebrity• all-stars on the 
second iiight. 
When it was all over, they had 
raised;S750 for Cystic Fibrosis 
a~d!i$750 for Caledonia Ker- 
mode~ basketball, 
Th~ Half-Pints also visited 
' seYeiaJTetrace schools to speak 
to~-stUdents about the social, 
ph~fcal and mental problems 
neim~ of small stature face 
• ~ bred'of'basketball was 
not exactly earth.shattering, but 
• " • ' e the~-(planned:~dr~iierw~s ) 
were appreciated by the crowds 
which almost over-flowed the 
gym despite hot weather outside. 
Behind-the-scenes upport 
from dozens of lo~al merchants 
was greatly appreciated by the 
Kinsmen Club. They also of- 
fered thanks to both local 
squads for taking time and ef- 
fort in the games. Here are the 
rosters: 
Kermodes 
Frank Genaille, David Owens, 
Jackie BrOwn, Ginger Minhas, 
Steve Dhansaw, Tyler Eastman, 
Paul Manhas and coach Phil 
Letham. 
All-star Selects 
Renita Nays, George Clark, 
Paul Clark, Tom::Hamakawa, 
Phil Letham, George Neeve, 
Bob Park, Cary Rodin, Jeremy 
.Sayers, Doug Smith, Geoff 
Straker, Bob Peacock, Bill 
Sturn, Mark TvotfOrd, William 
WeSley, Len Harrlngton. 
The scores are, . ,  
SPRING RUI~ - . - . 
' ,~:~'!':~:':~i-~i~!i~7!! ~G~,'~i*i~;~! : SK RACl 
' •  MB/ :  , NAW 
i .,'~';: h'~'=: !,~.~ 
J:'%'~: |7 ;~5 '~:- 'Gordon Buxton 
2nd (Men) i9:~: Gary  Pettlpas ; i  
3rd (Men) " .19:57 Jan Sllepherd L" ' ' " .  j-- : : 
" 4ti~".(Men).! 21:48- Phi l  Letham . , - " 
' 5th (1st Woman) 22i36 Debble Scarborough 
6th (5th Men) 23:04 Curtis Scarborough 
7th (2nd Woman) 23:06 Megan Reid 
8th (3rd Woman) 23:20 " Sarah Weston ' : ' "  ~" J ~ '  J U ~ ~ ~ " "1 " : f 
9th(4th  Woman) 23:41 Karen ~Shepherd " ' :  ~''.: 'Terl"ace-. 375 . , ,. ~4~  
10th (6th Men) 23:50 Don Van as , . ~ Terrace :386 ........ ,,',, ,.-~ .~-~, 
i l th  (5th Woman) 24:17 Melanle Kerr . Terrace 380 ' ~'-:i' ii*:.!*ii~!i : 
12th (6th;Woman) 24:27 " ' Amanda Checkley " •. Terrace 387 .... ~ ,:~;,~.L:~-'~'* 
13th (7th Woman) 24:29 Joan Sturn ,:,* Terrace 385 . . . .  ~ J'--* ~ '  ' . . . . .  
14th (8th Woman) 25:55 Dabble Sabourln ..- " Terrace 388 .. -'~, ~'~::,.~..~'~I/~/: i~!i;,~,*~,:: : *~ 
• ' 15th (9th Woman) 25:56 Nicole Slater,. -: Prince Rupert .379 - ".:.,,?..~i. ~
: L16th (10th Woman) 33'36 Joelle Wa lker  " Terrace 390 , ..... 
17th iTthMen)  " 38:30 Wade Giles Prince Rupert 381 . . . . . .  
i0K RACE .... i:-i. ::, .'.: 
OVERALL TIME NAME CiTY - RACE ~1 ? j~ ~ ~1~ r~ " 
PLACE ' '  : NUMBER ~.  :., ~i:i 
1ST (Men) 34:26 Ed Ansems , _ Terrace 456 
2nd (Men) 35:00 Charles Nelson ., Prince Rupert 476 
3rd (Men) 35:54 ' Colin Parr Terrace 458 " 
4th (Men) 36:18 Rod Giles Prince Rupert 463 _ . 
,'i, : i  . Prince Rupert 477 5th (Men). . 36:22 Joseph Nelson * • 
" Prince Ruper~ O'~ 460 6th (Men) 37:35 Ray Leonard - 
7th (Men) . . 37:54 - David Shepherd " .. " Terrace .......... 451 
8th( I s t  W0men). . , . .. 39:]8 ~:  .:- .Sue Simpson .!i 'I/iii!~,:il ! ~ Terrace 455 
9th (8th Men) 39:40 Nell Flelschmann Terrace "' ~ 470' : 
10th (9th Men):. 39:45 Frank Faluo ..~- : .... ",. : 1, Prince Ru~rt  46 :1~: . . . - -  
l l th  (10th Men). '40:29 Mike. , Reid. " , " "~ * ~ ' '   __ :~ f ~" : :" " ~ L" Terrace 45~ 
12th (11thMen),.,. 40:36.. John Nelson .... :i::.;,,~.,-.. :~, .:,: 'Prince Rupert 475 
13th (12th Men)  .41:00 .- " Chad Edmoncls ..... ,,,: " - , ,I Terrace 462 
. . . . . . .  Terrace 457 14th (13th Men) 42:33 Greg Buck ; . . . .  
15th (14th Mien) 42:50 Merve Crawford .. : Terrace 472 
+ 452 16th (15th Men) 43:27 Geoff Phillips . . . . .  Terrace 
17th (2nd Women) 44:18 Jaci  Sturn . i  .. ,- Terrace 
18th (16th Men) 45:41 Erlck Johanson . - Terrace 468 
19th (3rd Women) 45:42 Nancy Murray =;:i'~ : : Terrace ~ 
20th (17th Men) 46:40 Bob Sheasby ',..?~, Terrace 
21st (4th Women) 48:25 Mari lyn Earl ; : i.~ ~. : Ter race  
22nd (5th Women) 48:26 Donna Llndsay • . ,~ i i  " Terrace .... 
23rd (18th Men) 52:55 Wayne Davidson '•~.: . :  " Prince Rupert  
24th,(6th Women) 52:55 -AngelaMurphy ~: i '  " Prince Rupert 
25th (19th Men) 53:39 . Doug Thomson . .  - - Terrace 
26th (20th Men) 55:20 :!" James Compton • ,-':~:~:~ . Prince Rupert 
27th (21st Men) 64:42, r ~ j1 Fred Stotham*~, 'kg+! ' - Terrace 
28th (7th Women) " !-!'"17 I '  Joan::Abr0ha'ms,:,i!i~ii~ i ' :  Prince Rupert 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER : i ! :ilili!!ill : II!I:ITERRACE M!NOR BASEBALL =ii:i! i:!; 
McAIplne 5 m Tilden,Tigers 0 Co-op 19 - -  Petrocan 17 
Dairy Queen 4 - -  Ken s Photo 0 Elks 10 m Northern Drugs 7 :~ 
Totem Ford I - -  Terrace Chrysler 0 Petrocan 21 - -  Northern Drugs 20 .... ;,,: I,- 
UNDER 16 DIVISION • Elks 16 - -  Co-op 9 
Braids 4 - -  Brady F.C. 2 l l amblno  D lvh lon  ~ :~ 
lalchi 7 - -  Overwaitea 6 
UNDER 14 DIVISION " *- 20 ~ Shoppers Drugs 6 : i 
Northern Drugs 4 - -  Bavarian Inn 2 :o 13 - -  McDonalds 12 
Rotary 3 - -  San-Berry United 3 Drugs 21 - -  Overwaitea 12 . L 
UNDER 12 DIVISION :Is 15 - -  Sh'oppers Drugs 13 
Azlua Plumbing 2 ~ Bandstro 1 . . • Jun io r  hbe  Ruth 
Sight & Sound 2 - -  Northwest Sportsmen 1 Kinsmen i3  - -  Spee-Dee 10 . 
GIRLS DIVISION . ,,~ ~:~, Spee-Dee 12-  All Seasons 10 - 
Pizza Hut 2 - -  Tide Lakers I Kinsmen beat All Seasons by default 
More scores on page 11 
. . , - .  . 
z 
r~ 
, . , :+  
++++" ty w,ns  chari golf 
• , . ' . : .  + i -  .+  • . -  . 
" "/~Organizers . won with +~the. At+ sign-in, each player got+ 
Weather ,  and Terrace Special goody bag loaded with assorte 
, olympics won in the bank ac- items like TK  ~,M,Radio hal 
count as the.annual Terrace and jackets, glasses, stuffe 
ChadtyGolfChallenge came up bears and so on. The course w-" 
+w!'tha full slate o f  fun-minded cleared of regular play at noo 
golfers tor  18 holes of  play on and J the twosomes took ow 
June 4 at the Skeena Valley Golf unde~rh0t, cloudless kies. Wh¢ 
and Country Club.., i t  was  over, the prizes, we] 
The one-day event attracted handed out. 
i08 players, +who were partnered Players Used numbers draw 
: up in a draw for .a  two-player, upon arrival and these corre 
altern'ate.shot scramble: They all ponded with half a room full( 
pa id  $60 for the enjoyable "day; top-line gifts. No: matter :ho 
and to say they rgot their .you played, you won+a ~.goc 
_ :money,s worth would be  an prize. 
understatement. They did select low and n~ 
+ , winners, but they didn't wi 
+f ' tam+'~L lh ' t l~t ! l~ , /~ l ,  llll l l l f l l l i ,~ l~ l ,~ anything more than the res 
Prince Rupert's Larry Gord 
• e ermuue¢ paired for low gross whi 
George Munson and Nan( new coach Clark had low net. 
It's estimated that betwm 
$5,000 and $6,000 will go 1 
Skcena junior high school Special Olympics. A final figul 
boys' basketball eoaeh Cam will be known shortly. 
MeKay moves to Caledonia The event was organized ar 
senior high this fall to fill the sponsored by CFTK AM-'._ 
• Shoes of departing Kennode Radio, Northern Motor Inn and 
boys' coach phil Lethmn. McEwan +GM. The putt looks good - -  and it's for a good cause. The annual Terrace Charity Golf Challenge June 4 at the Skeena Valley course drew 108 entries and raised between $5,000 and $6,000 
for Terrace Special Olympics. Lethammoves to Nanaimo They should all be con- 
after seven years in Terrace. gratulated for a job well done. 
McKay, a three.year coach at + 
Skeenn,  ,~!  hh i  TS i lmpSe l ln  bo ,s  d~J J r~[ .  
to the Northwest zone dlle this Hen,,,+ takes breather after European tour 
/+yelrt Imd ~ l ie  I J I kh ig  may 
of ids Skeem lineup with ldm. Aside from world wheelchair peting in a l~.uropean tour. She terviewing IViichelle, we can give It's possible Michelle could 
A+I leave five are expected to champion Paul Clark, Terrace's arrived home last weekend for a you an outline of the nationals miss the Brazil trip, depending 
make the Kermodes. Michelle Hendryis the o~ylocal brief stay before heading back to as far as the team goes, but not on whether she'll play for B.C. 
McKay came to Terrace fmir + athlete to earn br~igging +i~ilts Torotito oxi the + 18th. + necessarily as Michelle goes. at the CanadaSummer Games. 
:years ago from pentieton, for competing around the world. In their final week in France, For example, the team returns On return from Brazil, Gthe 
• where he had coached on the Hendry added to her young the nits defeated France 72-71 in to Toronto next week to resume team goes to Buffalo, New York 
senior Lakers to the Okanagan career's fame by gaining a + place an exhibition that saw them lead training, to a replacement tournament for 
ehampiomhip and eighth place off the Canadian women's na- by 19 points at one stage. They Then the Hungarian ationals the World University Games 
+ in provincial finals, tional basketball team and corn- also played the Russians and lost come to Ontario for a four-game which were cancelled earlier this 
82-70. exhibition series running July 6 spring. This series starts Aug. 
CI rk t  I t A third c°ntest was s°mewhat t° 9" 20. a r a ve  s • a s different with all,three teams The nits then fly to Brazil for 
playing half-a-game against each the 1990 world qualifying round Our interview with Michelle 
opponent. ° for championships, running JULy concerning the trip will run in 
~ Dr. Paul Clark leaves Terrace this week to compete in events at With gamescores coming here 10 to 18. next week's edition, 
Manitora and Ontario, plusspend a few days with his parents at on a piece-meal basis, it seems 
Woodstock, Ont. that nationals wound up on the ~++~.+.r~ ~ " 
His first stop in Winnipeg, where he'll race in the Canadian right side of the ledger with a m + . ~ 
Wheelchair Marathon championship on Sunday. seven-win, six-loss record. . . . . . . . .  
Then he heads for Toronto, where he'll spend some time But the summer is not over by 
teaching technique, t0 young wheelers, followed by another ace any means. 
• - -  the variety village 10-K on the 25th. As this is written prior to in- 
I l l  
TERRACE MINOR SOFTBALL ZONE 7 MEN'S B.C, SUMMER GAMES 
SQUIRT BOYS DIVtSION SOCCER PLAYDOWNS AT TERRACE 
Co.op Stars 15 - -  Copperside Aces 13 JUNE 2, $ & 4 
- Co-op Stars 11 - -  Operating Engineers ! 1 Skeeno Sqwmills 4 - -  Greenville A.C. $ 
PIIEWIE BOYS DIVISION Greenville Royols 2 - -  Canyon City 0 -. ~+ 
Hazelton 6 - -  Aiyansh O -+ + 
• " Northwest Sportsmen 18 - -  Tim Horton Doughnuts 6 Skeeno Sawmills 5 - -  Canyon City O ~, ~+i  + 
MIDGn BOYS DIVISION Greenville A.C. ! - -  H0zelton 1 
Legion I - -  Skeena Hotel 0 (Default) Greenville Royols O - -  Aiyomh 0 ~i( :+ +'i+ ~:: + 
Legion ! - -  Kinsmen 0 (Default) Skeena Sawmills 0 - -  Hazelton 0 ~:~ ~ 
IQUIII'GIILSDIVI$ION ConyonClty2--Alyonsh2 SUNDAY, JULY 16th, 1989 
= ,+ Greeav l l le  Royo ls  4 - -  Oreenv l l le  A .C .  I 
Little +oi lers  7- -  Mr. Mikes 7 • Skeeno Sawmills 2 - -  Aiyonsh 0 TERRACE, B.C. CANADA 
Mlddleton Trucking 6 -  Howkeyes 3 Hazelton 3 - -  Greenville Royols 2 
+ Greenville A.C. 9 - -  Canyon City I 
P l I L~ l l  GIRLS DIVISION ~,  Skeeno Sawmills 4 - -  Greenville Royals 0 THE RACE: 
All Seasons 19 - -  Terrace Drugs 8 Greenville A.C. 6 - -  Alyonsh 0 - 1 km swim across Lakelse Lake 
IANTAM GIRLI DIVISION : Hozelton 1 - -  Canyon City 0 - a 40 km cycle 
. . . . . .  Northcomt Road Maintenance 18 - -  West End Chevron I SIMI-FIMAIdl , followed by a 10 km run 
MITES DIVISION Skeeno Sawmills I - -  Greenville Royals 0 + a demanding course designed to test 
East End Supremes 12 - -  Tunnel and Rock 10 Hozelton 3 --FINALGreenville A.C. 0 ,. -~.~.++~ . ... •. +the stamina of the fittest! - 
eri-Don Specials 11 - -  Swifty Muffler 10 Skeeno Sawmills 3 - -  Hozelton 0 +: : ~ .! ENTRY FEE: $35.00 per person 
Swifty Muffler 15 - -  Eatt End Supremes 14 ENTRY DEADLINE: Sunday, July 2, 1989 
. Brl-Don Specials 12 - -  Tunnel and Rock 11 * +' , ~i . 
/ I :~LW ComputerConcept l  ( ~" " " + ~; ~ ~ ~;! i: +. i
l L ~ J  1~ ' + TIRRACl MIXED SLO-PITCH SOFTBALL LIAOU! ,. TIRRACl MIN S SLO-PITCH.LIAGUl ,,.,. L . . , .  + . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I~) + 
All Saalonl Expose 3 - -  Oldtimers 2 Thorhhill Motors 12 - -  Inn of the West 6 ~ b l le  "O"-- 
Skeena Hotel 7 - -  Sliver Bullet Brewmastert 6 S.K.B. Moilon Wreckers 17 - -  Rudon Rowdies 4 o~ nUWON 
River Rots 14 - -  Skeeno Celluloi++ 5 S,K.B. Molmn Wreckeri S --Thornhll l  +Motors ,1 ~ 7 
Family Connection 14- -  Royal, 6 Inn of the West II  --, Rudon Rowdlmi 4 • euratom ,,umm 
Terrace Hotel 10 - -  SkRna Sawmills 3 • ~ .~,,,, , , ,c, ('anadi>n ,. ................ C~I IO I I  
i+ i i+~ ] i ,  + +i T I I I I I  ............................... i . . . .  =" . i  • . t .  " t  T T ]  . . . .  ~ +[  . . . . . . . .  i + 
a~.  +~-+, . . , ,  . . . . .  ~ ' ' '  "+ . . . . .  " + "  
.+ + . + ~,•  . . ,~  . . . . . .  - .¢ .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  +~ 
. . . . . .  * , . , .+ .~:  : +t -  • '  . . .~ .  
+ . .•  • , . 
. . . .  + . +  
+;++'i ; :/: + y 
" " : :  ne 145r1989 : '•/ . l ew~ WedneSd+, Ju : +" + " " ,+++ r'++ + ~ ~ + ~1"+'+ q'+J~''+''4++" " ' '~ ++'--++~ '++:~ ++1++::4 ";'1+1+ ' '~: ++++'':+~+i+~+++++++'+~'+ .+ .  
+. , .  - .  . + " = . . " ~ - + . . . . .  
Go,od Terrace sh+owi ,ng : : - . in  + minor be 
The first weekend of June 
brought tons of sunshine, so 
minor baseball and minor soft- 
ball took advantage with four 
Terrace playoffs and tour- 
naments. 
The Senior Babe Ruth 
baseball tourney was set to go 
With five teams, but Burns Lake 
finked out at the last minute, so 
it was three from Terrace plus 
the Houston Reds. 
Two Terrace senior league 
teams met in the Friday night 
opener with Video Stop downing 
credit Union 7-4. 
Saturday's opener had the ~ 
Terrace Junior Babe Ruth reps 
beat Houston 3-2. Houston 
came right back and eliminated 
Credit Union 5-3. 
Video Stop then downed the 
Juniors 11-7 to earn a place in 
the final of the double-knockout 
affair. The Juniors next faced 
revenge-minded Houston, who 
blasted the younger chaps 17-4. 
Houston earned the  other 
final berth, but needed two wins 
to take home the crown. Such 
was not to be as unbeaten Video 
Stop outscored the Reds 18-13 
for the tourney title. 
The minor softball series all 
pro#ided titles for Terrace en- 
tries. 
In the bantam'girls' provincial 
zone playoff (a best-of-three)- 
against Smithers McEwans, the 
Terrace A im-Wood Construc- 
tion girls won it in two straight 
- -  7-5 andIS-7. 
Aim-Wood and our North- 
coast  Road'  Ma intenance  
peewees both head for Squamish 
on July 15 weekend for  provin- 
cial finals. The peewees won 
their zone title unch~dlenged. 
+Our + Crest Insulation North- 
stars came out victorious in the 
girls' under-18 softball playoff 
involving Smithers, Telkwa and 
the local squad. This zone seven 
winner got a trip to the B.C. 
Summer Games. 
Northstars watched Telkwa 
beat Smithers 25-15 in the 
opener of this double-knockout 
playoff, then outscored Telkwa 
21-20. Smithers came back to 
eliminate Telkwa 21-11. 
The title contest went to 
Northstars on a 22-7 victory 
over Smithers. 
It was a piece of cake for 
Skeena Hotel's under-18 boys in. 
a Summer Games best-of-three 
playdown against Hazelton. It 
was over in two by the lopsided 
. scores of 17-1 and 12-0. 
Ansems and weather 
 hot for Fun Run .... 
The weather was too good! Third place went to Col in 
Mid,20's heat held entry in the Parr in 35.54. 
Skeena Valley Runners' Club 'For the ladies, Sue Walker- 
annual five and 10-K 'Fun Run' Simpson won, as expected, in 
on June 4 down to 45, compared 39.18. Making it a clean Terrace 
to70 in  1988. sweep was runnerup Jackie 
It was the same format as last Sturn in 44.18 and Nancy Mur- 
year, using a circuit around the ray in 45.42. 
Horseshoe area. Of the entry :On the five-K side, it was all 
list, 12 came f rom Prince Terrace in top three for male 
Rupert, including three of the and female. 
running Nelson clan, father and Gordon Buxton was first in 
sons. 17.45, followed by Gary Pet- 
However, the veteran Ed tipas in 19.39 and young Jan 
Ansems grabbed the 10-K lead Shepherd in 19.57. 
and held on to beat Charles Debbi Scarborough won the 
Nelson by about a block. Ed had ladies' five-K in 22.36. Student 
a time of 34.26 minutes while Megan Reid was next, followed 
Charles romped in 34 seconds by Sarah Weston. 
later. 
+~. :.~-..i.+~, . 
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The Skeena Hotel under-18 boys' team earned themselves a berth in the B.C. Summer 
Games recently with a tournament  victory over Hazelton,. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - + 1iO 
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Blanket 
ALBERTA NWT 
' 110P-  =+ households 
o110community 
$4.00  per  word  for newlpapers 
eaclt word over 25 
Blanket 
SASKATCHEWAN 
' IOML "=='  households. 
13.00 per weed for eTa' community 
elmtt word over 25 newspapers 
Blanket 
ONTARIO QUEBEC 
Sq ' JT l l=O0 .~,m.m 
I -  J '  d~ 2S words households 
words maximum *51 communlt~ 
13 elmh word ov~' 25 
Blanket 
ATLANTIC PROVs 
tO+mOO .+m.o0o 
" / " /25words  households 
13.00 per word for .58  community 
each word over 25 newspapers Coming events in I' "" i;ii il I I 85 .=4,, • , 25 words households aS1 • " $3.00 per word for community • word over 25 newspapers : newspapers 
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A]can's llth annual half- 638-1345. ~; * ++ ........... rculation ::: ,~ i!ilj~ 
marathon race is coming ,up, The Terrace hockey school : ! ,41) 1 !~ !ii!~::! 
Saturday starting at 10 a.m. a t  and summer league is rapidly ~o~IS  3 s461 ~;:!'~ ::ii.i:iiiii!, ~~ i,*i: 
the Alcan tour bui lding,  filling up for the last two weeks mmtl  y i  ii~ ' ': : ; , : , :~ ..... ~+,:::,i:i/, i !;:! 'i~ 4qz  t .o  n i t  Newlpopers ,  r '~ m~ k ~ L" 4 ~;"  ~ d" ~ ' ' 
Registration is 9:00 to 9:45 The of August. Youngsters are urged ~iii ~I ii i : : + + ~" ; " ' ...... +++~ ......... :~~++ ........ ~+°":+**~"+ ' * 
• *+ ; !i++i ;! CLAsS iF i  + . . . . . . . . .  race accommodates runners and to get entry forms completed ........ •ii i :,- : : :+  bicycle riders of all ages. Bikers and submitted as soon as possi . . . .  ~ .......... :~ ~°++,~+~::+~=:::::~(/~~:~ BLANKET EDS , ~ ~:.+: +,, 
have to go double-distance for ble. Forms are available at loca- : , , ;  * . . . . . . .  +* ' ~  +*,:~ + ~"With your coverage in mind" + ~ "~! . . . . . .  
their event. Runs can go five, 10 tions where you find school " " ~ ~ ~=~ ~%%'~4;~   =~% . . . .  k r ~ " 
or 21 kilometers, Al l  cam- posters, i~;~i+i~i ' :  .... i'+i~i~=,iil i'+oP~ 'r~unities*',i~i/ii *~ 
petitors get certificates and Registration is still being ' ~  ...... +*~~'~ ........ ~!*~~:- . . . . . .  : : ' "  ; ; 
refreshments, taken for summer soccer camps. )rtunitles ~:,i;;+~i~• 
Entries are still being sought Credit Union camps for boys :~ .......... ~,:,~+ ......... ~ =1 estate .... ~ ~i~ ~:• L,i+=~+~+  + ,~ i i+•.Setvloes + ...... ~ +++++~+~+ 
. . . . .  : + + ~ ~+ U;  +:'++:: ~+ . . . . . . . . . . .  +~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L for an oldtimers' round-robin and girls aged five to 16 run at   - ~!~ +++~:F++++:+ +++ + + ~  - ...  +, +.,~ +/~+~:+++ •++~+ + +.+++,+,+~+++++++++ 
soccer tournament Sunday, June Terrace and Kitimat in July. • .......... +::~ i ! ~,+++ ............. u ;+~:~.+~??~'++"+ ++*:. +- ,  :*:,++~;+~+~+'~++:,::.+:++;+ ~ ................ +*+ ........ , ,+= ~ :~: :[,;~:::~+,+++:.t+, : 
+ '+ ,> ,+~+.+ • . . : :P  + 
17. Players must be 35 or older. Pick up forms at your Credit + , i+::O| :A l l  +++' +:'+' r" d~++++ ~ +:~:++ ~++~+0'+~+" + :+ +" + : r 
The team entry f e e  i s  $100. For Union. The Northwest Residen- + ' " ' " k ' :k ~ ~ ~ , " + J" + + " l '  " ' r ' '  " " " 4~. 
information phone 635-9231 or tial Academy for boys 11 and up , + • . , 
635-2880. is in Terrace in July. The local 
A reminder that the first an- Youth Soccer Association has 
nual Kitimat River Challenge information. 
bicycle race is coa l ing  up Area .boys under 16 who 
Canada Day, July 1. It's an wou ld  hke to try out for the 635.7,840 
80-kilometer jaunt from River, B.C. summer Games volleyball 
lodge parking lot to  Mount team must phone Tom ' :; i 
• * ' + 3 ' a . + , -  - " . . . . . .  
Layton,~,d back. Information is / H~akaw at  :Thornhill :high . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
avail+hie/: from 632'S:431;++;:O+! ++:++eh+°l by Thursday+ *' : " + " " . "  " 
3 
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Soccers' Steelers 
Terrace All Seasons Steelers 
have a grasp on the zone seven 
ladies' soccer championship and 
don't want to give it up. 
They won the zone berth for 
the July B.C. Summer Games on 
June3 weekend in a two-team 
p lay0f f  at Skeena school 
grounds ~ 
WithKitimat not bothering to 
enter, it wasTerrace against 
Prince Rupert in a three-game 
set. The gals .opened with a 1-1 
tie. 
• Then the Steelers won the next 
two games --  1-0 and 2-1 - - to  
clinch the zone title for the 
fourth straight year. 
Six teams competed for the 
men's zone berth at the ,Surrey 
games. When the round.robin, 
semi-finals and final were over, 
it was Terrace Skeena Sawmills 
the winner on a 3-0 decisionover 
Hazelton. 
The semi-finals were worth 
the price of admission to any 
series. Both Greenville teams, 
Hazelton and the Sawmillsearn- 
ed spots in the semis. The teams 
with the worst round-robin 
marks -  Aiyansh and Canyon 
City - -  were eliminated. 
The Sawmill-Royalsgame was 
scoreless inregulation time;Five 
from each squad then went into 
a shootout, but changed nothing 
as each scored twice, missed the 
goal once • and had two of their 
shots saved. 
This brought on sudden-death 
shootout where Sawmills scored 
and Royals didn't. 
The other semi hadHazelton 
downing Greenville G.A.C. 3-0, 
but Greenville protested over use 
of ineligible players. It took a 
phone Call to B.C. Soccer 
Association headquarters in 
Vancouver to check Hazelton's 
registration before the matter 
was settled. The protest was 
denied. 
All scores can be found in this 
week's scoreboard. 
, . . • ,  
| 
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Terraco's All Seasons Steelers women's  soccer team wil l  represent the northwest zone at 
the B.C. Summer Games - -  for the fourth time in as many years. 
Christensen dusted 
by veteran biker 
Terra¢e's Skeena Sawmills men's soccer team eliminated the zone competition June 4 and 
they'll be off to the B.C. Summer Games next month in Surrey. 
i 
Kermode boys' coach attracted 
by Vancouver Island offer 
Phil Letham hadn't plfinned 
to give up his teaching and 
coaching chores at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School this 
year, but he's going now./ 
"We hadn't planned to move, 
but ! put out a few applications 
and felt if I got something ex- 
tremely interesting, I'd look into 
i t "  he told us. "Wellington 
(one of foul" senior high schools 
in Nanaimo) came up with an 
offer just like I wanted, and it 
was just too good to turn down. 
"The building has just gone 
' into into senior secondary status 
from junior high." 
Phil said he'll more or less be 
starting from scratch. He leaves 
the triple 'AAA' Caledonia Ker- 
mode boys' basketball squad in 
relatively good shape, with top  
talent coming up from Skeena 
junior high. 
"Wellington played senior- 
last year without any Grade 
12'S, but they had a somewhat 
horr!ble season. I expect o put 
in a threeor, four year building 
session before triple 'h.a~' 
results how up." 
This was Letham's seventh 
year here. His first season was a t  
Skeena, then he went to Cal 
high.• Prior to this he taught at 
Lethbridge, Alberta for  five 
seasons. 
We asked Letham if any year 
of the six spent at Caledonia 
stood out in his mind. 
"That's a tough question," he 
said. "Of  course the last team 
you coached will always have the 
biggest memory, but I can 
remember each •year as being 
unique and different to me. 
They,re all still vivid in my 
mind."' 
Phil declined to offer his opin- 
ion on the best player he coach- 
ed in Terrace. "Too many," he 
explained. 
" I 'm extremely sorry to go - -  
it's a very sad time for me." 
He told us he was very emo- 
tional about it and felt he was 
leaving a lot behind. 
However ,  he has left 
Caledonia with everything in 
place for incoming coach Cam 
McKay. "It was one of the 
things I had to have done in my 
mind. 
"The program is in the best 
shape it's been in a long time. 
Fund-raising islined up, we have 
money in our account, we have a 
great schedule, and we have a 
great group of young players 
coming in to join our tremen- 
dous group of holdovers." 
"It's an ideal situation for 
Cam." 
We wound up our conversa- 
tion with these words from Phil. 
" I 'm really torn to leave Ter- 
race. I just think it's a tremen- 
dous community all" the way 
through. First of all, the young- 
sters are of  tremendous 
character, and simply put, it's 
an outstanding community all 
round." 
Departing principal Bill Sturn 
offered us some parting words 
on Phil's work at his school. 
" I  feel Phil Letham-is a 
special person and the athletes 
of Terrace were fortunate to 
have a person of his ability to set 
up and work with on the Terrace 
basketball program. 
"One of the highlights of my 
career here as principal was the 
recruitment of Phil from Leth- 
bridge. He had extensive ex- 
perience in Alberta and felt he'd 
fit in to our Terrace program. 
He certainly did," Stura said. 
Terrace's deluxe bicyclist 
Mike Christensen was 'Stana- 
ized' at Prince George's "Tour 
of Prince George" races on June 
3 weekend. 
Although he placed third in 
two of the three events, he was 
more fascinated inClay Stana, a 
34--year-old cyclist that Mike 
feels is one of the world's best. 
The veteran Stana won every- 
thing and with relative ase. 
Stana was well out in front in 
the opening 90-K road race, 
where Mike was edged out of 
second by another Prince 
George rider. The 15-K in. 
die;dual time trial next day 
wasn't even close as Stana 
clocked 19 minutes, 46 seconds. 
The runnerup finished at 22.15 
with Mike in at 22.46. 
The last event was two-kilom- 
eter Cannaught speed duo, on 
C~aught  park hill. Mike was 
beaten out in the second elimina- 
tion by... who else, Stana. 
Thisweekend he's off to 
Quesnel-for more racing. 
Two awards for Stealers 
Terrace ladies' Northern 
Stealers fastball team came 
home June 4 with the most 
sportsmanlike t am award from 
the Hazelton ladies' fastball 
tournament. Terrace played 
four games - -  winning two and 
losing two. They beat Kispiox 
9-5 and Kitwancool 12-6. Their 
losses were 8-4 to Hazelton's 
Skeena 'A' and 7-6 to Prince 
Rupert Rainettes in the seven. 
team double-knockout series. 
The Stealers' Linda Black was 
named most inspirational 
player. , ' ' 
TERRACE ROTARY 
RIVERBOAT RACE 
AUG. 7, 1989 
+ COPPER RIVER FLATS 
.... 1st Prize: $2000.00 
• •~i ¸  , 
+ 
• • • • :! i! ¸ i,liii/!iii!~ • 
2nd Prize: Weekend Trip for 2 to Vancouver :, r '~  
including accommodation (Century Plaza Hotel - . . . . .  
Terrace Travel Canadian Airlines International LtdJ : 
3rd Prize:.Gas Barbeque 
•. 
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t=uac= IL IMENTMIY  SCHOOLS 
}{{i!! TRACK MEET - -  MAY 27 . . . . . . . . .  :- ;J: ~J';~dl ~::~;~:::1'1~ Y IAR OLD BOYS ' : : 
)tier, Castle Hall: 5.~47 ' .. . .  '~'" Ongoing registration le now open for recreational kids, 
age  three and up, for the Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club. 
: 9 YEAR OLD GIRLS BorerS; Thornhill; 6.05 4 ' -  ~I IiI~ I 
1st Michelle Genereoux, Veritos; 8.81 ~ . ,  .EAR OLD GIRU II 2nd Julia Montgomery Cossle Hall; 9.44 " - I  ~..~ , :  " 1st Terri Anderson, Veritas; 7.1:9 ~ " t Y IAR OLD BOYS , ::~}~<:~:~ ; ~.  WAR oLD BOYS . : For more information, call Diane at 638-0786. 
11rCharles•Parks'Th°rahill;B'11•;/:i:~F~ii~i}/i'Shaw"G°°awln'Ca"ieH°";S'41 ::*:L! TheTerraceFrenchPresch°°lisn°wtakingregistrati°n'J~ at63~-2254. 
: 2nd Co,n Hanson, VerJtas; B.~0 :: •~: ~/~ "{, 2nd Victor Fu,ado, Cassia Ha,; 6.22 : • f0r tl~e Fall. • Our new location will be at the Christian 
' :  Re Onrm~id Church, 3608 Sparks St. To register, call 10 YEAR OLD GIRLS ~ ;~ ~:~* : 4x lN  m I~I-- :~! f 
:;,: 1st Diane Caetano, Veritas; 8""  YIAR OLD BOYS y - 
/'.14 2nd Diane Texiero, Veritas; 8 
..... 15 YIAR OLD BOYS ~tThornhifl;}t.14:4 I I Have you lost a loved one? Through separation/divorce, 
~"; :  ' 'rid Veritas; I~14.4 ! I ~ I 
~. " 1st ChanCe Healey, Cassia Hall; I YEAR am BOYS • I I death of a family member/friend? If so, you are welcome 
;': ; :2nd Chris Woc~dward, Cassia Hal .~};: *: - ~ 11 YEAR OLD GIRLS~: 1st Veritasi l .13 , -. " : :  I ,  I to  a t tend  a grieving group being sponsored throu0h Ker -  
;~i!}!',~.;i!ii': ~}} 4st Edlynn Okano, Veritai, i6 ,d Casals Hall; 1.15 I ~ I I mode Friendship Cent re  every  Monday af ternoon f rom 1 
I'.YIAR OLD =IRLS ~/" I I to 3 p.m., upstairs at the Centre. For further information, 
}~,i!!~iiii;}'~{" ~: ~lst Daniel Reposo, Cassia Hall; let veritos; 1.14.8, ; : I I ca l l  Benlta Chapdelaine at 635-4906. 
I Y IAROLDBOYS , ' ! ~ I '  
!~:~:i:~/"} ,- * ' / -2nd  Brian Gervois, Veritas; 1( ~'~!:~"~"~ ,~ - lZ YEAR OLD GIRLS IstVerItas;1.08.1 ; '  i / i  June•10•to 30 - -The  June show at,.the Terrace Art 
~C0,sieHa,; 1.10.1 I I  Gallery during regular Gallery hours_-- ".Plants and 
.lst Leanne Hidber, Cossle Holl; I ¥1AR OLD gIRLS" " " .: , i I Totems",, photo collages by Mike Macuonalo. 
:2nd Dar[ynne Braid, Thornhill; 
" 1 - -  12 YEAR OLD BOYS . St Cassie Hall; i .08~ , - ,  I :  I ~nd Veritas; 1.09.1. ~ i I Thursday' June 15-  ~ou are invited tO Skeena Senior 
1st Joey Losier, Cassia Hall; ! | YIAR OLD BOYS I I  Citizens' Housing Society of f i c ia l  sod  turning ceremony 
• 2nd Chad Taylor, Thornhili; !,' I$ YEAR OLD GIRLS le t  veritas; 1.05,i : : ,  ~ :,~ h,,-~ ..... I I at Twin  R iver  Estates, 4410 Lake lse  Ave., at  2 p .m.  
. . . .  2nd Thornhill;. 1.06 } !' "::~!.:}U'/:I} ; -~  i I Refreshments wi l l  be  served. ' " 
1st Carey B01duc, Cassie Holl; 14.38 13 YIAR OLD GIRLS ~ q I:, f~ ~ ~1 ~ (X~,'~ I I Thursday, J une  15" - -  A meeting wi l l  be  he ld  at  4623 
I I 
I 
1= YEA~ oLD BOYs I 1st Bretton Overton, Thor'nhIlh 14.19 2nd Veritas; 1.05.3 ::~" : ii:~':~!i;~/} - Tuck Ave. at 7:30 p.m. This meeting is for the planning of 
2nd 8rett Kluss Thornhill; 14.52 11 YEAR OLD BOYS I the reunion for (anyone having worked at "The Home for I ' lstThornhilh 1.02.1 ~ Aged", "Skeenavlew" and "Skeenavlew Lodge". Please 200 m 2nd Cassie Hall; i ,02.2 ' I ~ ~: "" " I " '" ~ ' *' " 9 YEAR OLD GIRLS ~ .: - •*~.~  . . . . .  attend so that you may have input into the planning. t • Long Jump 1st Jennifer Mills, Veritos; 3743 - ~ Sunday, June 18 - -  The Terrace Musicians Assoc. and 2nd Julie Montgomery, Castle Hall; 39.26 ~i~ • 9 YEAR OLD gIRLS 9 YEAR OLD BOYS ~ 1st Michelle Genereaux, Veritos; 303 friends are proud to present their second annual Band- 
' ~ 1st Charles Parks, Thornhill; 34.21 i{, ;~ *2nd Jennifer Mills, Castle Hall; 295 shell Concert in Lower Little Park on Father's Day. The• 
• noYS and will last all day. There will be 
• _: 2nd Colin H(znson, Veritos; 36.59 , : ~ YEAR OLD fun begins at noon 
I0 YEAR OLD GIRLS 1st Joey Allen, Veritas; 288 plenty of "live music" and a variety of other entertain- 
1st Jennifer Henderson, Uplands; 35.38 ~:.~•ii!i 2nd Charles Parks, Thornhill; 284 : 2nd Sherry Lamson, Veritas; 40.43 :'!'/~S& 10 YEAR OLD GIRLS ment, including contests, prizes and fun! fun! fun! The 
IR YEAR OLD BOYS 1st Melanie Ker, Parkside; 319 Royal canadian Legionwill bs on hand to provide plenty 
.... : 1st Norman Geeraert, Veritos; 41.52 2nd Sarah Weston, Veritos; 293 of food and refreshments. Load up the lawn chairs, the 
_:~i/~ / 11 YEAR OLD GIRLS 18 YEAR OLD BOYS suntan  lo t ion  and  your dads and join the party!! 
2nd Carrie lamela, Veritas; 39.48 2nd Carlos DeDierto, Cassie Hall; 278 Monday, June lg --  Annual general meeting of the Ter- 
';' ~ 11 YEAR OLD BOYS 1 '1"  '~  : ~'1 ~; ~I ~ I 11 YEAR OLD GIRLS race Child Development Centre at 7:30 p.m. at the Cen- 
1st Chris Hernes, Veritas; 34.16 ~i~:~i,~ • • 1st Jenny Lavoie, Veritos; 3.05 tre, 2510 South Eby. Everyone welcome, but for voting 
i! !~!Y 2nd Daniel Raposo, Cassie Hall; 34.64 11 YEAR aLE) BOYS privileges, new memberships must be obtained at least 
12 YEAR OLD GIRLS I " 1st Chris Hernes, Veritas; 3.53 • 30 days prior to the annual'general meeting. For further 
1st Dorlynne Braid, Thornhill; 33.53 ...... : ~ " 2nd Marc Leblanc, Veritos; 3.34 , ~ " 1 - 1 ~ ~"L~; " " ~' 12 YEAR OLD GIRLS information, phone the Centre at 635-9388._:,: 
t 2nd Fay Campbell, Thornhilh 03.93 ....... 
12 YEAR OLD BOYS ;~}i~ ~;~ ':' 1st Dorlynne Braid, Thornhill; 3.38 Monday, J une  19 -- Project SClueeze Invites you to an 
• 1st Joey Losier, Cassia Hall; 31.92 ~'}:~:/{; :}} 2nd Jonice Arnold, Veritas; 2.50 "Evaluation Evening" at 7 p.m. in the Skeena Heahn YOUR 2nd Chad Taylor, Thornhill; 32.69 , ,~'- ,.~Unit Auditorium, 3412 Kalum St. Wewant to hear 
" ; " : 1 " 1= YEAR OLD G IRLS  . . . . . . . .  " 1 Z YEAR OLD BOYS reactions to Squeeze. Portions of.this meeting m a y  be  
Ist Pore Essenza, Cassia Hall; 34.72 I " ist Joey Losler, Castle Hall; 399 used in a television documentary. For more inf0rmation 
2nd Terri Anderson, Veritos; 35.33 i': ~} 2nd Aidan Sheridan, Veritas; 370 
11 YEAR OLD BOYS ~: i ~" 11 YEAR OLD GIRLS contact Dr .  D .  Bowering or  Gall Murray at 638-3468. of 
1st Bretton Overran, Thornhill; 30.55 ~!{• : i: -~ 1st Terri Anderson, Veritas; 351 ~ Tuesday, June 20 - -  Friends and Families 
2nd Suki Dhillon Cossie Hall; 32.70 2nd STello Holgh, Verltos; 301 Schizophrenics Support Group Will be holding a 
404) m 13 YEAR OLD BOYS meetlng at Mills Memorial Hospltal in the psych con- 
9 YEAR OLD BOYS . Ist Shown Goodwin, Cassia Hall; 404 ference room. Contact Mental Health at 638-3325 for fur- 
I ' I Ist Dominie Toovey, Thornhill; 1.38 " 2nd Suki Dhillon, Cassie Hall; 358 ther information. 
2nd Karl Kivi, Thornhill; 1.44 i*~ High Jump 
18 YEAR OLD BOYS 9 YEAR OLD GIRLS Tuesday, J une  20 - -  The  Ter race  Canada Employment 
let Kelsey Hidber, Cossie Hall; I~23 _ Ist Amanda Even, Cassie Hall; 0.905 Centre will be re-openlng at their new location at 4630 
2nd Seamus O'Riordan, Veritas; 1.40 i ~-•  ' 2ndDoma Costain, Thornhill; 82% Lazelle Ave. The office will be closed from Friday, June 
11 YEAR OLD GIRLS 9 YEAR OLD BoYS 16 to Monday, June 19. 
1st Jenny Lavole, Varitas; 1.21 1st Jaymon Brawler, Cassie Hail; 1.04 
: 2nd Aimee Peacock, Uplands; 1.32 ~ " " : . . . .  2nd Shown Mermoons, Veritas; 1.O25 Wednesday, June 21 - -  The annual general meeting of 
12 YEAR OLD GIRLS " " 10 YEAR OLD GIRLS "the Northwest Development Education Association wi l l  
1st Nathalee Eigeard, Cossie Hall; !.22 1st Crystal Ruchotzke, Thornhill; 1.00 take place at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Public Library. 
2nd Donielle Burton, Thornhill; 1.36 ' i ""i : ' i " I~YEAR OLD BOYS 12 YEAR OLD BOYS 2nd Rhonad B, Castle Hall; 98 Peter Braganza will talk about his experiences with 
Ist Travis Elgeard, Cassle Hall; 1.24 let David Nelmes, Cossie Hall; 1.10 Cuss In Borneo. Phone 635.2436 for further information. 
2nd Joey DeBalinhard, Cassle Hall; 1.26 2nd'Norman Geerhaert, Veritos; 92 Thursday, June 22 - -  Kermode Elders are having a 
• 13 YEAR OLD GIRLS 1 - -  ' 1 ! YEAR OLD GIRLS smorgasbord upstairs at the Kermode Friendship Cen- 
L 1st Terri Anderson, Veritos; 1.29 1st Edlynn Okano, Verltas; 1.00 I t re  stating at 4:30 p.m. Food donations are welcome. 
IS YEAR OLD BOYS " ". ,. . . . .  11 YEAR OLD BOYS 
1st Mike Gregory, Cassie Hall; 1.16.42 ~}-',!~;:i, i 1st Brian Demedeiros, Cassie Hall; 1.075 I YOU are invited tocome join In the fun. Please support 
2nd Victor Furtado, Cassia Hall; 1.16.44 ~, ' ,~,.~i 2nd Brian Gervols, Veritos; 99 the Elders. For more information, call 635.4906. 
~:~ 12 YEAR OLD GIRLS q .m q 
:. 9 YEAR OLD GIRLS " 1st Leonne Hidber, Cassie Hail; 120 
1st Mlchelle Generaux, Veritos; 3.59 ~'; 2nd Janice Arnold, Veritas; 115 
9 YEAR OLD BOYS ~ ~ :• 12 YEAR OLD BOYS 
1st Joey Scats '7 ;;' 1st Dean Beeson, Castle Hall; 1.25 
2nd Joey DeBolinhord, Cassia 11011; 1.20 ; 10. YEAR OLD GIRLS 41~}: 
, lst*Melonie Kerr, Parkside; 3.11 •: 13 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
2nd Sherry Lamson, Veritas; 3.12 " } i~!~! ;'~t  1st Carey 8olduc, Cassia Hall; 1.10 
10 YEAR OLD BOYS , 13 YEAR OLD BOYS 
1st Trevor Beeson, Cassia Hall; 3.20.8 • • 1st Shawn Goodwin, Casste Hall; 1.44 
2nd Chris Woodward, Cassie Hall; 3.29 ::~!~:~:} },  2nd Dretton Overton, Thornhill; 1.325 
11YEAR OLD GIRLS , :~ , i i~ :  {:,i :~ Ball Throw 
1st Aimee Peacock, Uplands; 3.44.7 ~. G!.:7~ ~ :*- 9 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
11 YEAR OLD BOYS :!;-i{:~*} : ;i{i}'~ 1st Shannon Aguor, Veritas; 16.40 
1st Kelsey Hidber, Cassia Hall; 3.10.8 2nd Fiona Taft, Cassia Hall; 15.90 
2nd Robert Compton, Thornhill 3.18.7 9 YEAR OLD BOYS 
• 12 YEAR OLD BOYS 1st Derek Kendall, Yhornhill; 26.08 
1st BJ Hansen, Thornhill; 3.08.9 . 2nd Dominic Tooney, Thornhill; 21.55 
2nd Joey DeBalinhm'd, Cassia Hall; 3.18.6 10 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
15 YEAR OLD BOYS 1st Diane Teixiero, Veritas; 22.95 
1st Shown Goodwin, Cassia Hall; 2.59.59 2nd Leoh Gilbert, Cassia Hall; 19.75 
i::~ , : .... 2nd Victor Furtodo, Cassia Hall; 3.16 is  YIAR OLD BOYS 
~',:;" ~ Eat Chance Healey, Cassle Hall; 36.10 
i i , i :  i ' , - .  - ..on  or.l., , , , , .  i:{ " 9 & 18 YEAR OLD GIRLS r ~4 ~ I1 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
, ;: :, ~ ,~ * 1st Sarah Weston, Verltos; 6.26 l i t  Jennifer Henderson, Uplands; 33.80 
~' :L '~ '* "  " ~ ~'~ :~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ 2nd Almee Peacock, Uplands; 25.40 : . . . .  2nd Sherry Lanson, VeHtas; 6.36 ~ 
9 & 11 YEAR OLD BOYS '• . .- , • 
*ii! ~ ' 1st Marcel Page, Veritas; 6.28 ...... -*  ~ 
"~ 2hd Chris Woodward, Castle Hall; 6.41 /:: 
;: ...... 11 YEAR OLD GIRLS . : I~1 r  
Alines Peacock, Uplands; 6.31 ~ 
~:~!~:!~ ~;' ~;i~ V~i~r/Hldl~,r, Creel. HoII~ 6.09•/~ ~>~ ~ : ~ ! ~ ~  !: ; ; ,  g ~ : . . 
Saturday, June 24 - -  Kermode Friendship Society is I 
holding its annpal general meeting at 2 o'clock, 3313 
Kalum Street, Terrace. A light buffet will be catered by 
the Elders; elections and general business to follow. 
Old and new members welcome. 
Monday, June 28 ~ - -  Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Hap- 
py Gang Centre. Memberships may be obtained from 
Fred Berghauser at the Happy Gang Centre. Those 
wishing to vote must obtain a membership one month 
prior to this meeting. 
Saturday,july 29 ~ Terrace Oldtimers' Reunion annual 
banquet at the Oddfellows Hall, 3322 Munroe, Terrace, 
social hour at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. Welcome to Ter- 
race residents prior to 1960. Tickets are on sale at 
Rose's Shop, Terrace Drugs and Grace Fell Florist. 
August 4 .6  - -  Grad '69 Reunion are planning a reunion. 
Any former students who did, would have or should 
have graduated then and wishingto attend, can phone 
Rhonda at 638-8787 or Debble'at 635-9190. 
Saturday, August § - -  Northwest Native Summer 
Festival at the Kermode Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum 
St, Arts and crafts exhibition and sale beginning after 
the parade to 5 p.m. Hourly door prizes. A Native dance 
exhibition will be held at Lower Little Park Bandshell 
starting at 7 p.m. For more inf0rmatlon, call 635-4906. TO 
book a table, leave your name and phone number with 
Vlvlan. 
. ° 
• .. -.::- . . 
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l charger stana I 
I R EC;~RAG;;:LE I.__~=_ 
*FREE 
TRAVEL ALARM 
CLOCK OFFER! 
"(See details in store) 
~,, New continuous charge 
indicator 
~, New charge alarm 
'119" 
,- " FATHER'S** ~::  ":"DAyI ' : " ' ~ ~ " " ~ : "  [ 
. "~'~* : i s~ "sU 'N  DA y ,  ~ " '1 "" " 
. ,  • " " 18,10il9: ~* -, . -JUNE 
dr,,,,_ mks, Dad... 
...for the love. 
~ark has so many beautiful cards 
to tell him how much you care.  
Remember ,  Father's Day  is 
"." Sunday, June 18. 
orthern Drugs Ltd, 
i GAS BARBEQUE 
,i Handy to carry, simple to 
set up. 
* IRE/... 
TWO BONUS 
MUGSI 
WILTSHIRE 
STAYSHARP 
* 5 INCH • SELF.SHARPENING 
HUNTING .KNIFE 
or  
* 6 INCH e SELF-SHARPENING 
FISHING KNIFE 
REMINGTON 
,- PHILIPS 
CAFE DUO 
TWO CUPeAUTOMATIC 
DRIP COFFEE MAKER 
I," Heavy du~ aluminum casting s54,, 
I v"" Lava rock included 
99 $12.°ch 
PHILIPS 
AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF 
COFFEE MAKER 
*FREE... 2 BONUS MUGS! 
(See details in store) 
~, Deluxe 2-12 cup capacity 
v, Dial-a-brew 5499 
,,,, Pause control 
i 
PHIL ISHAVE 
RECHARGEABLE SHAVERS 
*FREE TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK 
OFFER! 
(See store for details) 
79" v" CORDLESS Operation Qnly 
coRo/coRo,~ssSAO99 
Operation VB '  
STETSON 
* COLOGNE - 30ml 
S5 99 
* AFTER SHAVE 
LOTION 
- 50% BONUS SIZE .150ml 
'12" 
LEKTRO BLADE 
THE 
VIBRATING BLADE 
SYSTEM 
Razor plus 6 precision 
Lektro blades 
*13"" 
SKEENA MALL 
B C 
: Phone 635-6555 
, ~,:~r LAKEVIEW MALL ~ i:~ 
: i BURNS LAKE, B.C. 
/ J 
I Phone 692-3136 
PHILIP'S 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
SQUARE 
KITIMAT. B.C. 
Next to Overwaitea Phone 632-6177 
v, The soothing massage that 
helps relax tense, tired back 
muscles. 
'21"' 
'34"" (See store for details) 
.... : i  ~ ~Prices effective until h turday ,  June I1, 1f i t  or while quantities last;. We reserve 
~'ii : i  the'tight to limit quantities, No rein checks issued on seasonal or gift items, We.will 
rnake~ every reasonable attempt to eniure that all advertised merchandise Is 
available, However. shortages do occur at manufacturer and/or wholesale levels 
and in these instances we will make every effort to get a suitable product. 
600.3rd AVE., WEST 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
Phone 624.9656 
Phone 847.2288 
1235 MAIN STREET SMITHERS, B.C. 
r 
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. . . .  I ~ ~ I I ~ I  ~ns~.e. _  a/ anbl 
S ~ - w~o~, ~, 
.SERIES ' 0If K0cla 
35me CAMERA 
- . / _ • ,. RECORDER - I ~gor t l ;e r~Dru isL ld : !  . • OUTFIT I ~  
~. One. touch recording I ~ ,~ Bu,It-,n electron,c flash 
~.. No focusing • ,~ Built-in microphone ~I~A~ I 
~, High,speed dubbing wTQV~ I . ,  No exposure setting ~a99" ' "  -~ 
,. . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  .^_ ~ ~, Built-in lens cover H I  
c 
~elel)'rat, 
. ~, Continuous play system 
• ~ - , , .. .... ~ 
" i,~:i,~:i!:i~i;~ , .~ i:. ~ :  . . . .  
)It 
:a 'o 
)roducts! 
III III TRAVELI ,~  TRACER I 
ELECTRONICr I ~ DUO "I 
~~l  KCHAeOeABLe ! ~ Hm~OOD! 11 
s.Ave  I 
I -~ 11,.~! * ~m I I I I III .mVnAOe I 
~ 'Cassette Tape I ~ ta~Kee I I  ~ ,nterchangeable styling I ~.,,*_~llll ""°°~ "~. I 
(~...,or.,or,,o,,.) I .Convenient to use at the I i plates for ' r I i ~  (sea detai,s,, store) j 
~, Cord/.cordless operation I office, dorm,, while I ~, Bullt-m recharge I travel,rig or at home. I I WAViNg, Ce~M~N~ o I ~, ~ng~d head ~ach~s ! ! ' STRAIGHTENING HAIR - .I hard-t0-shave . __  ! 
Un.t . - / $1  Qe9 ! areas easily ~ I~O99 I v, Automatic dual I I I~991 vota.. 
. . . .  . . . . . . . .  - 
~.  :~ ~ .:i;~i:. ~."i.~, ~. :~: 
i I I  *" i ...... ~:,~::~:~ . . . . . . . .  ~,...:.~.~ . . . . .  t SPACE SAVER ~ ~  .. . .  ---• CLOCK RADIO 
ANAIS  H~S or HER TELEPHONE CASSETTE 
BUXTON 
ANAIS TIMEX ~, Battery back-up WALLETS TAPE CASE 
GIFT SET WATCHES ~ Wake to music or 
Set contains: ,.. Give your graduate alarm for  ~. Soft, padded outer 
~, Body Lotion 100ml the gift of time! ~ Full featured GUYS or GALS shell . - ~,. 30-tape capacity 
Eau de Toilet - 30ml OFF telephone % OFF 
M.S.R.* M.S.R.* "19" 25% '54"' 2 '12'" (*Manufacturer's Suggested Retail) I (,Manufacturer's Suggested Retail) _ , 
MOUNTAINVI |W 
SQUARE 
KITIMAT, BeC. ' 
Next Overwaitea Phone to , 632-6177 
600-3rd AVE., WEST 
PRINCE RUPERT, B'C. 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, BeC. 
iiii~ iiii~ i/~ ¸ L ~ ~ i~!iiiiiiii i  ~ ! 
! ~ h" !! i,' 
Phone 635-6555 
i ,i , • 
• ': LAKEVIEW MALL 
BURNS LAKE, B.C. 
i ~ , ! 
' ~;~i~:~i'~i;~ V~;' '~ ~',- - "~-,  I~,,,.rdev- June 11, lm or while quantities lashW6 r~e~.,e, 
I I l r~KT IV l  U l I IWI  4nn .w F"  ' ~ " ~ri(~e . . . . . . . . .  ~ . , . , - -  u , ,  . , ,~ , ,  ,h,-'ks Issued on seoional at gift Items, we  wm 
e ri h t  to limit quonm,m . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  th  geve reasonable attempt to ensure that all advertised merchandise is 
~ke'  ~ , J . . . .  -J . . . . . . .  , -onufacturer mid/or wholxole levels 
' I m U w - -  ww , - . ' " ' ' . . . .  " ~ " 
I Phone 692-3136 Phone 624-9656 
1235 MAIN STREET SMITHERS, BeC. 
Phone 847-2288 
• " _ ,  , i  ' 
Long-time Terrace residents 
Clarence and Marjori e Pc!key:' 
celebrated their 60th Wedding 
~niversarY on May 25. 
, . . . . .  : by AHe Toop 
i Clarence Pelkey was born in 
1902 in' Bracebridge, Ontario. 
His family moved to Cranbrook 
When~ihe was very young. 
There, s Where hornet Marjorie. 
:!, She was born in Cranbrook, 
B.C. in 1904. The two met while 
they were very young, and were 
c hildho0d Sweethearts. Clarence 
and Marjorie married onMay 
25,~ 1929 in Cranbrook at the 
Church of England, with the 
Rev. W. Harrison performing 
thewedding ceremony. For the 
l~tst '36 : years, however, the 
Pelkey,s have made Terrace 
• their home. 
• To celebrate this Diamond 
Anniversary, Joan and Ray 
Flaherty held an open house on 
Sunday, May 21. The home was 
beautifully decorated with 
freshly cut mauve lilacs. The 
delicate scent Circulated all 
through the house. 
Over 100 people came to wish 
themwell. The weather co- 
operated and the many guests 
mingled through the house and 
outside in the yard. The Pelkey's 
have three daughters: Joan 
Flaherty of Terrace, Gaff Me- 
Coil of Kitimat and Sandra 
Soulie of Burnaby, and one son, 
L~nard Pelkey of Salmon Arm. 
They were all here to help their 
parents celebrate. , ' 
:Two sisters of Clarence 
Pelkey, Millicent Lindsay of 
Vancouver and Thelma Scarlett 
of Toronto, also came out here 
for the occasion. Mr. and Mrs. 
Pelkey also have 14 grand- 
children and 10 great grandchil. 
dren. 
Congratulatory messages were 
received from H.M. Queen 
Elizabeth, :Governor General of 
Canada, Mme. Jeanne Sauve, 
the Hen. Brian Mulroney,• 
l~ader of the opposition John 
Turner, leader of the NDP Ed  
Broadbent, the Hen. David C. 
Lam, Lieutenant Governor of 
British Columbia, the Premier 
of B.C . ,  Bill Vand~er Zalm, 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton and 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker:, 
:':~ Terrace Rev iew.  Wednesday. June 14,.1989. 1~:: 
Pelkey mark 60th anniversary 
Clarence and MarJorle Polkey at their wedding in 1929... ... and  now.  
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TERRACE '-- ",In the past 
we've tended to instittiti0nal~¢ 
too many of our seniors," says 
health consultant Nancy Hall. 
!Hall spoke to the Terrace Re- 
view following a "Choosing 
Wellness" workshop held at the 
Happy Gang Centre recently. 
She says most ~op le  over the 
age o f65  have some medical: 
problems- but placing them in 
institutions isn't necessarily the 
answer. 
Instead, a healthy diet, exer- 
cise and social activity may be 
all they n~d in order to lead a 
happy life. And according to 
Hall, the social aspect of that 
formula mayplay a major role. 
"Loneliness doubles the chance 
'Choosing Wellness aims for healthy seniors 
of an elderly person dying," she 
says. 
But, adds Hall, "Terrace is 
very rich in that way." She 
explains that work being carried 
out by the Happy Gang Centre, 
Community Services, Terrace- 
view and the Skeena Health Unit 
are providing opportunities for 
both social interaction and 
health education. 
Examples used by Hall in- 
clude the seniors' affordable 
housing project which grew out 
of the Happy Gang Centre, so- 
cial occasions, fitness classes 
and the Transportation Com- 
mittee at the Happy Gang 
Centre, the life line telephone 
system being developed by Betty 
Stewart at Terrace and District 
Community Services, and the 
Choosing Wellness Program 
which is offered by the Skeena 
Health Unit with the support of 
the Ministry of Health. And 
these are only a few -- there are 
many others. 
But she adds that the com- 
munity also needs help to pro- 
vide all theservices required 
here. She describes a $27,000 
bus in Matsqui that was donated 
by the Lions. And the visually 
and hearing impaired need the 
support of healthy residents in 
many B.C. communities. "The 
visually impaired can't do it 
themselves," she explains. "We 
need help. Sighted people have 
to help." 
But Terrace senior Tony 
Pauls responds to that by de- 
scribing the difficulty he has had 
in forming a White Cane Club in 
Terrace. It's hard, he says, for 
people to come forward and say, 
"I can't see. I need help." 
This is where Hall says the 
Choosing Wellness Program can 
help to build a healthier com- 
munity. If formed in Terrace, 
this group would consist of sen- 
iors, people with disabilities, 
medical professionals and other 
residents from all walks of life; 
she says such a broadly-based 
group could lobby for anything 
and everything that is required 
here. In addition, they could 
organize awareness campaigns 
like Health Fairs, she adds. 
Wlnnlr of the MoDonald'e Grand Reopening doorprlze, a trip for four to Dleneyland co-eponeored by 
: iMQDonald'e and Elan Travel, got in the moo~ for the trip by tekln0 a ride on McDonald's carousel last week. Yes, 
, :: that*e the ©lty'e deputy admlnletrator Denlee Fisher, winner of the prize, riding the oerouul with her son Stolen. 
• : .i :': M00Ohlld'e manager, Malcolm HIIcove, can be seen hiding behind the center-poet of the ©arousal while Thereu 
.":;~ Bttlika0 of Elan Travel (left) end MoDoneld'e public reletlone direotor Koran Fcoker (right) keep a safe dletance. 
. ./.~ ~ . . . . . . . .  
 ?iotta rd, ( leaner, 
 le- 2a 
30% OFF 
the c lean ing o f  
ate r txt wear 
c lean  witl l  ( ' a r ( , . j  
m. - 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday  to Fr iday 
IO a.m. - 5:30 p.m. --  Saturday 
Two locations to serve you better 
j,. Kiddie Comer from the Post Office 
,,, The Thornhill Public Market 
3223 Emerson St. 
. Terrace, B.C. VSG 2R9 
Phone 635-5119 
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mO~OTmNAL Co.sULTm~ I 
PlIINTlltS end PUILtlEIIItS I 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS -SERVICES 
• . TYPING- ' 1 
• .VOICE  PAGERS* PHOTOCOPYING 
.24 ,HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
l ! , ,  ~= ~ ~ ' " 9 =  i~  
Kolum St.; Terrace,.. B.C., V8G 
( uloe 
PRO,TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
:ENGINEERING...--"-'-"" 
'*IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
sERVICE -- T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment [ 635-5134] 
/~)l~iiulceS 4sic I.AKB~I~ TERRACE 
Also Commercl & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SATELUTE T.V. 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
Call on our Design Team 
635-7840 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC©lalms handled promptly 
638.1166 
HemloiK II ¢. l lar ren ,nn l i "  ~ rrace. B.C. K : p ~ ~ !  J ILt'He BuyD' rectFr°mMil' Te  " /I ".  
• FOR SALE 20  sheets of smoked I H x. . , , ,  ,-,.-.=-~. ~. Wolfe Tonnlng System I l 1 
g lass • 6"8" x 32' .good for a I I I  : ::::::::::::::::::::: I I ['i'd 
" Greenhouse . " ' ' '  ' ~  . " . 
:1 P.O;BOX1007 KEN S IMONS 
PHONE635-7519 
TERRACE. B.C. , OWNER 
,..- -_ ~..~.. . . : , . .~, , ~  I ., ' MBC CRUISERS * MARINER OUTB~RDS 
L~I IU~U~IJII I~ ~ ~  I HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
i I 1 " 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  i ~  I ' HOME~HT ~MOWERS . . , ~ --' I " YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
DESIGN --INSTALLATION I,-,.~ n,- , - -  I J YA.MA-HA...PO-WI.E--II- PRODUCTS 
MAINTENANCE ,JuH L.,I~K~ I i SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS . 
AL - DL No 755O & POWER RRODUCTS COMMERCUC--RESIDENT~ 635 2572 I I - " :  . ":: i 
• LAWN REJUVENATION all2SSln~0nCn~. I IL~e)~ elnlrlilil ,,oAt. P_...,,~ Ave , Terrace I 
• PRUNING * SPRING CLEAN UP  Tm,  e.G. J ~ 'q'l"1'w v /~,~:~ r-~ , .~ 
Your complete 
.~ .~"~ ~ ~ ~  " source for all I IB~i im 
,'11"~ ~ - .  t~  ~.~ ~ ~  your heating 
It  IUL  JL JL needs. " " - - - ' l "  
~=.,u~..~ ., Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices areVERY Competitive • 
Plan early for your home AWWA Investments Ltd. 
or cab in ,  Free estimates. TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 19111 
"Phone  635-7400 , ,0  Lokehe Ave.. Terrace. B.C. 
635-1158 
HI,QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable - -  High Quality 
• VulCanizing Repairs " 
We specialize in conveyor be l# 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley logging 
RON or AL 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638.0668 
• " • " , . . . .  L * 
:! 
i 
%... P---,~: 
I I 
ii • 
Photo Graphics Sales and Service for ,. J o l "~ l~ , . , ~, ' Motorcycles * Chalniiwl : : 
John Roders • Weddings Custom Frarmns bowmobllee * Mldne Supplies . . . . . .  
.Portraits ~ • Mat Cutting ~ i~ " AEQUEPMEN Family Sittings Posters ~ TERRACE T . . . .  
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating ' 1 ~ ~ S  " $ LTD. "'1 ' 
4609 makelse Ave,, Terrace,B.C. Bus. 63S-SZSS SKIDOO 4441 LIkolso Ave., Terrace Ph. ¢%54~B4 , : 
,I 
Terrace, B.C. vgo i P9 Res. 635-5544 . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i I 
sw"" I m "u"'r'"""r . . - . . , . - ,  B & G 
,UFFLE, CE,,E v.,<,.. GROCERY 
"If you're satisfied, tell others ; LHndromat  & Carwash 
. . .  if not.., ten us." t Open 8:30- 10:30 dally 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1N4 I oZ 2701 8. Kalum 635-6180 
Phone 638-1991 : . 
. . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • .................................. 
.; ~ ~4,  ~ ~:~: ' : - ;~;  ~ ~ : ;~L  ¸  !':! ;~ '! 
• . . - , , • . 
) • 
-"CORPORATE FITNESS<, 
f 
TERRACE -- Part of the recent 
Canada Fitness activities here 
was the Corporate Cup, a com- 
petition intended to get local 
workplaces involved in physical 
fitness. Sonya Kupka, the nutri- 
tionist for  the Skeena Health 
Unit, says the final results are as 
follows: 
• ' Results of Terrace 
Fltweek.Corporate Cup 
The following prizes were 
awarded: 
Greatest  participation overall 
- -  Winner: •Northwest Com- 
inunity College" (290); first run- 
ner up: Skeena Health Unit 
(230); second runner up: Skeena 
Cellulose (224). 
Highest average percentage 
participation-- Winner: ICBC 
(85 percent); first runner up: 
Skeena Health Unit (58 percent); 
second runner up: Social Ser- 
vices and Housing (42 percent). 
Highest  one-day percentag e 
participation -- Winner: ICBC 
(100 percent); first runner :up:. 
Skeena Health Unit (90 percen0; 
second runner up: Social Ser- 
vices and Housing (69 percent). 
The following corporations 
participated: Skeena Broad- 
casters, Canada Safeway, 
Skeena Health Unit, Social Ser- 
vices and Housing, Northwest 
Community College, ICBC, 
Terrace and District Community 
Services, Bank of Nova Scotia, 
Skeena' Cellulose, Bell Pole, 
Dairy Queen, Mills Memorial 
Hospital, All West Glass, Ter- 
race Aquatic Centre. 
: 'The first seven corporations 
deserve special recognition in 
that they monitored the number 
of ~active mployees every day 
during. Canada's Fitweek (May 
26 to June 4). 
All the entrants came out win- 
ners by joining in this celebra- 
tion of physical acti~ty. Other 
corporations have already ex- 
pressed an interest in par- 
ticipating next year. 
Computalk 
. by Ruiner Giannella 
Certified Data Processor 
A look at Data Management programs 
One topic area that often gives beginning computer buyers dif- 
ficulty is the area of "Data Management" programs. Since this 
topic area abounds with many catchwords and technical phrases, 
I'll first clarify some of the terms. 
Data Management programs arethose that allow one to store 
information which Can then be selectively retrieved, ]3r sorted'or 
"merged" into the infamous form letter (like the ones you get in 
the junk mail which begin with.., you too SALLY, may have 
already won $10,000,000, so if you subscribe.., etc.). Typical uses 
for a data management program would include maintaining mail- 
ing lists, parts lists, reservations, and so on. 
Data Management programs are generally classified as being 
one of two types, either "File Management" programs, which 
only let one manage simple files such as an address book, or 
"Database" programs which allow the user to set up links or 
"relations" between tides uchas linking parts records with sup-  
plier records. There is a difference between the two types not on- 
ly inpfice, but also in learning time and difficulty of use. The 
true Database programs not only cost more than their File 
Management counterparts, but they also take longer to learn and 
master. Some also require more powerful computer resources to 
operate at acceptable speed. 
Simple File Management programs are usually provided as a 
component of the popular integrated programs. For example, 
programs such as MICROSOFT WORKS, PFS First Choice, 
Ashton-Tate Framework, all provide file or record management 
capability. Generally all of these are quite easy to learn and use. 
If all one wants to do is manage a few mailing lists, all one 
usually needs is the file management component of one of the 
popular low-cost integrated packages. Typically, most small 
businesses can manage well enough with this solution. 
However, these programs don't let the user deal with more 
complex data relations uch as suppliers-orders-customers. Also,
in my experience I have found the performance of these program 
really slows down after one reaches 500 records or more. If either 
these considerations is a factor, one may want to look at one of 
themore xtensive database programs. There are a number of 
products erving this area, PFS File, Paradox, RBASE 5000, 
dBase IIl÷ and dbBase IV, and a host of others, many of them 
• dBase "10okalikes". 
Of these, dBase III +, and more recently dBase IV, are the 
most widespread, probably more as a result of "market momen- 
tum" than any great echnical superiority, Many buyers have mis- 
understood Base, buying it as an end-user product only to find 
out to their chagrin that dBase requires ome computer proficien- 
cy before it can really be learned and used. The newest version of 
dBase, dBase IV, finally gives the end user some useful tools,to 
directly manage data without programming. However, although 
dBaseiV is a great improvement over its predecessor dBase III +; 
it also is far more demanding on computer resources. It requires 
the use of at least an AT level machine if not a 386, and also oc. 
cupies almost five million bytes (characters) of diskSpace. 
Therefore, as in other aspects of computer usage, the buyer 
most Consider his or her needs and the trade-0ffs that are always 
required in a purchasing decision, - , ....... ~ . ,  
.~  " .4  
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Dwight Clarke: The system is 30 to 40 percent more efficient, runs as quietly as a gasoline- 
powered pickup truck, and is almost 100 percent pollution free. 
Big enough to burn 
- If you noticed a strange look. 
ing logging truck in Thornhill 
last week, your• eyes weren't 
playing tricks on you. Those 
torpedo-like tanks on the side 
stored the truck's fuel supply -- 
natural gas. " 
The vehicle was on display for 
local truckers to view,.and under 
close examination they discov- 
ered just how unique it actually 
is. According to Dwight Cl~ke, 
a representative o f Centurion 
Fuel Systems Inc. o f  Fort St. 
John, it is the first diesel to 
undergo 100 percent natural gas 
conversion in North America, 
and the first coversion in the 
world whose power rating (440 
horsepower) equals that of an 
unconverted engine. 
Clarke says that Centurion is 
the co-developer of the natural 
gas system with Transport Fuel 
Systems Inc. of New Zealand. 
And as he describes the benefits 
of the system, it becomes appar- 
ent that it could well be the 
prototype of the industrial 
workhorse of the future. Bene- 
fits include the lack of noise: 
when running, it makes no more 
noise than an ordinary pickup 
truck, and the jake brake is far 
quieter - -  though Clarke says 
he's not sure why. 
... natural  gas? 
And then there's the lack of 
pollution. He says that natural 
gas burns far more cleanly than 
gasoline and lacks the odor of 
pollutants in diesel. And it's 
highly efficient. The operator 
can realize a 30 to 40 percent 
saving in fuel costs, he says, and 
the engine is most efficient when 
worked hard. He explains that a 
computer in the system adjusts 
pre-ignition automatically and 
the meier can "be run to the 
outer fringes of durability and 
economy". 
Finally, there are lower m~-  
tenance costs. There's no fuel 
pump, injectors; or setting the 
rack. 
According to Clarke, it took 
two years to develop the system 
and it will soon be offered to a 
"selective" market of truckers. 
He says selection will be based 
uses a coil ignition system while 
production models will use elec- 
tronic ignition. 
The final question put to 
Clarke was the matter of safety. 
Clarke says the system is safe. 
He says the prototype carries 
13,000 cubic feet of natural gas, 
enough for about 420 miles of 
driving, and the tanks are 
"tough", he says: "They're 
made out of stainless steel.., not 
brass". According to Clarke the 
only thing that could Penetrate 
the tanks are armor-piercing 
bullets. 
Clarke adds that although the 
prototype has nine separate 
tanks, production models will 
have only one and fuel capacity 
will be increased'by about 20 
percent. This will provide a 
"more acceptable appearance", 
says Clarke. 
on two criteria: the availability 
of fuel and specially trained 
mechanics. Clarke adds that 
many engine repairs can be done 
by mechanics using their diesel ~ 1 ~  
repair manuals --  only the fuel 
and ignition systems are dif- 
ferent. Clarke says that the con- 
version to natural gas will cost 
somewhere between $5,000 and 
$8,000 but the exact cost isn't 
yet known because the prototype 
I I  I I I  
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,t waa  Fun Day at Uplands E lementary  School  reoently, and I The Ryaffs ~ ~ r ' " . ' " By Ja¢kElrod I 
Cheryl Heppner, Kimberley Haugland and Todd Blocksidge 
were three of the students who spent theafternoon just 
having a good time. Visitors to the carnival Included Ter- I $15 ~REAKFA5T ,~  [THIS 15 "r#E LASTI ~A~ot JTHE IR)  I 
race Fire Chief Cliff Best in:the department's new truck, IREADY, MO~Z...WEVE ~[ PAY o c,oo ...I-I it over l i l  . _ I 
another truck used by the Northwest Community College L..., ~;01~OTTA GET OUT OF J ~ ' - ' t t ' - - " ' - " - '~  ~ WE CAH 5TAAT ~lel I~I~OINS,.I ~ I 
driver training program, bagpiper Chris Schooner, the I ~-~~ HEREf I " ~  I I  (~ HAVIN6F UN,~ )1 1 
. RoMP blcycle safety program and gymnasts from the Ter- ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  . - -  i t ' ~ , ~ i ~  ~1,~~1 
• race. Peaks. 
,~.IF~q 
Mar.21-Apr.19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
J 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
JuneZlJuly22 
LEO: 
.Inly23-Aull. 22 
VlRGO 
. Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 2.t-O¢1.22 
SCORPIO 
get. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGI'I'TARIUS 
Nov. 22.De¢. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 224sn. 19 
Forecast Period: 6/18- 6/24/89 
Recent developments bring out the important role 
distant relatives play in the shape of things yet to 
come.  
Don't be too surprised if a partner appears less 
than enthusiastic as you reveal another money 
making proposition. 
Relationship matters are highlighted, and new 
light is shed on just where your priorities lie. 
Taketheplunge. 
An important project on the job comes to a satis- 
factory conclusion. You will be amply rewarded 
for services rendered. 
Taking unnecessary risks stirs antagonism in one 
whowants what's best for you. Don't be a show 
off. 
Recognition for a job well done brings praise from 
the big boss. The record looks good when pro- 
motion time rolls around. 
You can be too candid and frank in sharing your 
beliefs with anyone who will listen. 
Put the finishing touches on the financial aspects 
of your upcoming vacation plans. It may be more 
than you anticipated. 
Make an effort to strengthen ties in relationships. 
Jeopardizing long term friendships i hardly worth 
winning an argument. 
Nervous tension distorts your thought processes. 
Most of your mental turmoil is due to an over- 
active imagination. 
Let others know where you would like to go. 
There are those willing to help you on the way. 
Career matters eem to take off in a new direc- 
tion. Go with the flow. You are at a crossroads. 
I Sally Forth By Greg Howard I 
6~oW~ W~l,.,'~,to¢ eome- II oF Food le ~l~e. / IleO~ae foobs ~]~, Ttlgov/~tle dW~ ~ I 
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Andy Capp 
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Doonesbury AQUARIUS 
Jan. 2e-Feb. 18 
PISCI~q 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
J i I 
AIM. 
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o   n.viction s  :ini , May , a '  Terrace provincial court 7. : ' * ' ;  
• .The:: following convictions • Thumday,  May18 : Eddy Disnm.d was f'med $50 Fdday, May 26 counts of driving w i tha  sus- 
• tobk place in Terrace provincial RockyWi]son waslsentenced for theft;, " " Brian Madill was sentenced to pended license. Digiacoma was 
adult criminal court during the to three monthsinjail for utter- .L0rraine'B01t0nwas fined $50 45 days in jail for theft, also fined $500 and given a six 
mon~!/,~pf May ~ according to .  ing threats to cause deatiz o r  for theft. / . . - :  : " - Theodore Sinkewicz was fined month drivers license suspens.ion 
informiition :supplied by ~the bodiiy harm. , ". , "  ~ ' - " '  RoderickGood Was sentenced $500 and received a one year for driving with.a blood alcohol 
court registry. Frlday, May 19 to 15 days in jail for. 0ausing a drivers license suspension for content over the legal limit. 
. .  disturbance in a public place, driving with a blood alcohol Peter Abou was sentenced to 
• Tuesday ,  May 2 Michael Anderson was fined Good was also given a 45-day content over the legal limit. 30 days in jail for assault and' 
Kelly Fowler was fined $700 $500 and placed on probation consecutive sentence for uttering Purin Gill was fined $600 for given a concurrent 14 day sen-. 
for impaired driving, for one year for :breaking and threatsto cause death or bodily driving with a blood alcohol tence and placed on probation 
entering and committing an in- harm. " ~ content over the legal limit, for six months for committing 
> Wednesday ,  May  3 dictable offense. - ~ohn Simons was fined $250 Dominic Frederick was fined mischief in relation to property. 
::Stephen Wolfe was fined $400 Levis Bourgoin was fined or " - " n ' o . . Buddy Potter was fined $7~0 "" '~  - " ' " "h f~ illegal possessm o f  narc-  $600 and g~ven a SLX month .- • 
and placed on probation forone ~u ana gwen a SLX morn tics Simons w - o f in • ~---'- - " .. - and placed on .' ,i~,~=,o ~;~=, = o,.,, .^, ~,,, . as a~s -n ea ~u onvers .cense suspension tor probation for..12 
year:On each of two counts of ,?:.:.,.,, ~y~.~:,~: o~o~>~.y , . . .andp laCed 6norobafionTorsix. impatred driving., months for possession of prop: 
administering a noxious sub- anvmg w~m a ,  otooa atconot "months for Cultivati0n' of mari- Rodger Massey was fined $50 erty obtained by a criminalof- 
stance to another person. -content over the legaHimit, lense. 
Hector Lewis was Sentenced. Esther Baptiste was fined Juana" on each of two counts of driving 
to one day in jail for illegal $500 and given a six month • Tuesday ,  May23 without an appropriate license. Kelly Reed was fined $750 and placed on probation for 12 
possession of a narcotic and drivers .license suspension for " Larry Smith was fined $350 Monday, May 29  months for possession of prop- 
given a concurrent one;day sen -~ driving with a blood alcohol for refusing to provide a breath Domenico Digiacoma was erty obtained bya  criminal of. 
tence for fal]ure to appear in content over the legal.limit, sample to a police officer., f'med a total of-$700 on two lense. 
court. 
" I I  
Friday, May5 ADVERTISING Bermlxd No=a.ndy  Was fined BLANKET ,CLASS IF IED c - 
" $400:aod given a six month " " " : : '~  " '~ ' :  TheseAdsappear~nth~m~rethan9~N~wp~pem~ftheB.C~andYuk~nC~mmun~tyNewspapersAss~dat~n ' - .... --,: -:: ..... 
dn'vers ficense suspension for ' ' " ' :' ::: : ~ : '1 I and~eackmorethanl,400,000homesandapotenllaltwomlmonreadem. 
,driving with a blood alcohol ......... $159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
content  over  the  legal limit. : " ..... : .:'~:"- : 
Marshall Moore was fined .... " . . . . . .  Ter race  Rev iew at  635-7M0 )" . . . . . . . .  
$400 and given a six month . . . . . . .  : ~''~l'~:'~':'~::~':r'"~:~: a : :: :' ' 
. . . . . .  I 
dl iyers license SUSl~nsion for AUTOMOTIVE ..... ' .... : BUSINESS OPPOR'RiNII'IES : FOR 8ALE. MISC. HELP WANTED " . . REAL ESTATE 
impaired driving. ' . . . . . .  
• No money down O.A.C. Lease/ "'"'NOWlll'"" Learn amazing Llgh'lingfixtures. Western Can- Ovemeas~ Hundmdsof FREE Ixx~.  C(xcmle m' 
Joseph Rioux was fined $350 buy any new/usedtruek cx van. money-maldngsec~ts. Youcan ada'slaroestdlsplay. Wholesale toppayinglX~tlorm. Alloccupa:.. w~.l~, yourlamiemeeR Ddom 
for impaired driving. Deal direct wlth Factory Broker..secure yoUr future, Detallafor|ust and retail;Free catalogue avail- tlons. Attractive benefits, Free youOecmeOetsHtheMc~ Cal: 
George Hamer was fined $500 CalIKe~ c~,(S04)874-0778. ~Zand self-addressed envelope able. Nodoum Ughllng Centre, details. Overseas Employment , 1 ~  
• 0.6102. from:RJPubltshlng,#14, 1835- 4600 East Hastin0s,e~reet, Bum- Services, De~. CA, Box 460, ~'/4.r~ I°n F¢¢us 
..and given a six month drivers Act~ Auto emkm, disposal 56 81', Oelta, BC, V4L2B4- ~?C2KS.  Phonel-604- MountRo.l~.Queb~,H3P3C7. ~ ' ~ b t h o l l e a l l d i M  
ficense suspemion for impaired for Active BaM Sendceb. Video store in C0mox Valley on 
Vancouver bland: $29,000 in- 
agent PRESSMAN: Journeyman SloeanVdeyontheedOedVal. 
d r ive .  Repossessions, estate, boals, NORITAKECHINASALEI Torrk pressman for 6-unit Web Leader hallaParkinlheWeelKeol~ay 
cam, tmcks, rnotorhomes.boats, dudeslOOOtapes,6VCRs, rmon lic discount on current patterns, required Immedlately. Idechard- aruofB.C, Gmatouldowll~ 
: Sylvia Gagnon was fined $150 Cal Mr. Prk=e (only), (604)434- ~gn, counterr0~ures. Inquire BOX Delivered well-packed, Insured. cal abilily an asset. Wages Fishing, hurtling, ~ Laim, 
for committL~ mischief in rela- 1819; I)5476, " 609, oro The News, 34375 Cyril 8pedly your Nodtake pattern, comm. with expedenee, Hostad 
. Al1~nIllu. Chun~heL tiontoprivatepropertT. BOATS " Sl.,Ndbo~ord, BO, V2S2H5. Fotwi~lisl, shippi~delails, cal ~ar~5.bationslJd. Cd(604)584. golfing. Moderate climate. 
-Thomas Blower was fined WE ARE GOING TO PUT A LO- Alexander's, "The Nodlake Ex- room home on l.1/2 acres. Re( ;  
Bayliner and Ardva boats, Evin- CAL FAMILY IN BUSINESSl perls; Toronto toll-free: 1-800- 
$400 for driving with a blood rude motors korn'DOGKSIDE Thlsseoufedinvbstment Is fun 263-5896; Clip and save .  E.~oeden~dlmavy-dmylIrem, a~. room, reasonaldeele¢ld¢lleat, Will require Class 3 Drivers II- separate OaraOe.ca#p~, akcen. 
alcohol cont©nt over the legal MARINE, Kelowna, guarantees and profitable. Hastmmendous Pre-cut10" logs for a1270 square cence. Good wage and beneflts, ditionar, aaeeneddedk. Saulk~ 
growth polentlal. All cash busi- $67,000. Box 282, Slocan, BC, • • eatldaclion, quality, value. New foot house. Upstairs optional. Call Mark, Revelstoke Tire Sew- 
limit and $15O for failing to stop Used and financing. LOW ness, no receivables. $11,600 $13,300. Reko Log Homes, Ice Lid., (604)837-6181, Revel- VOGICO.(604)355-2505. 
after colliding with an unat -  PRICES. TOLL-FREE 1-800- starts your family on the road to R.R.#8, Box 21, Dahl Road, stoke, Be. Bodysh~, house on .78 acre in. 
tended vehicle; 663-4737 success. Call manufacturer dl- Ouesnel, I~,V2J 5E6, (604)992- SALES DIRECTORS. We pro- duding equipment and 
red;.leave your name. address 'as6& duceafabulousestabllahedline $130,000. Owner will flrance /dec Kawinsky was sentenced BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES and phone number for irdormati0n Computer software, $4,95 per of ladies wear for ln.home sales. OAC. Phone (604)393-7440or 
tO 14 days in jail for driving with START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ and literature. 1-800-663-4171, disld Good qualitYlxoorams. For We needkeypeopletodevelopa (~.4)392-5"759 Willlarns Lake, 
a blood alcohol content over the EXPORT business, even epam Your own mobile detailing busi- free catalogue wrBe to: Nksen network of Independent fashion 
time. No money or expedenca, hess for under $1000111 Complete Ventures, Box 637, Surrey, BC, consullanls in ~11 regions of Can- 
legal imit. Since 1946. Free brochure: traJnlngmanual. F, IIIxoduclllne. V3TSL9 aria. Weoflergmalincenllvewl 160acres15mllessoulhdHous. 
:Roy Williams was sentenced Wade World Trade, do Cdn. Excellent full/pad-time arning Arthfltiopain? Stiff joints? Say our mulHevel marketing plan. Do ton. House, bam, shop, plusout- 
Small Business Inst. I:)ept Wl, potential. Jimmy Buff-It, NOtodrugsl "BeulahOg'helpsll you possess leadership ability _buildings, all with metal roofing. 
Penced hayfields, year-round tO 30 days in jail for breaking' 11,10BegamyRd.N.#l,Smrbor- (604)736-7661,24-hrs. TheCalk Brochure/information, $1 f ran: andhavealstofdependabbcm- creek. $69,500. Phone: 
fornia Touch. and entering and committing an ouQh, OntadoM1H 1H4. Beulah Land, Box 1086, Portage tacts? Then you am already on 
• indictable offense. FREE! All new home-based Antique andGift Businesslocated La Praide, Man., R1N3CS. your way to the topl Call Jan, (604)845-2505. 
in excellent business section on Mon-Fd, 9.5pro, (604)521-4179. 
money-malting oppodunilyl Send HW #3 in border town Green- Recently rebuil1550 Timberjack 1/2, 1, 5, 10+/acre dvedront and 
Friday, May 12 SASE:l.D. Mercantile Mai]Mar- wood, Be. Nso, split-levelexe©, slddder. New rubber. Running Op0calfinbhlnglabtechnidanre- vlewlotsontheThompsonRiver, 
keting, 327 Line 4, R.R.4, Dept. home on large lot, $137,500 for rights for Area 21 and Southern qulmd Immediately for Kelowna 6 miles West of Kamlool~ Lake. 
Va]bert Williams was fined B6, Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON, both. Box 408, Greenwood, BC, Vancouver Island. (604)745- company. Competitive salary Terms OAC. Call collect, 373- 
$800 and placed on probation LOS1J0. VOM1J0.(604)445-6482. 6265. andbeneflts. 8end resume and 2282. 
for two years for aggravated Cash business. Do you want to Coin-opsi 8 white Inglls washers, referencestoOptical,#480-2339 
assault. Williams was also fined build up a repeat cash bmimca in BUSINESS PERSONALS $275each;8Huebschgasdryem Hwy.97N, Kelowna, VIX4H9. RECREATION 
yourarea?lfso, FanlastbSam's 1989 GOVERNMENT CASH and 80 gallon Rudd h.w. tanR One experienced sheep.hunting 
$500 and given an additional International has a franchise op GRANTS NOW AVAILABLEI! $5000ach;$6500takes~indud- guide required to work in the LEARN ,SCUBA DIVING and 
two-year probation term for porlurdtyforyoul We are looldng 1989 Edition listing proWncia~od, ingvents. (604)652-9858. Yukon. Experiencedguidesonly vacation inbeautlfulVictoda.4- 
for local bu~ness-mincled people oral grants for businesses, farm- need apply. Phone (403)668- day courses - everything sup. 
simple assault, with a desire for positive action, ors, students, seniors. $24.95 GARDENING 4518. plied- accommodation arranged 
Wednesday, May 17 Investment aRxox. $50,000, Call cheque, C.O.D. Oakdala Pub. Simplel Excitingl Please cab UoydSmith, B.C.RegionalMan- lishing, #200, 4505 -'101 St., Interested in Greenhouse or Hy- Shop and mobile welding, year - group discounts. 8afel 
Brian Copeland was sen- soar, (604)435-0005. Edmonton, AB, T6E 5C6. dropon]o Gardening? Green- round employment, 5 years expe- collect, Ocean Centre, (604)386- 
tenced to three years in jail for Canada's oldest, most succesdul (4O3)4.34-4444. houses $195, Hydroponic Oar- dance in heavy equipment and 7528. 
dens $39, Halldes from $140. general welding. (604)589-4443 
Rural Water Trealment Company XXX-FANTASY. Kindle theflame Over 2000 products in stock, or evenings (604)591.9913 or SERVICES canting a weapon for a purpose wms dealer in eds area. Mustbe of love with mature adult prod. super pdces. Free catalogue. (604)574-3190 or Pager 
dangerous to the public peace, mechanically in(dined and sales ucts. Full-color 31-page cata- Call Toll-free 1-800-663-5619. (604)735-2267. ICBC Injury Claims? Call Dale 
minded. Small investment. Iogue, $4 (refundable). Privacy Water Farms, 1244 Seymour Carr-Hards.20yearsatdallaw. 
~ .-..~ .~ :~.~:~ ..... 1-800-661-8986(Mountain "rime): guaranteed. Highest quality, rea- Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 3N9 PERSONAL 
Stad your own l OK Jewelry busi- sonable prices. LEEDS; Suite.. yer with five years medical 
ness fot as little as $50. Fabulous 1372,1124LonsdaleAve.,North school before law. 0-669-4022 
designs, supero quality, excellent Vancouver, Be V7M 2H1 HELP WANTED WIG CLUB. Join thousands of (Vancouver). Experienced in 
satisfied customers. Buywlgs at head Injury and other major 
profits.14335 -47Ave.,The GOldEdmonton, T6HDiScovery, EDUCATION Housewives, mothem and inter- wholesale prices. From $39.95. claims. Percentage fees avail- 
ested persons needed immedi- Shopbycatalogueandsave. For able. 
0Bg. (403)434-2550. SUMMER SCHOOL OF atelyto set toys and grits for Na- FREE calalogue CALL TOLL- 
Make $200/hr+ part-time or full- SOUND. Week-long intensive tional Home Party Plan. No in- ;REE 1-800-268-2242. Major ICBC and injury claims. 
time. Open your own STOP sound and recording workshops vestment, deliveries or money 
smoking Laser Centre. Only begin July 3rd. Enrollment lira- c~leclion. Call (519)258-7905. AMANDA'S CLUB Invites ladies JoelA.Werner, tdallawyerfor21. 
$5,000. Wdte: LIGHTLASER and gentlemen of discreet taste to years. Call collect, 736-5500 
ited. Register eady. Bullfrog DOWN UNDER: Expedenca write for exciting details about her Vancouver. If no recovery, no 
Technology Inc., #900, 840.7th Recording,~hool,2475 Dunbar, beef farmlhg In Australia, Dairy Correspondence Club. fee. NoYukon enquides. 
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• CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified 
display ads mat be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard. When phoning 
in ads, please have your card I 
number and expiry date 
1 mtdy. CLASSIFIED AD D~-  LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
bold|ace words are $1.00ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price o f  three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea-~ 
ties vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercia] use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
l inch per insertion. Minimum one inch. 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located In the 
Sksena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 6128p 
Selmer and Rorenco Oleos of Ver. 
non, B.C. wish to announce the for- 
thcomlng marriage of their youngest 
son Terry Carl to Miohalene 
Paulette, youngest daughter of 
Rose Chu'chmuch from Angusvllle, 
Manitoba. Wedding to take place in 
Edmonton, Alberta on Saturday, 
August 5, 1989 at 3 p.m. at St. An- 
drew's Centre. Garden Atrium. 6114p 
Miniature Australian bunnies. Dif- 
ferent colours. Asking $5. each. 
Phons 635-2242. 7/28 
6 year old registered Quarter horse 
gelding; 15.3 hh, hunter/Jumper. 
Suitable for Pony Club or more ad- 
vanced rider. Asking $3,500. Saddle 
Tramp Ranch, Southbanks B.C. V0J 
21:O or phone 694.3521 evenings. 
7/28 
7 year old registered Appaloosa 
1977 Dodge Cordova, 2.dr. H.T., PS, 
PB, cruise controL, air cond., 360 
cu.ln. 2.barrel, new muffler and 
brakes, tape deck and radio, 
Michelin tires with winters, some 
rust, good mechanical condition. 
$2,100. Phone 6354809 or 635-3159 
to view. 4/28p 
1978 Ford LTD, good condition. Ask- 
Ing $1,300 OBO. Phone 635.2803. 
6/14p. 
mare; 15.3 hh, used for • Pony Club, 1981 Datsun 310, no rust, excellent 
Level I exam. Hunter/Jumper. Asking condition. Asking $2,900. Also, 4 
$3,000. Saddle Tramp Ranch, South- near-new winter tires, $240. Phone 
banks, B.C. V0J 2P0 or phone 638-7257evenings. 6121p 
694-3521 evenings. 7/28 
Team of registered blond Belgian 
mares; matched mother and 
daughter, 1,600 Ibsleach. Asking 
$2,500. Saddle Tramp Belgians, 
Southbanke, B.C., VOJ 2P0 or phone 
694-3521 evenings. 7/28 
Seasoned logging team; full 
brothers, 4 & 5 years old. Belgian 
geldings, sorrels, friendly and easy 
to handle. 1,600 Ibs/each. Asking 
$3,500. Horse logging video upon re- 
quest $35. plus postage. Saddle 
Tramp Belgians, Southbanks B.C., 
V0J 2P0 or phone 694-3521 evenings. 
7/28 
TO GIVE AWAY: Siamese cat. Phone 
635-5416. 7/28 
Princess House Canada, a Colgate- 
Palmolive company famous for cry- 
stal, silverware and other decorator 
products. To find out how to become 
a consultant call collect, 624-3445. 
8/4 
Rental complex for sale, on approx- 
imately 2 acres. One 3.bedroom 
basement home; five 1.bedroom 
homes; one 2-bedroom home~ one 
2-bedroom duplex; storage plus five 
trailer pads. Asking $250,000. Phone 
6354453~ 6114p 
1988 Iroc Z; factory ordered, winter 
stored louvers, bra, custom tinted 
windows. 10,000 km. Asking $22,800. 
Phone 627-8201. 7121 
1972 Toyota Corolla; very good con- 
dition. Some rust. Asking $750. 
Phone 635-6483. 7128 
Priced for quick sale: 1987 Nissan 
Sentra XE; 2-door, auto, sunroof, 
rear wiper, front wheel drive. Asking 
$8.800 firm. Phone 832-4226. 814 
1985 2 door Cutlas SupremelBrough; 
loaded, 5L engine. Full power/pack- 
age, cruise air, tilt, auto/reverse 
stereo cassette. Towing/package 
and more Asking $8,900. OBO. 
Phone 624-3037. 7/28 
1984 Flare Impala; excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $7,600. For moreaJnfor- 
mation call 638-0425 da~ or 
635-3328 after 6 p.m. 7/28 
1980 Toyota Supra, 13.7,000. kms, ,~;I; 
cellent condition, zoaaeo, wn 
sunroof. Asking $6,200. Phone 
635-3398 after 6 p.m. 6/14p 
Important Message for Businesses and Managers 
ABOUT WHMIS 
We will help you comply with the amendments to the 
Hazardous Products Act that require every workplace in 
Canada to hove a WHMIS -- Workplace Hazardous 
Materials Information System. 
• • Inventory of hazardous materials 
• labelling and clasdficatlon 
• material safety data sheets (MSDS) 
• employee training 
Call us ioday for free Initial consultation. 
J ackman Consultants Inc. 
5122 Medeek Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1E1 
Phone: (404) 635.5853 FAX: (444) 635.4071 
1981 Subam, good running condi- 
tion. Asking $1,400. Phone 638-1678. 
715p 
THE TERRACE REVIEW 
Reliable babysitter wanted week- 
ends and some oevenlngs. Phone 
638-8398. tfno 
Need to hire daycere superv!sor with 
E.C.E. cedlficate, supervisor cer- 
tificate and preferably under.3 
certificate. Applicants send resume 
to: Sunshine Family Daycare, 4709 
Park Ave., Terrace. B.C. VSG lW2 
6/21 p 
Wanted: a nanny In Queen Charlotte 
City. Separate accommodation, 
must drive, French speaking pre- 
ferred. Salary negotiable. Couple 
OK, or single Morn and tot. Phone 
559-8229 or write to P.O. Box 334, 
Queen Charlotte City, B.C. V0T 1S0. 
6128p 
Home Supped Workers 
On-call employees need- 
ed as Home Support 
Workers. Nursing or Long. 
term Care Aid background 
preferred. Possibility ot 
working into part-time or 
full-time work. For infor- 
mation call Betty Stewed, 
Home Supped Services: 
635.5;136. 
HELP WANTED 
THE MINISTRY OF AT- 
TORNEY GENERAL, Crown 
Counsel Offices wishes to 
employ a Legal Secretary 
(Full Time Position) In Ter- 
race. This busy office re- 
quires an energetic secretary 
with a minimum of three 
years office experience. 
Legal experience preferred, 
but not necessary. Utmost 
discretion and respect for 
confidentiality. Must have 50 
words per minute typing 
skills, with dictaphone quip- 
ment and word processing 
experience an asset. Suc- 
cessful candidate must be 
able to work Independently 
under stress, with a high 
degree of Initiative, tact and 
sense of responsibility. Crim- 
Inal Record check and pre- 
vious employment refer- 
ences are required, The 
salary Is $788.87- $850.81 bi- 
weekly. For further Informa- 
tion, please contact the 
Crown Counsel Oftlce in Ter- 
race at ¢.a~.8251_and to 
re(:e]ve-appllcatlons. All ap- 
plications must be received 
i)y the Regional Personnel 
Office, 455, 1011 4th Avenue, 
Prince George, B_ -C., V2L 3H9 
by July 6tht 1989. 
EDUCATION TEACHER 
The Northwest Teacher Education Consortium; School 
District 180 (Kitlmat), School District 154 (Bu!kley 
Valley), School District 152 (Prince Rupert), School 
District 188 (Terrace), Northwest Community College 
and The Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser University, 
invites applications from experienced teachers for the 
position of: • 
Faculty Associate For The 
Professional Development Programme (PDP) 
Located in Terrace, the Faculty Associate will primarily 
suPervise student teachers during their school place- 
ment for classroom practice. The Faculty AssOciate 
will work with Faculty members to design and teach 
the instructional components of t he P.D.P. and provide 
liaison between the Faculty and the School Districts. 
The successful candidate will work out of Terrace and 
be seconded from a School District effective 
September 1, 1989, in accordance with provisions as 
prepared by the Consortium. 
The following criteria will be considered in selecting 
the successful candidate. 
1. five years successful teaching experience in a 
public School system. 
2. curriculum and Instruction needs of the P.D.P. 
3. secondment approval 
4. work experience with adult learners. 
5. some knowledge of computer technology. 
Applicants are requested to forward applicationswithl 
supporting resume by June 26, 1989 to: 
Mr. Frank Hamilton 
Superintendent of Schools 
School District/88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
PROGRAM 
DIRECTOR . . . . .  
The Kermode Friendship Society requires an irldividual 
to assume the responslbi!ity forplanning, development 
and implementation of programs that have been 
authorized by the Board of Directors. The Program 
Director plays a major role in the life of the Centre, in 
the development of cultural activities and soliciting 
volunteers for programs Initiatives. The Program Direc- 
tor will prepare cost estimates and program outlines 
for discussion and approval by the Board. Must be will- 
ing to work flexible hours. Applicants should direct In- 
quirleslresumes to: 
Sadie Parnell 
Executive Director 
Kenmode Friendship Society 
• ~ 3313 Kalum Street, . . . .  
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 ~-:i: ; i  
(604) 635-4906 i ..... 
* Posted June 2, 1989 • Deadline --  June 16, 198g 
* Start Date -- July 3, 1989 
I 
I 
ASSISTANT PROGRAM DIRECTOR. 
Registered nurse Interested in working days on a part 
time basis is needed to work for a community agency 
that provides in-home support for elderly and handi- 
capped people. 
Duties to include field supervision as well as assisting 
with the ongoing operation. Hours range from 8 to 12 
per week with flexibility built-in. 
Submit resume to: 
Betty Stewed,Program Director, 
Terrace Homo Support Services 
#1 • 3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 2X6 
For more Information phone 635-5135. • 
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S SIFIED 
Northwest Community College invites applications for open. 
ings In the Adult Basic Education Department at the Terrace 
Centre. 
EVENING A.B.E. INSTRUCTOR. This is a continuing appoint- 
ment commencing August 21, 1989. The successful can- 
didate will be required to teach all ABE subjects from fun- 
damental to provincial levels. This program runs in the even. 
ings from Monday to Thursday and during the daytime on Fri. 
day. 
SUBSTITUTE INSTRUCTORS. The Successful candidates 
should be available during the summer and during the 
academic year to replace regular ABE faculty on a temporary 
basis. Evening •work may be required. 
DUTIES: Providing instruction in English, mathematics, 
science, and social studies to students In all levels of A.B.E. 
• ~ QUALIFICATIONS: B.C. Teaching Certificate or equivalent, or 
experiencein instruction ABE courses. A broad background 
• in all ABE subjects would be an asset. 
Salary and benefits will be In accordance with the College 
agreement with the B.C.G.E.U. 
For further Information, contact Larry Bolingbroke at 
635-6511, local 243. 
The closing date for applications is June 23, 1989. Applica. 
,ions and resumes should be sent to: 
Ms. Fran Skitcko 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College ~ 1 ~  
Box 728, Terrace, B.C. 
: . . . .  ' ~ I " V8 G 4C2 
t 
CURLING RINK 
An active 6 sheet Curling Rink 
is taking applications for a 
MANAGER and ICE PERSON 
Applications and inquiries to: 
Terrace Curling Association 
P.O, Box 247 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1R1 
For further information: 635-7467. 
Marine 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Ladles' 5-SiZ~KI bike with child seat, 
$50; wooden hlghchair, $50;, car 
sear, $,35; playpen pad, $5; phone 
638-1514. 6/14p 
WANTED: Computer ShopPer Maga. 
zine; August 1988- March 1989 and 
Apple Macintosh computers; any 
• ..condition. Kevin Lee, 1035 1st Ave- 
nue West, Prince Rupert, B.C., VSG 
1B5. Phone 624-6675. 6/23 
Recreational Vehicles 
Large oll tank with gauge. Best offer 
to $100. PhOne 635.5843. 7114 
302 engine, 390 engine with auto- 
matic transmissions. Asking $600. 
ATC Honda 110 3 wheeler. Asking 
$750. Phone 627-1762 after 6 p.m. 
7114 
I 
FOR RENT 
.1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
. Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
. Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635-5224 
I I 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq. ft. store front 
Oueenslzewaterbed;excellentcon. retail space !n the 
dltlon, Asklng $250. Asking $100. Terrace Mini-Mall. 
Phone 635-7336. 7128 
~ ~ t  For further-informa- 
& sink in bone colour, all faucets in- tlon, call 635-6158...c 
eluded.: Sliding doors for tub. 3 
closet doors, 5 interior doors. Large 
dog house, twin stroller. Phone 
63 0o7. 7126 I MOUNTAINVlEW I 
]APARTMENTS I 
| Centrally located, clean,-] 
I qw et, security intercom, on- I 
] site manager. Spacious one ] 
| bedroom units, laundry] 
[ faciht'es and. parking" [ 
"~e l~ 'mm t~X,  1 • baths, no 
pet, Available July 1. Mmonth .  
Phone end leave message at 
638.1444. e/28p 
12x63 mobile home, 1976, 3 
bedrooms, frldge, stove, washer, 
dryer ,  wood stove, wood shed, 
porch. Asking $7,500. Phone 
561-7141. 6/28p 
pllances, natural gas heat. To view, 
call 635-7949 from Sunday to Friday. 
5/14 
12x47 2-bedroom trailer, Includes 4 
appliances, new Joey shack. Asking 
$7,000. Phone638-1302 after 6 p.m. 
715p 
21 cu. ft. deep freeze In excellent 
condition. $150.00. Phone 638-0079. 
6121p 
Love seat, excellent condition, $250; 
double bed mattress, $80; set of 3 
coffee tables, $90. Phone 638-7257 
evenings. 6/21p 
Kroehler sofa and chair. Phone 
635-3080 after 6 p.m. 6114p 
Lowery electdo organ, like new, half 
price. Phone 635-3080 after 6 p.m. 
6/14p 
Harley Dsvidson FXR, 1340cc, in- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac. 
tory maintenance manual. Asking 
$7,000 firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask 
for Mark. tfn 
Sidecar for 650cc motorcycle; black 
with windshield and raincover. 
Storage space in trunk. Asking 
$1,200. Phone 624.5562. 7/28 
1973 Suzuki 125 RV Trail bike; with 
helmet, 2 new tires & tubs. Asking 
$300. OBO. Phone 635-7940 after 4 
p.m. 7/29 
Found -- Prescription metal frames 
in brown case, on Kalum hill, In 
black lunch box. Phone 635-3620. 
6114nc 
Lost --  Girl's Jacket, size 12, pastel 
pink and mauve, with "Beach Club" 
logo on back. If found, please call 
635-0116. Would be greatly ap- 
preciated. 6114n6 
Lost --0n:June 2 outside the Ter- 
race Hotel, a gold medallion and 
,gold chain. Carver Is B. Cross. 
Would appreciate having It returned, 
of sentimental value. $50 reward of- 
fered. Phone 6388055. 6121nc 
Wanted to buy: 6 horse power long t 
shaft outboard motor. Phone I 
632-5162. 6121 p I 
17-ft. F/G Sidewinder sklboat with 
115 hp Mercury outboard. $5,000. 
Phone 635-4339. 6/14p 
22' Sangster; 302 engine, C.B., in- 
board, outboard; 8' Skif, trim taps, 
sounder, com pass, radio, tape deck, 
head, alcohol stove; sink duel bat- 
teries. FIG swim grid; down riggers; 
SIS rod holders. Lots of extras. 
Sleeps five. Asking $10,250 obo. 
Phone 624-4452. 5/18 
17-ft. Frontiersman cano% as new. 
Asking $.350. Phone 632-2970 after 6 
p.m. 5/26 
WANTED TO BUY: 6 horse power 
long shaft outboard motor. Phone 
632-5162. 7121 
Servlced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Helghts Moblle 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. tfno 
- . | 
FOR SALE 
1976 Frontier 23 foot 
motor home; air cond=-'" 
tion, cruise control, 
bathtub. Only 28,000 
original miles. View at 
4821 Olson Avenue. 
Phone 6,15-2396. 
10x52' treller comes with 2 ap- 
pliances, woo,"a sat -- could be 
converted • ~"  .:al gas, fenced 
private yard, ..,den & wood sheds. 
Phone I~%-3103 after 5 p.m. 6/2 
. r•  
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In loving memory of our Mother 
Mildred Prosser (July 25, 1970) and 
our Father Dennis Prosser (June 11, 
1971). 
You wished no one a lest~farewell 
or even said goodbye, • 
You were gonebefore we knew it 
and only God knows why. 
Someday we hope to meet you 
Someday we know not when 
To clasp your handa in the better land 
Never to part again, 
Always remembered bY ~ 
Dallison Prosser, 
Joanna Jones 
and Families. • 
6/14p 
Local gentleman leeks a mean- 
ingful relationship that could 
develop into a lasting relationship 
with a woman In her 30s or early 40s. 
I'm a religiously tolerant Individual. 
Those seriously interested could 
kindly reply to Box 328, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4B1. Thank you. 6128p 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drolPIn available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Appointments for school tours, 
group tours and weddings at 
HERITAGE PARK, please phone Lin- 
da at 635-4546. 6128p 
ATTENTION. If you have worked in 
Germany, you may be eligible for a 
PENSION. Free Inquiries: Wolf 
Dlener, 3986 Gordon Head Road~ 
Victoria, B.C. VaN 3X3. Phone 
1-47.7-5897. 6128p 
Pro-Life Education: Avallab!e to the 
general public; videos, pamphlets, 
lending library, dealing with human 
life issues such as abortion and 
euthanasia. Student Inquiries 
welcome. Phone 635-5581 or 
635-5427. 6114p 
98'x137' residential lot on Kenney 
Street in Terrace. Asking $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 832-2706 and ask 
for Mike or Helen. 6121p 
For sale by " ler, 3-4 bedroom 
house, as,'" ~av , -^ ~'9 ntm°rtgage" Very 
low down , Will consider 
mobile ho,.,e in trade. Phone 
635-6403 evenings. 6/28p 
Large, clean, well-maintained house 
in Horseshoe area. 5 bedrooms, 2 
baths, natural gas heat and 
fireplace with Insert, fenced yard, 
large garden, fruit trees, grape vine, 
berries. Phone 635-5185 for appoint- 
ment to view. 6/28p 
Large well-kept house In Th~rnhill 
across .from schools and bus. 3 
• bedrooms, full basement, 2 baths, 
fireplace, sun room and nice yard. 
Asking $86,000. Phone 638-1442. 
715p 
FELDHOFF -- Martin Josef, age 25 
years, In Kitlmat, B.C. on June 6, 
1989. Funeral services were from 
Christ the King Catholic Church in 
Kltimat on June 10, 1989 at 10 a.m. 
Interment In the Kitlmat Municipal 
Cemetery. MacKay's Funeral Ser- 
vices and Crematorium were in 
charge of the arrangements. 
"| Duplex, slde'~)y side, 2-story. Each 
DEATH NOTICES I unit has 3 bedrooms, 1½ baths, 
natural gas heat and hot water, 
frldge and stove, city water and 
sewer, aluminum storage shed, 
large sundeck, laundry room. 
Serious Inquiries only. Phone 
638-8026 or 635-6734. 7/5p 
3-bedroom home, 1,150 sq. ft., in the 
Horseshoe area. Full basement, 
fireplace, carport, natural gas heat, 
large lot with fruit trees. Phone 
635-9083. 7/5p 
VlS - -  Rosalie Grace, age 25 years, 
in Prince George, B.C. on May 28, 
1989. Funeral services were from the 
Christian Reformed Church in Ter- 
race on Friday, June 2, 1989 at I p.m. 
Interment followed from the Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery. MacKay's 
Funeral Services and Crematorium 
were in charge of the arrangements. 
8'9" Pamper for met. Will fit large 
truck. Phone 635-5365. 6/21p 
1977 Dodge motorhome, 56,000 kms, 
good condition. Asking $9,500. 
Phone 635-5865. 6114p GORDICHUK -- Adam, age 60 years, 
In Kitimat, B.C. on May 28, 1989. 
Funeral services were from the 1978 Ford 250, 4x4, Ranger pkg, IS, 
Kltlmat Lutheran Church on Friday, PB, auto, camper apse., 4 ext. 
June 2, 1989 at 2 p.m. Interment wheels, 2 tanks, etc., exc. cond. with 
followed from the Kitlmat Municipal 1979 9'/2-ft. Okanagan camper, 
Cemetery. MacKay's Funeral Ser- 4-burn. stove, oven, &way frig., toilet 
vices and Crematorium were In oompt., sleeps 6, hyd. Jacks, crank- 
charge of the arrangements, up boat rack, super, well-matched 
_ 
• camping combo. $8,975 obo. Phone 
LITTLE Gordon Lindssy, age 68 635-2720. . . 6/26 
years, In Terrace, B.C. on May 30, 
1989. Memorial service took place at 1968 10' Camper; sleeps 4, stove & 
the Knox United Church on Satur- oven, good condition. Asking $700. 
day, June 3, 1989 at 2 p.m. Creme- Phone635-2001. - 5/19 
tlon took place from the Terrace 
Crematorium. MacKay's Funeral 1980 Okenagan tandem trailer; 17Yt 
services and Crematorium were In foot, awning, very clean, toilet, 
charge of the arrangements, stove, frldge, heater. Ready to go. 
Asking $6,995. Phone 635-5843. 7/14 
WHIMP - -  William Joseph, age 73 1978 11-foot Scamper camper; good 
years, In Terrace, B.C. on June 3, condition, 3-way frldge, 3-burner 
1989. Funeral service to be held In stove with oven, Shower, rear 
Watson. Lake, Yukon. Interment in bumper plus step, jacks. Asking 
the Watson Lake Cemetery. service $5,800 gag. View at 139 McCaffery 
to be arranged by family. MacKay's Place, Prince Rupert. Phone Paul at 
Funeral Services and Crematorium 624.2254 days, 627-7313 evenings. 
were In charge of the arrangementS, 7/21 
i . '  
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CANOE , National 0ffice national ~ c e  nati0nal ~ : 
~'Ji~ii=, Transportation • des transports ~ e s  transports " ~ : I ~ L " 
T A  , ~  Western Regi0n • Rdgion de I 0uest !: : ': I " e ;nReg ion  e 0uesti: ~ 
R E N LS -." ,oTIcEOI= APPLICATION I i ! !  i ~ '  "AV IS  DE DEMANDE"I, :!i i;~ii ~ i ' ;  
RIe NOS. M 4205-C53-4"I " " , ' : - : : :  :. ::i ' " :  
M 4895-C53-4 - I  " L : " 
Docket Nos. 89293WR . " ' : ~ :,::• :::! ::i.~!:i':i~iii!:~::~:i~:~i~: ,i: : ': : : *. . 89294WR ' • '~ , , :;:: 
Oats: June 14, 1989 " , : ' , ,  i:': !:~ : .  
. CENTRAL MOUNTAIN AIR LTI),:: : :;: ::~:: ' i,:~': :: ::": : : r' , . ,  " : :~ :'OEMANDES POUROES'UCENCES: " :":: ~ :, ~'"::~:;: " "!::' 
APPLICATIONS FOR LICENCES TO OPERATE :: :: ; : :  * : AFIN O'EXPLOITER UN SERVICE INTERIEUR :r' " 
i ADOMESTIC SERVICE AND AN ~ ~ .:'.: ' . .  " 
INTERNATIONAL NON-SCHEDULED SERVICE • . . . .  . ~-.. ~.. I",'ET UN'SERVICE INTERNATIONAL. : : : :"i 
' " 'A LA DEMANDE (AFFRETEMENT) 
Wilderness 
Experience. 
For more information "contact: 
Ken's Marine 4946 Grelg 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
Phone 635-2909. 
HORSE ADVENTURESi Make your 
dreams come true on ~ real wilder- 
ness ranch with 40 horses. We offer 
a lifetime of varied experience, train- 
Ing, riding and teaching. Check out 
our credentials, safety record and 
spectacular wilderness setting 
before you choose a summer camp. 
We offer the best teacher-to-student 
and horse.to-student. Limited to 12 
• girls per session. Write or phone for 
brochure or video Saddle Tramo w I- 
derness Ranch, Southbanks..-,., ;., 
VOJ 2PO. Phone 694-3521 evenings. 
: $2951per week. Four 2 week ses- 
sions in July. 7128 
With the hlllh COlt of daycare equip 
ment,. It was greatly appreclated to 
see auch excellent prlces for. the 
many toys at the garage sale at 3316 
Pheasant St. Thank you ladlesl 
Sunshine Family Daycare. 
6114p 
1967 Ford ~.ton diesel super cab, 
2-tone paint Job, matching tundra 
and high top canopy, full running 
boards, ©rulse control, tilt steering, 
Intermittent wipers, 5-speed, over- 
drive 4x4, AMIFM cassette, excellent 
cond i t ion .  $19,000 firm. Phone 
846.9051, 6/2!p 
197SToyota L~l  Cruiser, rebuilt:'7,8 
motor, 15,000 kms, new brakes, t l ru  
and rims, and much more. Asking 
$6,000 OBO. Phone 635.6795 after 5 
p.m. 6/21p 
19711 Joop J20 pickup, 1-ton, 600 
miles on new motor under warranty, 
new brakes and shocks and many 
other new drivetrsin parts, Incl. 
steering linkage. Paint is less than 2 
years old. $1,000 Alpine 'stereo In- 
cluded. $6,000OB0. Phone638-1621 
or 635-4806. Ask for Dennis. 7/5p 
1978 Ford F.150 Lariat super cab. 
Loaded, good condition. Asking 
$3,500 obo. Phone 635.7585. 5/12 
10/00Mwrolot 1-ton flat deck with 
duals; 14' stskeslde, low mileage, 
excellent condition. Asking $7,000 
obo. Phone 632.7858. 5/19 
• . • , . 
~mw ~ n~=kue: 360, auto trees, 
large bush guard, o,uuu to. wa,u 
winch. New battery and brakes. Ask. 
lag $1,850. OBO. Phone 638.8016. 8/4 
19N Dakota pl©kup; V.6, 4:spe(d, 
auto, sir condition, cruise, ioc o(~d. 
Trailer tow package. Will take older 
model trade; Asking $22,000. Phone 
e35-se43. 711_4 
1976 GMC Crewcsb truck; running 
condition. Asking $500. Phone 
635.2001.  7128 
Wmm d tO --roof,.a.nt.en, .na for. a 
CB~ 1/2 to 5/8. Phone ooo-o.~,,, tfnc 
Central Mountain Air Ltd. has applied to the Natlona! Transportation Agency for : 
licences to operate: : : :  : 
1. a Class ;1 Charter domestic service to transport persons andg00ds 
from a base at Terrace. British Columbia using fixed wing aircraft 
in Groups A, B, C and D (Docket No. 89293 WR); : 
2. a Class 9-4 Charter Non-Scheduled International service to trans- 
port persons and goods using fixed wing aircraft in Groups, A, B, 
C and D (Docket No. 89294 WR). 
Any interested person, community or entity that objects to the Issuance of Class 4 
Charter licence with authorityto perate Groups A, B, C and D aircraft may intervene 
to oppose this part of the application, and any person, con~munity orentity Interested 
in the issuance of a Class 9-4 Non-Scheduled International licence wllh authority to 
operate Groups A, D, C and D aircraft may intervene to support, object o()r modify 
this part of the application. Each intervention Is to be filed in accordance with the Na- 
tional Transportation Agency General Rules, not later than July 14, 1989, together 
with evidence that It has been duly served upon the applicant. In any objection filed 
in respect of the Class 4 proposal, the onus is on the intervener to satisfy thelAgency 
that approval would lead to. a significant decrease or instability In the level of 
domestic service provided between points or to or from any point in the designated 
areal and the intervention should quote Docket No. 89293 WR. , r" 
Any interventi'on i respect o the Class 9-4 proposal should quote Docket No. 89294 
WR. 
Interventions should be filed separately in respect of either of the proposals or jointly 
in respect of both proposals but in any case the intervention must identify the service 
to which the intervention is directed. Pursuant o section 13 of the General Rules of 
the •National Transportation Agency. filing of any document is effected when the 
document is received by the Agency not later than the date specified in the public 
notice for the filing of interventions. The only exception to this rule Is when an in- 
tervention is sent by certified mail and is postmarked not later than the date specified 
in the public notice for the filing of interventions. Evidence satisfactory to the Agency 
of service of an intervention shall be filed forthwith with the Agency. 
On request o. the Agency, further particulars of the application and Instructions on 
filing an intervention i  accordance with the National Transportation Agency General 
Rules will be provided. All requests to the Agency shall be mailed or delivered to: Na- 
tional Transportation Agency, Western Region, 350 Third Avenue Norlh, Third Floor, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7K 6G7 or may be transmitted by telecopler 
(306-975-5206). 
If addlUonal Information Is 
(306-975-5218). 
Cana(t",/ 
required, please contact the undersigned at 
Sham Stevenson 
. . .  Market Entry & Analysis 
National Transportation Agency 
PROVINCE OF I 
BRITISH COLUMBIA  
r MINISTRY OF  
, ENVIRONMENT 
REQUESTS FOR PROPOSAL 
Skeena Region 
The Ministry of Environment invites proposals from qualified in- 
dividuals to produce an  educational film illustrating stream fish 
habitat, how it should be protected, and why. This initiative is taken 
to acquaint competing resource users (e.g. forest industry, mining In- 
dustry, road constructi0n contractors, subdivision developers) and 
the general public with the basic requirements of stream fish and the 
benefits derived through maintenance of those requirements. 
The project is sponsored by the Habitat Conservation Fund. Its dura- 
tion will be•from July 17, 1989 to February 15, 1990. The H.C.F. Public 
Advisory Board has Instructed that their review and approval of the 
film is required before final project payment will be made. Questions 
regarding the attached project outline should be directed to: R,S. 
Hooton, Regional Flshedes Biologist, Ministry of Environment, Bag 
6000, Smlthem, B.C. VOJ 21NO, telephone 847-7395. 
In general an eligible contractor will hold a technical degree or 
diploma or tangible evidence of professional training In the com- 
munications field, have basic knowledge of 8almonld life history and 
habitat requirements, have knowledge of the Skeena Region and 
resource development IsSues therein, and as part of the proposal will 
provide 
1. Legal name and address of contractor, main and branch office 
locations, corporation affiliations, principal officers (if a company); 
2. Contractor's resources that could be assigned to the projects. This 
would Include employee names, qualifications and experience, 
specialized equipment or support services, etc.; • • 
3. Charge-out prices and/or fee structures for services and what they 
Include; - ~.-,---  ,,--, ' -  re-resentstive of the contractor's . 4. Hecenl WOrK n lszory  um~ ,o  ~, 
experience and capability (value, type of work, and client names) 
5. Ability to meet possible security/performance bonding require- 
ments. 
The closing date and time for submission of proposals on this pro- 
Ject Is June 23,1989 at 12:00 noon. Persons submitting proposals will 
be notified, by mall, of the results of the evaluation within ten work- 
Ing days of the closing date. 
All proposals are to be submitted in sealed envelopes clearly marked 
Propomd for Project 891HCF:3" on the outside of the envelope, and 
addressed to: Manager of Administration, Ministry of Environment, 
3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 5000, Smlthers, B.C., VOJ 2N0. 
The highest rated or any other proposal will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted.  
. , , . . 
i Central M0untaln Air Ltd. a demandd a I'0fflce national des transports pour des i:i 
Ilcences afln d'explolter: • : 
i. un'service int6deur de vols affrdtds (class 4) pour le transport de personnes et 
marchand]ses a partlr d'une base situde A Terrace (Colomble-Bdtannl(lue) au :: 
moyen d'adronefs ;~ voilure flxe des groupes A, B, C et D (ROle no. 89293 WR); 
2. un service International A la demande (affr~tement) dela classe 9-4 pour le trans- 
port de personnes et de marchandlses au moyen d'adronefs ~ vollure fixe des 
groupes A, B, C et D (ROle no. 89294 WR). i: 
Toute personne, collectMt6 ou organisms Intdress6 qui s'oppose ;~ la ddllvrance 
d'une Ilcence de service affrdtO de classe 4 avec I'autorisaUon d'exploiter desl 
a~ronefs des groupes A, B, C et D peut Intervenlr centre cette partle de la demands, 
et toute personae, collectivltd ou organisme Int~ress~ la ddlivrance d'une Iicence 
International service ~ la demande de classe 9-4 avec I'autodsatlon d'utiliser des 
adronefs des groupes A, B, C et D peut Intervenlr en rue d-appuyer ou de mondlfler 
cette partle de la demande, ou de s'y opposer. Chaque intervention dolt dire d~pos~e 
conforindmentaux R~gles gdndrales de I'Ofllce national des transports, au plus tard 
le 13 julllet 1989, avec une preuve attestant que I'intervention a dt(~ slgnifide au :. 
demandeur en bones et due forme. Dana route opposition ddposde ;~ I'dgard d'une 
proposition de service de.classe 4,. I'lntervenant dolt ddmontrer ~ roffice que I'ap- 
probation de la demande ;~ I'dgard d'une.servlce de classe 4 am~nera une rdductlon 
Importante du service Intdrleur ;~ !'int~rleur, A destination ou en provenance de tout 
point de la zone d~slgnde ou y perturberala prestation'des services a~dens, et I'in- 
• tervention dolt citer le n o au. r~le 89293 WR. 
Toute intervention ;~ I'dgard d'une proposition de service de classe 9-4 dolt prdclser 
le no au ~le 89294 WR.: .... 
• Lea Intervenfions doivent dtre ddposdes dpardment pour chcune des prop0sltions °u : 
conJointement ~ I'dgard des deux propositions, mats doivent nujour_s !ndlquer claire- 
ment Is service vis(t par chacune. Conformdment ~I'artlcte 13 des i-tegies generates ~- 
de roffice national des transpods, la date du ddl~t ou do las signification d'un docu .... 
~' ment eat Ca lie o~ 1'0fllce ou le dstlnataire le recolt. La seule exception Acette rdgle a• 
lieu Iorsqu un document eat envoyd par posts certlfide; son ddp~t sat toutefols ac- 
ceptable sl la date d oblltdratlon du document ne ddpasse pas la date limits dnoncde 
dana I'avls public pour le ddp~t des interventions. 
Sur demande auprds de 1'0fllce, on peut obtenir plus de ddtails ur lea demandes et 
• des instructions relatives au d~p0t d'une intervention conformdment aux Rdgles 
gdnGrales de r0fllce national des transports: Touts demands A r0ffice devra dtre 
ddposde en la remettant au Secrdtalre n re.am propre, en i envoyant par massager 
ou par peEle certifde au I'0fllce nati0nal.de transports ~ 3is'me 6tags, 350-T.roisl .dnne 
Avenue Nord, Saskatoon! (Saskdtcnewan)," StK" 6G7,' par tcecopieur (no 
306-975-5206). " ~ " ' " " ' ' " '  ' . . . . .  ' 
Si de plus amples renselgnements sont.requis, vous pouvez ¢ommunlquer avec le 
i sousslgnd au numtro (306-975-5218), • 
i Shahs Stevenson 
Oirectlon glnkale de I'enttM 
i dL id  marehi OIItce national des tranapmts 
. • , . ' • 
pRoviNCs OF I PRO ;INCE OF I 
• ~ BRIT ISH'COLUMBIA . ~ BRITISH COLUMBIA  I I I .,m o  oml 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPL ICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS FOR 
T.S.L A.31884 
Take notice that, pursuant (o 
Section 16of  the Forest Act, 
sealed tenders will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Terrace, 
B.C. up to 9:00 s.m., June 30, 
1989, for a timber sale !icence. 
authorizing the haveetlng or 
timber located in the vicinity of 
Kwlnageese Forest service 
Road (10 Kin). 
Volume: 16,455 cubic metres, 
more or less. 
Terns: One (1) year. 
Sealed tenders will be opened In 
the District Office, Terrace, B.C. 
at 10:00 a.m., June 30, 1989. 
Only tenders from Category 1 
and 2, Small Business Forest 
Enterprise Registrants will be 
accepted. 
i Additional informatlonmay be 
obtained from the District 
Manager, 200 • 5220 Kelth Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1L1. 
NOTICE INVIT ING 
APPL ICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS FOR 
T.S.L  A-31840 
Take notice that, pursuant to 
Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tenders will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Terrace, 
B.C. up to 10:30 e.m., June 30, 
1989, for a timber sale Iicence 
authorizing the hsvesting of 
timber located In the vicinity of 
Vandyke Main. 
Volume: 31,507 cubic metres, 
more or less. 
• Terns: One (1) year. 
Sealed tenders will be opened In 
the District Office, Terrace, B.C. 
at 11:30 a.m., June 30, 1969. 
Only tenders from Category 1 
and 2, Small Business Forest 
i Enterprise Registrants will be 
accepted. 
Additional information may be 
obta ined from the Oletrlct 
I Manager, 200. 5220 Keith Ave. 
nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1L1, 
~ii!~ i~!~!  :i: i!'~i~;i~i  
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, o , ~ < ~ ~  Province of British Columbia 
~ i#- - - - - - -  ~ ¢,~ Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
m m ~ u m  Immi~ " ,mm~ , i - - . - . .~- -  - - , - - -  Honourable Nell Vent Minister 
amnnm0amnnunw mmm ~mu~ , " !  ' i 
I =-- - -  - - . - .  ~ - . - .  Givlnn You the Freedom to Move 
l a i W m V  ~ mmmnw . ' ~ . , ~ . 
I : INVITATION TO TENDER " ~ , : : 
' .', PROJECT NO. M;55H-0023 .: . . . .  
I Crushed Granuiar Aggregate inSt0ckpile, Casslar .Access. 
(New #2122}i~Alrstrip #5347::, (N6w:#2134), Alget:O~reek: #5310.:(New 
~) ;S t ik lne  HighwaysDistrlet. " ' -~ / '.". . • " 
The contractor shall produce or supply and provide in Stockpile 5,000. 
cubic meters of 16 mm Winter Abrasive Aggregate at the Caeelar Ac- 
cess pit, 10,000 cubic metres of 19 mm High Fines Surfacing crushed 
.granular aggregate at theAIrstrlp pit, i0,000 cubic metres of 19 mm 
HI0h Fines Surfacing, 10,000 cubic metres of 25 mm Well Graded 
Base, and10,000 cubic metres of 75 mm Well Graded Base at the 
Alger pit. 
• Pmvlowlng of Plies --  Arrangements can be made through Mr. D. 
Stead, District Hlghwayan Manager at Dease Lake, B.C. (phone 
771-4511). Pit. preview will be on June 22, 1989. 
Documentation is available for the sum of $~5100, and ~ is also 
available from the Stiklne Highway District Office, Deanse Lake; B.C. 
- (Phone 771.4511). 
Tenders will be opened on: Thursday, July 13,'1989at 2:.00 p.m. at 940 
Blanshard Street, Victoria, B.C. 387-1411. 
Tenders must be accom~n~ by an SuroW Bid Bond or ~d l l lM  
~e l t  ~ue in a~anon:w l~ t~ Instructions to Bl~ere.' ' 
~ + 
SEALED TENDERS, completed in accordance with the Instructions 
to Bidders on the forms and in the envelopes provided, will be receiv- 
ed by the Ministry of Transportation and H Ighways at 940 B!anshard 
Street, 4th Floor, Victoria, B.C., V8W 3E6, unless otherwise specified, 
up to 2:00 p.m. (local Victoria time) on the dayof the tender opening, 
at •which tlme~tendere will be opened In public. - 
T h e  lowest or any tender not necessanrily accepted. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, and conditions 
of tender san, be obtained from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways; 940 Blanshard Street, Victoria,' B.C.* V8W 3E6 (telephone 
387-1411), and for the Convenience of lower mainland .Contractors ~ 
only, from 7818 6th Street, Bu'rnaby, B.C., V3N 4N8 (telephone 
660-8260), unless otherwise specified, between the hours of ~30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction," to 
which the construction of this contract shall conform, are also 
available for the sum of $40.00.~ " ' ~ • 
Payment, as and when required, for project doeUmentaflon~and ' 
Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction" can be 
made through any Highways DlstrrctOfflee. 
Cheques or money orders shallbe made payable to the Minister of 
Finance an d Corporate Relat|ons. No such purchases are refund- 
able. 
M.V. COLLINS 
DEPUTY MINISTER 
• - ,~m~ i F--'. 
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The City of Terrace 
INVITES YOUR TENDER BIDS 
FOR A 1976 120 CAT GRADER 
(Including a Snow Wing)  
Serial #'82V7515 
The grader is located at the 
Mechanical Shop, Public Works 
Yard, .~303 Graham Avenue and 
can be viewed oni Jam lath, lath 
and IINh, 11NIt between the hours 
of 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
This grader will be sold on an "as is 
- -  where is" basis. 
The highest, or any price will not 
necessarily be accepted. The suc- 
cessful bidder must make full pay- 
ment within ]5 days of approval of 
sale. 
Bids are to be submitted: in a seal- 
ed enveloped marked: "TENDER - -  
12tl CAT GRADER" To the attention 
of: John W. Colongard, Director of 
Operations, 50(0 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. (mailing addrast of 
3215 Eby Street). 
All bide mutt be received no later 
than: 3:00 p.m. on ThurKlay, June 
,22, 1989. 
' " " John W. Colo,ffinrd, 
Dire(tot of i q lnoodq 
I 
BabysltterAtommkeel~r t(~ begin i~) 
September for two oh Idren, 
months annd 3 years In my home. 
Must have vehicle and references. 
All school holldanys off. ~5/day. 
Phone 635-5865 after 4 p.m. 6/28p 
For Is le  - -  18-ft. self-contaninod 
travel trailer, $1,000 firm. 1975 
Chrysler, good shapo, I750 firm. 
View at 518e Ackroyd Road or phone 
636-9652. Aid(for Gene or Ed. 7Fop 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honoursblo Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS -- TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena ~ 
Highway District: Skeena 
Project er Job Number:. C-5177 
Project or Job Description: 
Gravelling and asphalt surfacing 
km 42, Kalum Lake Road #3 
(Clear Creek Bridge Approaches) 
The Tender sum for this project 
is to include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. 
Tender Opening Date: June 15, 
1989 
Tender Opening Time: 10:30 a.m 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans~ specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of. charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Suite 300. 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C.; VSG 1V4 
between the hours of 8:30 and 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, ex- 
cept Holidays. 
Phone number of e_rlglnantlng of. 
flee: 6,38-3360 
Telex number of odglnantlon of. 
flee: FAXCOM: 638-3316 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Skeena Dlantrlct Of- 
flee, SuRe 300, 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 1V4. 
' ~ J.R. Nowhouse 
" D(|tdet H~oy I  Manne~ 
for:. Honourable Nell Vant 
Ministry of Traneportetlon 
. .-~ : ,  annd H~hwsyan 
1, ." I I  I T [ 
ii 
i n H u m i N g  
| | |  H N I I I  w ~ | ' i  
Ministry of Trannsportation 
annd Highways . 
Honoureble Nell Vast, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom fo Move 
PUBLIC NOTICE* 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Effec,tive 12:O1 a.m., Thursday, 
June 08, 1989 and until further 
notice Telegraph Creek Road is 
limited to 100% of langal.ax!e 
loading as set by the regulations 
pursuant to the Commerical 
Transport Act. 
Previous restrictions Imposed 
remain In effect, namely: 
i00% legal axle loading: High- 
way #37 from Deltaic Creek to 
Yukon .Border, Caselar Access, 
Deeee Lake Townslte, Atlin 
Highway, Atlln Townslte, O'Don. 
nell River Road, Surprise Lake 
Road. 
All term overload permits are In- 
valid for the duration of this 
restriction. Vlolantors of the 
regulations and restrictions will 
be prosecuted. 
Appropriate percentages of the 
tolerance provided in subsection 
7.06(2) of the regulations pur- 
suant to the Commercial Trens- 
)ort Act are applicable. 
D.P. Stead 
District Highways Manager 
For:. Honorable Nell Vent 
Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
DATED: June 06, 1989 
AT: Deanse Lake, B.C. 
HII 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. F3380 to 
Lot 19, District Lot 837, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 5874. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of Dup. 
l icate Certificate of Title No. 
F3360 to the above described 
land, Issued In the name(s)of 
Kendall Properties Ltd. has been 
flied in this office, notice is 
hereby given that I shall, at the 
expiration date of two weeks 
from the date of first publication 
hereof, issue a Provisional Cer- 
tificate of Title In lieu of the said 
Duplicante, unless in the mean- 
time valid objection be made to 
me in writing. 
DATED at the Land Title Office, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. this 5th day 
of June, 1989. 
Terry Dinnell 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
Wednesday, June 7, 1989. 
end of the tunnel. On their way, 
a l itt le less than half  
way down the tunnel, Weber 
and Sawatsky would pass a 
powder magazine. 
But as just as the pair turned 
the corner all four heard a 
"small bang", a sound they all 
recognized - -  the detonation o f  
a blasting cap on a "B" line. 
Anderson explains that a "B" 
line consists .of several fuses 
linking several explosive charges 
and is connected by a blasting 
cap which is detonated by a 
main fuse. Five seconds later, an 
estimated 2,900 sticks of 
dynamite exploded. The blast 
created a 2,500-degree C. 
fireball, an expert from Cana- 
dian Industrial Laboratories 
(explosives manufacturer)  
testified at the inquiry. 
As Anderson described the 
scene, the concussion of the ex- 
plosion threw bodies against the 
rock walls of the tunnel killing 
and injuring them. He says he 
was told later that Weber was 
hurled about 135 feet - -  he died 
on .impact. Sawatsky was 
thrown only 10 feet but he too 
died on impact. Anderson: 
himself, who had some protec- 
tion due to the bend in the tun- 
nel, was thrown about 60 feet 
into a rock face and suffered 
multiple fractures. Cassidy was 
uninjured and the rock driller 
suffered from smoke inhalation. 
Anderson says there was a lot 
of smoke following the explo- 
sion and it was. necessary to 
evacuate immediately. But there 
were no stretchers underground. 
He was driven out over the 
rough surface of the tunnel bot- 
tom in the bucket of a front end 
loader. He was then driven to 
the first aid station and lifted 
out by helicopter about 20 
minutes later. Because of the 
suspicious nature of the blast, 
Anderson says, he and at least 
three other mine employees were 
given lie detector tests by the 
RCMP, and one was questioned 
while under hypnosis. All of 
them passed the tests, he says. 
After that experience, Ander- 
son says, he will never work.• 
underground again. He was ask- 
ed about other conditions in the 
mine and offered the following 
information -- some of which 
Newhawk has since taken steps 
to correct. Wolsey says shortly 
before the inquiry stretchers 
were placed in the mine. ~ And 
Anderson says they now have a 
telephone system so workers can 
summon help in an emergency. 
But "powder magazine" isn't 
necessarily what it's imagined to 
be. 
He's not familiar with other 
mining operations, but Ander- 
son says that at Newhawk this 
term refers to open wooden 
shelves containing boxes of 
dynamite, blasting caps and 
fuses at various points in the 
mine. Ventilation in the mine is 
very poor. He says mining 
operations had to be shut down 
one day due to the quantity of 
rock dust in the air. "You 
couldn't see anything," he says. 
"Even the gum I was chewing 
was full of dust/' 
And finally, the money's 
good: "You can easily clear 
$5,000 a month." But anyone 
can get a job. Ande/'son says you 
need no experience and no 
references: Anderson himself 
was hired just before his Grade 
12 graduation ceremonies and 
*was on the job only a few days 
later'. And after a short tour of 
the mine, "So you don't get 
lost," a worker can be on 
his own. 
And the explos ion at 
Newhawk isn't the only incident 
to come under investigation in 
recent months. In early January, 
Stewart Husband of Terrace 
died when he was apparently 
crushed by a loader. Wolsey says 
another inqu]w is scheduled to 
investigate the circumstances of 
that accident. Tomorrow, an in- 
quest will be held in Stewart to 
find the cause of an accident at 
Skyline's Johnny Mountain gold 
mine that killed 19-year old Ter- 
.race resident Kelly McKew. 
Were 
Touched 
• the Heart of 
Someone 
You Know. 
B.C. Head (~  
Foundation 
YOUTH WORKER 
Terrace & District Community Services Society is seeking an 
energetic, dynamic person to fill the position of Youth Worker 
at Lakelse Junior High. This person shall act as a resource to 
both the teach!ng staff and students. 
DUTIES INCLUDE: counselling, development of extracur- 
ricular activities, and field trips, development and supervision 
of work experience placemeqts; liaison with parents, other 
agencies, and support to students. 
QUALIFICATIONS: High school graduate with post- 
secondary training in the social services field, i.e. (H.S.W. 
diploma or similar designation) or equivalent experience. This 
person Should be a team player, have excellent communica- 
tion skills; be able to work with young people and support 
them In their academic endeavours. He/she must also 
undergo a criminal record check and possess a valid drivers 
license. 
SALARY RANGIE: $1,500-$1,800 per month for a 10 month 
period. 
Closing Date: June 19, 1989 
For further information contact Betlef Beck at 635-3178. 
Resumes complete with 3 references should be sent to: 
Detlef Beak, Administrator 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
I I  • 3216 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 2)(6 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR... 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES ~ 
ABOUT PEOPLE . . .  
This emblem Identifies [ 
the civic-minded [ 
businessmen who sponsor ' 
in the community. 
Terry Kendell 638.8178 
Vi Middleton 635,66?2, 
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!> .;~, :i.~spite.tJ~e heat, the:two:per- 
: ~:!~ahc~s:~6f Mr..i:Dressup with 
,.~ " ' Cagey aiid!,Finnegan played to a 
i~  f.uli house,:-in the R.E•M.Lee 
i Theatre last-•Thursday ~evening. 
i :ii,:,i::; ,:,:by;Xaelee~ Bruce 
! ' ' • i!ii:~eshow beganwi th  a rum-  
~ ingS:wei~me song, with ..the 
i in the  audience ~ gr  o w n ~ s  i 
t displaying as much .enthusiasm 
[. a~.-the chi!dren. 
; Aft~r::,magically transforming 
[. ' :  -Ca~eyand.Finnegan,s trechouSe 
I : : J~RO a l)irate ship, the tickle 
t : tmnk was:opened. A buccaneer 
i ' captain costume was found :for 
Mr. Dressup. The two puppets 
!• sported red bandanas as. the 
• threesome set out on a treasure 
• ~ hunt, i 
: There was much audience par- 
~; ticipation paddling the im- 
i aginary ship and weighing an- 
: chor. 
! The musical portion of the 
i show followed with Tom, a 
t musician friend, playing his 
I guitar as accompaniment to Mr. 
Dressup's one-man band., The 
,~ audience responded eagerly with 
: lots of singing and clapping. A 
! rendition of "Purple People- 
' Eater'.' with Mr. Dressup in 
silver pants and a multi-colored 
punk-rocker wig was a big hit. 
Casey and Finnegan reap- 
, peared for the last part of the 
! show to help Mr. Dressup pre- 
sent "Grannie-locks and the 
r: :u  :::'ic a r   oc: Kl  fS 
Of the classic :fairy tale. The chil- 
dren•10ved Mr. Dressup's por, 
trayal of a geriatric!iGoldilocks 
whOse dentures almost melted at 
the ~ taste• of hot porridge• 
-After the last of the two high- 
energy, performances, Ernie 
Co0~bs- -  Mr .  Dressup's. real- 
life identity - - . took the time to 
sign autographs, pose for pic- 
tures and answer quegions. 
Co0mbs proved that he is 
• every bit as nice as his TV per- 
sonality. He projects an easy- 
going, warm friendliness and the 
children responded with sincere 
affection for a familiar and 
trusted friend. 
Coombs studied to beeome an 
artist before •getting "side- 
tracked" into children's televi- 
sion. 
" Mr. DresSup, Casey and Fitl- 
negan began •their.TV careers 25 
years ago as part of the CBC 
show "Butternut Square". 
When the show faced 
cancellation in 1967 because 
resources were being directed to 
Montreal for Expo, there was a 
public outcry. 
The children's show was 
scaled down, the format chang- 
ed and it was renamed •"Mr. 
Dressup". 
Coombs says Mr. Dressup 
does not have any spectfic 
message to convey to children. 
Rather, the show foeusses on 
TwoBears',,:a delightful version, entertainment, using ,;-music, 
crafts,.,drawing, dressing :Up:~d 
acting OUt stories. 
• He be.lieves.-pre'sehoolers~are 
• best.educated thr0ughplay~hen 
their creativity: is :?encouraged 
and their imaginatiqns:;i{i:sfimu'• 
lated. : ' :"::: :,:,: 
Although *retirement,,,iS :~till 
several years, away', ..'af::ag¢ 64, 
Coombs is looking ,ahead: He  
has left an:enduring legacy;~:{ ' : 
For the last quarter of a!cen, 
tury Mr. Dressup has been a 
well-loved figure. He has shared 
his talents and a lo t  happiness 
with many Canadian children 
over the.years. His audience is 
now in its second generation. 
Many parents expressed:;their 
gratitude that he took the dine 
to visit Terrace. It was:a show.to 
be remembered by parents and 
children alike. 
 o ,cE 
REPORT 
For the weekend of June 
2-4 in the Terrace-Thornhill 
area, local RCMP report that 
six motor vehicle accidents 
occurred. Police also issued 
11 24-hour license suspen- 
sions and charged two people 
with impaired driving. 
Elementary track meet 
Discus 
11 YEAR OLD BOYS 
tst Marc Leblonc, Verttos; 14.10 
, ~hnd Cow McKoy, Thornhill; 12.80 
: 1 |  YEAR OLD GIRLS 
Ist Jennifer Kuehne0 Veritos; 13.6 
12 YEAR OLD RaYS 
l i t  Scott Johnston, Thornhill; 17.20 
2nd Erik Hernet, Veritos: 16.10 
13 YEAR OLD IIOYS 
Ist Victor Furtado, Cossie Hall: 21.0S 
2nd Nelson Cordeiro, Veritos; 19.90 
Shot Put  
11 YEAR OLD RaYS 
1st Brian Gervois, Veritos; 7.06 
2nd Matthew Bloke, Veritos; 6.95 
12 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
1st Fay Campbell, Thornhill; 6.69 
2nd Jennifer Kuehne, Verltas; 6.33 
1|  YEAR OLD RaYS 
1st Dean IMeson, Cossie Hall: 8.45 
" -  cont inued  f rom page 14 
. OUTSTANDING ATHLETE FOR IACH GROUP 
9 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
Michelle Genereaux, Veritas 
1st 50 m, 800 m, long jump 
9 YEAR OLD IIOYS 
Charles Parks, Thornhill 
1st 50 m, 200 m, 2nd long Jump 
-10 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
Melonle Kerr, Porkside 
:1st 8(X) m, long jump 
111 YEAR OLD BOYS 
Chance H(~oley, Cassle Hall 
Ist 50 m, boll throw :~ 
I1 YEAR OLD GIRLS . .  
Jenny Levels, Verltas 
let 200 m, 400 m, long lump : " ' 
11 YEAR OLD BOYS " 
Kelsey Hidber, Cassle Hall . 
1st 400 m, 800 m, 1S00 m 
" 12 YEAR OLD GIRLS 
Dorlynne Braid, Thornhill 
f 200 m, long jump, 2nd 100 m 
12 YEAR OLD BOYS 
2nd Scott Johnston, Thornhill: 7.05 Joey Losler, Cossle Hall 
13 YEAR OLD GIRLS : ::~::!i~;i ::i|st i00 m, 200 m, 1500 m, long lump 
1st Stolla Hoigh, Veritas; 8.49 :~i:i i~!:~i# ~ - 1S YEAR OLD G l l L I  
2nd Carey Bolduc, Cassle Hall: 7.38 ~ Core'y Bolduc, Cassle Hall 
.., I I  YEAR OLD I IOYS - :~ ist 100 m, high lump, 2rid shot put 
1st Brett Kluss, Thornhill; i2.10 ........... ~. ::- 11 YEAR OLD I IOYS 
2nd Mike Falcos, Veritas; 10•86 . . Shown Goodwln, Cassle Hall 
l i t  800 m, 1500 m, long lump, high jump 
,/iiii:ii 
,'1 will both lay me down 
inpeace, and sleep: for 
~:thou;Lc)fd. on ly  maketh  
:m~ dwell in safety.~.sa'_,lm 
4:8  • 
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• 9~o.m; '& 11a.m. 1 " n BII . . . . . . . . . . .  
!11o Ven. J.A,:!MicKenzle 
:: SUnday Sch001classes are ~ddudn0 ~e 9 a,m. service. Child "Palest In-Cha~ " : '"i 
• :care is available dudng the 9 a.m. s~.3e. ., . . . .  
"A606 Lokeis~:,Avenug:f ~ . . . . . . .  1 i~35-90~]!  
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: ,:-;v : S ta~iSu .nday;  Ma.V 7 - - ,Worsh ip  Service a t  I I ~uu a.m. 
. . . . .  • * ' Pastor: DonaldP. Bolstad : 
- . : , .~ l .  " ,  " . : 
i,~'!::;;32-2.~..Sparks Street ~."  . . . . . .  63S-SS20 " 
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il :!:?i emee seveuth Day:Ad,ventist,. -Church: 
~&dblmth School:.;.. ~. " : .P~or:..  ' : " 
: . :O5/, ,Unruh--~iS.r J~s - ' .~turdoy  9 :30  a . rn . .  ~.. , , , : .  ; , i :~ :~: ! :  ' ~ I  r ig :  , ' .  
Oivlne Ir~rvlm;...:. : ..r. . . . .  
:Saturday 'I 1:00 o,m, " W4KJne'~oy.7:00 p.m: :. 
• - , ,  ' : .  " ?  : .  ~ ~ " . 
;6,15 3232 ~:~';~ ..:. ',..: :~ , ,'3306 Gr i f f i ths  .:.. . : : .: . :.,::: . : ~..~ 
" ': ' "~ :'::e " " :~'"~' :"' " . . . .  h ': '- " V :E.van Heal Free Chute_ .: I 
• l:Sund=v sdm=i. " :' :. :'paii : . . . .  : l 
I (fear oli ages) " JlmWestman I. 
I ' 9:45 o.m. Gordon Froese I 
I SuMl~y Surv lm:  ,:...p~ymr Bkm41ng:' I. 
I e:~o a.m. / 11:00 a•m• 6:_.3()_ p.m. '. Wed. 7:00 p.m;. ' I 
I ~SporksSt reet  " . . . .  . . . , . : , .  " 635-5115 I 
• l ira 
Knox UnitedChureh 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 o.rn. 
Sunday School: 
10:.30 a.m. 
4907 Laze l le  Ave .  
Minister. .... 
Stan Bailey 
YouthOroup: 
6:30 p.m. 
145.6014 
I 
=" " I I ., . .. ' I 
/I Ter race  Peute¢os l Assembly :i: I i 
*I E~.~ Senk:e. - Ps|t~. , ' " ::.. .... 7 ~ u I .I I e.m. John ~lplin . . . . . . . .  I I 
I Al leoll lOPll ltOr:. Cl l f felM~rt. - ~1 I 
I lkmchly 8chool: ' Pmym'Tlnm. . : !~il.'.l 
i 10:.00 a•m• . 0,t)0 p•m. , :!  i 
[ .Morning ~ 11.16 e.m. E~nlng Sm~lm~e:~ p.m.. ::1 I 
13511 EbySt roet .  , •  • ' 6~$-2 , " J  I _ '  
• The Alliance Church . . . .  I 
Family I lb le  School: " l~emn Rick Wiel0e 
9.'45 o.m; Ain't Pmtor:DouglasGinn 
.Divine Worlhlp: 11:00 o.m. Fellowship Servlca 6:30P.m..  
• All a r t  cordially Invited 
Youth M in is t r ies ,  Harem Siblo S tud ies ,  Visitation 
4923 Agar  Aven  ue 
I i t  i 
i i i 
635-7727 
7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting!,, : :  
Iss-Mu 
The.Salvation Army 
SundaY;  brvlcee: 
9:10 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 
For Further Informmtlon call 
4643 Wolsh  Avenue 
, J ii 
i , ,  J " ' "  - -  
Christian Reformed Church 
8wvloee: PMton. 
1~1 nday & 5 p.m. P~tet Sluys 635.2821 8.111• n 
Coffee ikeek, Ledkm, Bible Study 
Wedneeciaye 9:30 a.m. & 7:4S p.m. 
3602 Sparks  636-6173 
• I t t  
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Simu lated d, saster scra pped 
:'..TERI~Ci~"I'~ A simulated i- to  cancel the hospital's involve- other would-be participants 
• saster designed to test the ability 
~1 g 0f:loc~il agencies to respond to a 
crisis ~was cancelled in its:final 
planning stages last week when 
Mills Memorial Hospital was 
forced to pull out of the exer- 
cise. , - 
• : ,At a meeting.last week!of all 
ihe agencies that would i'have 
been involved in the mock disas- 
ter, MMH administrator: Norm 
Carelius explained that a work- 
to-rule .campaign by members of 
,the B.C. Nurses' Union, who 
.are currently-, negotiating a new 
c_¢__on_tract, left him no choice but 
-BRIEFLY - 
The Rosswood Communi- 
ty :Association recently 
received the second install- 
' ment - -  $20,903 --  in their 
Expo Legacy Fund grant-of 
$62,? 10 fbr: the* construction 
of a log community hall." 
Intended uses for the hall 
include community events, 
activities.:.: for teens and 
children, and fundralsing ef- 
forts. - 
Cable television Sub- 
scribers inTerrace; Kitimat 
andPrince Rupert will have 
the opportunity to add six 
new channels to their service 
beginning in Octobe r . 
TK Cablevision is calling 
the service a "'satellite six 
pack" ,  and it will ~ be 
~- available at a cost of $4.49 
per month over the basic 
cable subscription rate. The 
package consists of the Arts 
and Entertainment Network, 
The Sports Network, Cable 
News Network, Much Music, 
The Nashville Network and 
WTVS (Public Broadcasting 
:Service) Detroit. 
The new service will be of- 
fered for free viewing during 
the month of September. 
Terrace resident Debra 
Carson was one of the award 
winners, at the recent con- 
vocation ceremonies: for 
'Simon Fraser University. 
Carson was one of tl/ree 
students to receive the Dr. 
E.J. Wells Chemistry Book 
Award . .  
ment .  The nurses, he Said, agreed it wasn't worth doing 
would only participate if they without the hospital. 
were paid overtimeduring 'the I ' he  disaster was projected as 
exercise. '" an all-day affair that would have 
: Carelius estimated tha( over- tested the response capabilities 
time pa id  to nm'ses, combined of Transport Can=ida a i rpor t  
with overtime for other union- staff, RCMP, ambulance ser- 
ized hospitalstaff who wouid vice, Provincial Emergency Pro- 
probably m=ike the: same de- gram organizers, the Mills 
mand in sympathy: "could total Memorial medical staff and a 
up to $10,000. "We can't,afford number of other groups. 
it," he concluded. ~ . . . .  The exercise may be reorgan- 
After a brief dis~:ussi0ni~;ithe./ized for a date later in the year., 
Ride for Sight rolls 
to successful end 
The 10th annual Ride for 
Sight motored into the sunset 
last weekend, and Terrace 
spokesman James Gilham has 
called it a success. Eight 
• members of,the local Roadrun- 
ners Motorcycle Club joined 67 
other bikersin Vanderhoof dur- 
ing the weekend event and as of 
Tuesday morning, says Gilham, 
a total of $5,176 has been col- 
lected --$3,886 from pledges 
and another $1,290 from an 
weekend auction in Vanderhoof. 
He says it's possible there may 
be more money coming in. He 
explains that last year's ride 
initially collected a total of 
$4,928 but by the time the final 
tally was in it had risen to nearly 
$6,000. All proceeds from the 
annual event go towards the 
fight against Retinitis Pigmento- 
sa (RP) - -  an eye disease Whi~:h 
affects the retina nd may cause 
blindness. 
The-best individual fundraiser 
in the Northwest ride (the area 
from the Queen Charlottes to 
Prince George) was Pirjo (P J) 
McPhail of Vanderhoof, who 
collected $632. McPhail's effort 
was followed by Gilham, who 
collected $627, and Bob Comp- 
ton of Prince George who col- 
lected $404. Gilham says he 
hasn't yet heard the name of the 
best fundraiser provincially, but 
nationally Glynn Crisby of Ft. 
McMurray, Alberta, raised 
$13,007. He doesn't believe that 
total .will be beaten. 
Gilham says that recognition 
for a successful ride in the the 
Northwest belongs to Central 
Valley Motorcycle Club in Van- 
derhoof and club president Bob 
Peters. As for next years event, 
he says, "Terrace get ready." 
According to Gilham, the Road- 
runners will be hosting the 1990 
Ride for sight and club .presi- 
dent, Sue Kaulbeck, has already 
accepted the responsibilty of 
organizing the event. 
M M H rated top-notch 
Mills Memorial Hospital has received the highest rating given 
by the federal body responsible for regulating hospitals. 
MMH administrator Norm CareHus announced last week that 
the hospital has received another three-year accreditation from 
the Canadian Council on Health Facility Accreditation, the 
longest accreditation period that can be given. "It means that 
everything is first-class," Carelius remarked. 
The process began last October with the filing of an extensive 
questionnaire that covered every aspect of the hospital's opera- 
tions, and concluded recently with a two.day survey of the facili- 
ty by representatives of the accreditation body. 
Carellus noted that MMH only once in !ts history failed to 
acMeve three-year accreditation. 
453S Greilz Avenue. Ter race ,  B.C. V8G IM7 
: . ' :  
1-1 1 year . - -  $2~00 
:~;:~ :r--I Cheque:!; :!;!!~ Money O, 
Order Form : : -  
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, June 14, 1989/!27 
Terrace's Donna Graf camehome iast weekend from the 
Interior Novice Body Building Championships in Prince 
George with the first place trophy in the ladies' middleweight 
class. Graf, who has been in training for two years, beat four 
other competitors from around B.C. She works out in the 
Powerhouse Gym in Kitimat and at the Northwest Communi- 
ty College facilities under coach Maurice Belgrave. 
Bell PoleCo. Ltd., is.looking to 
purchase Western Red and 
Yellow Cedar.Poles. - 
For information on specifica, 
tions and pricing con.tact: 
Martin Sterner 
Bell Pole Co. Ltd., 
Terrace, B,C. 
635,6295 
gq~pg Employment and Emplol et 
ImmigmUon Canada Immigration Canada 
We're On Move 
To Serve You Better. 
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. ,,.~Canada Reps on hand to. answer  any... 
(1 ;,~ ~ questions you might have. ~ , ~  
> ~>~?ii! Totem Se rvicde 
• (N l J Service Centre 
4711 Lake lse  Avenue,  -~ 
Ter race ,  B,C.  635.451S 
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